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ABSTRACT
Research about African American students often focuses on problems situated in
deficit viewpoints steeped in Eurocentric ideologies that ignore systematic miseducation.
Using an Afrocentric case study methodology, I examined how school leaders and mental
health professionals use emancipatory practices in African-centered schools to address
miseducation. This study aimed to investigate emancipatory practices, actions that help
students become liberated from oppression, from an Afrocentric epistemological lens to
provide foundational information about possible solutions to miseducation. Findings
from individual interviews, paired interviews, and school document data from three
African-centered schools detail specific emancipatory practices concerning: positive
identity development, mental and emotional freedom, Ubuntu, discipline, and
overcoming oppression. I conclude with a discussion of implications for school leaders
and mental health professionals interested in dismantling miseducation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The history of education in the United States for African descendants begins with
a denial of education. Since the enslavement of millions, laws have passed, and wars
fought to allow African Americans the same right to education afforded to other
American citizens. The grapple of equal education is evident in documented landmark
court cases such as Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) that granted that facilities could be
"separate but equal" and Brown v. Board of Education (1954) that outlawed segregated
schools. Despite these laws, many African American scholars noted that African
descendants are being miseducated (Lozenski, 2017). Woodson (1933) defined
miseducation as the process of being taught to seek inferior places. Miseducation has
impacted students academically and psychologically. African American students have
unique needs that stem from the unique stressors they face from anti-Black racism and
oppression. It is critical to address African American students' academic and
psychological needs to prevent continued miseducation.
As a response to African descendants' miseducation, historically, many schools
have been developed, such as freedom schools, citizen schools, and African-centered
schools (Asante, 1988; Lomotey, 1992). African-centered schools advertise that they take
a different approach from the traditional public schools and place Africa at the center of
everything, thus promoting positive ethnic identity (Asante, 1988; Johnson, 2016).
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Statement of the Problem
The current educational system has proven to be inadequate for meeting the
academic and psychological needs of African descendants (Akbar, 1991; Lomotey &
Lowery, 2015). By default, the dominance of Eurocentric values and lack of Africancentered values in the United States (US) perpetuate racism within the school system.
Eurocentric values perpetuate cultural oppression along with control over nature and
people (Warfield-Coppock, 1995). In the US context, cultural oppression plays out
through the social construct of race. Historically, European descendants carried out their
goal of enslaving Africans and influencing their descendant's psychological development
through various inequitable practices. Psychological indoctrination caused many African
descendants to be misinformed and miseducated through the lie of Black inferiority
(Grills et al., 2016). This lie has caused them to internalize cognitive distortions.
These cognitive distortions are directly related to racism and can lead to a poor
view of one's identity. Negative Black identity perceptions have caused students to
believe negative stereotypes about themselves, think they are a fraud, and believe that
they are incapable of academic success (Creamer & Orey, 2017). Stereotype threat,
imposter syndrome, low academic self-efficacy, and negative racial identity not only
hinder development but are also examples of how misinformation about oneself can
impact them academically (Ellis et al., 2018; Whaley & Whaley, 2018). There is a need
for mental emancipation: the freedom that comes with the undeniable belief of one's
ability to achieve anything. Mental emancipation is liberation from racial ideologies.
Liberation from miseducation can occur when African American students learn correct
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information about themselves that is not grounded in racist ideals (Champman-Hillard &
Adams-Bass, 2016).
In the United States, the traditional school system follows a curriculum that does
not represent African American students (Gay, 2010; Watson-Vandiver, 2020; WynterHoyte & Smith, 2020). Most teachers and students in traditional schools are of European
background (National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES], 2013). When students do
not have access to teachers and principals who look like them, they lack the opportunity
to increase their self-efficacy through vicarious learning (Bandura, 1977; Oyserman et al.,
2001). In addition to the lack of diverse teachers, Black students are a part of the
discipline gap where they are more likely to be sent out of class than placed in an
advanced level (Yang, 2009). Despite the existence of studies that show that including a
student's culture within the school decreases discipline issues, many traditional schools
do not include other cultures that are different from the dominant culture (Gay, 2018;
Lustick, 2017). The holidays that schools celebrate, the curriculum taught, and the
school's daily practices lack cultural diversity.
The false notion of the achievement gap is also often referenced when discussing
the state of African American students’ education due to the gap in test scores and
graduation rates. In 2017-2018, 79% of African Americans graduated high school
compared to 89% of white students (NCES, 2020). Also, African Americans are more
likely to be labeled at risk or needing special education (Craft & Howley, 2018). In
reality, as Ladson-Billings (2008) shared, there is an educational debt that the United
States owes African American students due to historically inequitable educational
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practices. In addition to the educational debt owed by the United States, there is an
opportunity gap of school and community inputs such as teacher training, school
tracking, curriculum access, school funding, and environmental issues that create
educational disparities (Carter & Welner, 2013; Milner, 2012).
Although history concerning political, economic, and social structures is often left
out of the conversation of present-day educational disparities, it is clear that the
educational system still miseducates African American students, as Woodson (1933)
stated. Discourse concerning the achievement gap has proven to be unproductive in
educational reform as the educational system continues to beget outcomes of educational
disparities that it was initially designed to create (Watkins, 2001). Although the
government has spent millions of dollars trying to address the so-called achievement gap,
there has been minimal progress in decreasing the so-called gap (Hanushek, 2019; Kena
et al., 2015). The narrative calling the state of education of Black students a crisis is a
blatant disregard of time. It ignores a diachronic analysis of educational violence that has
been carried out (Lozenski, 2017). A diachronic analysis of African American students'
state of education suggests a need to include the African experience.
Hillard (1995) called for a liberatory Black education movement to address the
grim realities of education. Centering education on the African experience can allow
liberation from racist ideologies that contribute to educational disparities (Lewis et al.,
2012). hooks (1994) suggested that the classroom environment is the best place for
liberation to occur. Liberation can occur through African-centered emancipatory
educational practices that address social oppression, situate community problems,
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acknowledge students as agents of change, and affirm African cultural resources (Dei,
1994; Freire, 1970; Ighodaro & Wiggan, 2011).
African-centered schools resulted from the outcry of community members
concerning the dismal failure of the education of Black students (Durden, 2007). The
African-centered school mission is to structure every aspect of the school to address
African and Black traditions and experiences to help students reach their full intellectual
and spiritual potential (Asante, 1990). African-centered schools place Africa at the center
of analysis based on the historical and anthropological fact that Africa is the beginning of
the human family tree (Wiggan & Watson-Vandiver, 2019). Further, African-centered
schools aim to teach students about their identity, community, family, and culture
(Ladson-Billings & King, 2020; Lomotey, 1992). Additionally, African-centered schools'
educational goal is to affront white supremacy and project a humanist perspective that
embraces a pluralistic society (Asante, 1991). Some researchers have examined academic
achievement and experiences of students who attend African-centered schools (Faude,
2019; Teasley et al., 2016), but there is scant research on the practices that the
administrators and mental health professionals are utilizing within African-centered
schools to address miseducation directly.
Purpose of the Study
The aim of this study is to add to the current knowledge in the field relating to
African-centered schools by researching from an "authentically African epistemological
and ontological base" (Harrell, 1999, p. 45). This study invests in research that dismantles
ideologies fueled by racism, "rather than merely studying the outcomes and correlates" of
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racist ideologies (Banks & Stephens, 2018, p. 106). The purpose of this study is to
provide foundational information on how emancipatory practices are being used in
African-centered schools to address miseducation. The outcome of this study will provide
school leaders and mental health professionals in all schools the necessary tools to begin
the conversation about implementing emancipatory practices within their context.
Research Question
The research question that guided this study is:
1. How are school leaders and mental health professionals in an African-centered
school using emancipatory practices to address miseducation?
Significance of the Study
Examining African-centered schools can help leaders in all schools look at their
educational practices to address miseducation. It can shed light on best practices for
fostering positive academic outcomes and well-being. Indeed, Black children will
continue to walk into classrooms that provide miseducation, and misinformation will
continue to operate as information if educational disparities remain unaddressed. There is
a lack of published articles addressing this issue. Much of the research concerning
African-centered schools addresses academic outcomes or the teachers' experiences in
implementing an African-centered curriculum (Teasley et al., 2016). There is also
minimal research that addresses both educational leaders' and mental health professionals'
roles within an African-centered school. Much of the research on African-centered
schools used Eurocentric theoretical orientations and methodological approaches
(Byndloss, 2001; Johnson, 2016; Lewis et al., 2012). In sum, problems concerning the
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miseducation of African American students have been identified (Donnor & Shockley,
2010; Lozenski, 2017), yet little research has focused on liberating students from
miseducation.
Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework is a visual display of how ideas in a study logically
relate to one another within a theoretical framework (Grant & Osanloo, 2014). I situate
the related concepts within my conceptual framework (see Figure 1) in literature within
education and Black psychology. Inquiring about a student's mind as they interact in an
educational setting calls for an interdisciplinary approach.

Figure 1
Conceptual Framework

Adapted from Kambon (1992), Asante (1988), and Delgado et al. (2017)
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Theoretical Frameworks/Models
This study draws on two theoretical frameworks, African-centered theory, and
critical race theory. Critical race theory (CRT) posits that racism is endemic and
challenges dominant ideology (Delgado et al., 2017). Experiential knowledge of African
American people is a crucial part of analyzing racial inequality. Ladson-Billings (1998)
argued that CRT must be included in the field of education to address past inequalities
due to racism. Critical race theory gives voice to oppressed people and helps analyze
oppressed people's voices (Lomotey, 2019). Critical race theory, coupled with Africancentered theory, is appropriate for this study because it works toward ending racism's
residual effects. African-centered theory puts Africa at the center of all things (Akbar,
1984; Asante, 1988). It challenges the dominant European perspective of knowledge
prevalent in the United States by centering knowledge from an African perspective. It
acknowledges that Africa is a holder and creator of knowledge.
Critical race theory and African-centered theory provide the lens of challenging
dominant ideology by acknowledging how African descendants experience and respond
to racism's mental effects. The permanence of racism and counter-storytelling are the
CRT tenets that were the focus of this study (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). Counter
storytelling allowed the participants to share the emancipatory practices that they are
using to address dominant ideology. Furthermore, African-centered theory allowed me to
locate all inquiry from an African-centered perspective.
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It is necessary to consider oppression due to racism when examining the
phenomena of miseducation. Historically, it is evident that miseducation is motivated by
racist practices (Cokley, 2006). The history of African American education in the United
States is centered around continued cultural oppression (Woodson, 1933). Critical race
theory and African-centered theory challenge the dominant Eurocentric ideology that
Eurocentric education is the best way to educate African descendants. Adopting an
African-centered worldview that values African people as subjects rather than objects
allows African-centered schools to place Africa at the center of all its practices. By
challenging dominant ideology, African-centered schools aim to emancipate their
students from cultural indoctrination through various techniques (Asante, 1988). Through
emancipatory practices, the African-centered school seeks to ensure that their students are
empowered to challenge Anti-African forces they may face.
Research Design and Methodology
Incorporating theoretical models of white social science into methodologies that
study Black bodies can cause a researcher to unknowingly internalize Western European
society's values created by white racialism, including Africa's negative image (Chilisa,
2019; Richards, 1979). Thus, Afrocentric methodology was the best approach to address
my research questions. "Afrocentricity as a methodology serves as an empirical method
rooted in the active agency of Africana people," according to Pellerin (2012, p. ).
A research methodology refers to assumptions that one brings to research, and the
sources of these assumptions stem from a person's worldview (Carroll, 2008). African
philosophy is grounded in an African worldview's perspective to bring about change for
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African descendants (Dixon, 1977). The African worldview starts with the axiology that
"there is no gap in the separation from the self and the phenomenal world" (Dixon, 1977,
p. 127). Being in the present is valued more than doing in the future. The relationship one
has with the community and nature is more important than the individual. The
epistemological orientation of the African worldview is that knowledge comes from the
feeling of self and how self-interacts with words, gestures, tones, rhythms, objects, etc.,
to convey meaning (Dixon, 1977, p. 134). The African worldview scholar tries to become
a part of the phenomenon rather than distancing themselves from it. Logic is seen as
diunital, meaning that the researcher can "be united and apart from the participants
through harmony (Dixon, 1977, p. 139). Being diunital acknowledges the possibility of
accepting two exclusive concepts (Myers, 1988).
Asante (1988) coined the term Afrocentric methodology as a social science
inquiry that examines African phenomenon in practice. Characteristics of this
methodology include interest in the psychological location, commitment to see African
people in the subject role, defense of African culture, interrogation of power, and a
commitment to a new Africana narrative (Asante, 2007). Emancipatory practices must be
located historically and socially by studying their relationship to space and time. I also
consider the contextual factors of African-centered schools in the United States. The
researcher must be cognizant of their role and pay attention to avoid viewing their
participants as objects.
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Positionality Statement
Asante (1990) shared that a phenom must be located based on its psychological
time and space. I had to acknowledge the historical implications of miseducation and
responses to present-day miseducation to carry out this research. I must also locate my
positionality and be transparent about how my thoughts and beliefs might have impacted
the study. Asante (1988) suggested that Afrocentric researchers must practice
introspection and ask themselves, "Who am I?" I acknowledge that I am an African
American woman in the United States, and I attended public school throughout my
educational journey. I grew up in the lower social class. I have experience as a classroom
teacher, a department chair, and a mental health counselor. The intersections of my
identity inform my inquiry. My worldview aligns with my chosen method; however, I am
aware that I grew up in a Eurocentric society.
Language defends African culture; for example, the term "slaves" will not refer to
African descendants in the US. Instead, when referring to the horrendous acts taking
place during Maafa, I use the language enslaved humans. I must be aware of my use of
language and how it can impact my inquiry. For example, I use the term Black and
African American interchangeably. The Black Power movement in the 1960s helped
popularize the term Black (Ongiri, 2010). In 1988, civil rights leaders promoted the label
African American as a positive label to be more aligned with Italian American or Asian
American (Martin, 1991). Some African descendants may associate power, strength, and
determination with Black (Hall et al., 2015). However, as the dominant group, white
Americans' perceptions of the racial label Black or African American may be
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consequential for economic, judicial, and educational outcomes. Debating the use of the
term African American or Black supports the ideology that how white Americans view
labels is more important, due to their dominant status, than the African descendant's
personal choice. Therefore, to support my position that African descendants are humans,
who have value, I embrace each individuals' decision on how they identify within a
socially constructed concept by using these terms interchangeably.
Calling on the Ancestors
I intentionally included words and phrases from languages native to Africa and
African proverbs to pay homage to my ancestors. As Chinua Achebe (1958) said,
"Among the Igbo, the art of conversation is regarded very highly, proverbs are the palm
oil which words are eaten" (p. 4). Proverbs are essential to traditional African rhetoric in
various tribes; they share sophisticated messages that require social and contextual
analysis (Ndiribe, 2020). Throughout this dissertation, I follow the American
Psychological Association requirements for formatting papers, and I showcase language
from the African Diaspora within the headings and text of this document. Using wisdom
from my ancestors and elder scholars, I embody my positionality in the spirit of the Akan
word Sankofa, meaning it is not taboo to fetch what is at risk of being left behind. I reach
back to my ancestors' words to bring forward a pro-Black, African stance dismantling
Eurocentric dominance (Wynter-Hoyte & Smith, 2020).
The argument of capitalization has occurred throughout the past century. Du Bois
and other NAACP members asked newspapers to capitalize negro in the 1930s (Grant &
Grant, 1975). In the film I am not your Negro, James Baldwin's character says, "The
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world is not white; it never was white, cannot be white. White is a metaphor for power"
(Peck et al., 2017). In the present day, the Associated Press recently decided to capitalize
the word Black and Indigenous and lower case white when referring to humans to
denounce white supremacists' beliefs (Donnelly, 2020). Some critics disagree and argue
that white should have a capital W (Painter, 2020).
Nevertheless, when referring to Black humans, I capitalize the B as a direct action
against anti-black ideologies. Black people in the world have a connection and shared
cultural roots beginning in Africa; whereas, white is a social construct that focuses on the
negation of others founded on colonization and racial terror (Dumas, 2016). Thus,
throughout this study, the w will remain lowercase when referring to the false, oppressive
notion of whiteness inherent by white people (Harris, 1993; Roedigger, 1994).
Assumptions, Delimitations, and Limitations
For this study, I assumed African-centered schools were centered on African
values since they identified themselves as African-centered. Another assumption was the
schools considered themselves to be different in some respect due to their identity. The
history of African-centered schools supported this assumption. I also assumed that the
participants were authentic and provided candid answers. I held this assumption due to
the voluntary nature of participation in the study. I informed the participants that what
they shared was confidential and that their identities will remain anonymous. The
participants chose their pseudonyms for this dissertation and future publications.
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Delimitations
The participants in this study were limited to principals and counselors. The
teacher's role is a delimitation of this study because the purpose was to gather data
concerning the leadership within the school. I restricted participants to leaders at schools
who claim to be African-centered in their title, description of the school, or the school's
mission.
Limitations
One potential limitation of this study was the time the leaders had to contribute to
the research interviews. Principals were busy running their schools and had various
responsibilities to attend to as they adjusted to operating school in the middle of a
pandemic. I addressed this limitation by being available before, during, and after the
school day and remaining flexible for scheduling interviews. Since most schools were
online or hybrid during data collection, data were collected online via zoom and email to
ensure safety.
Another potential limitation was counselor confidentiality. Governing bodies,
such as the American Counseling Association, School Counselor Association, and Social
Work Association, outline what mental health professionals can and cannot share about
sessions with clients. Sharing confidential information is unethical and can result in
mental health professionals losing their license. In this study, I did not ask specific
questions concerning interactions with students. Instead, questions were broad
concerning the general counseling practices that the participants consider to be
emancipatory.
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Definition of Key Terms
African-centered School: A school whose focus is on learning from a humanistic
viewpoint about identity, family, culture, and community pertaining to the student
and the African diaspora (Asante, 1991; Lomotey, 1992).
Afrocentric Methodology: A methodology guided by African experience allows the
researcher to generate liberating knowledge (Mazama, 2003).
African-centered Theory: The centrality of African perspectives, interests, and values
(Asante, 2003).
African American/Black American: An individual in the United States who identifies as
having ancestors from the continents Africa.
Black Liberation Psychology: Facilitating empowerment of Black people by
deconstructing oppressive systems (Thompson & Alfred, 2009).
Cognition: Thinking, mental process as an act of knowing and understanding.
Critical Race Theory: Examining dominant cultural models through the context of laws,
power, and race (Delgado and Stefancic, 2017).
Emancipation: Being set free from restrictions or limitations.
Emancipatory Practices: Practices carried out with the purpose of liberation.
Emotional Emancipation: Freedom from negative feelings that stem from the lie of Black
inferiority (Grills, Arid, & Rowe, 2016).
Liberation: Freeing someone or something from domination.
Lie of Black Inferiority: A lie constructed to justify the enslavement, subjugation, and
colonization of millions of African people (Grills et al., 2016).
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Mental Health Professional: A professional who is trained to address the mental and
psychological needs of others.
Mental Emancipation: Freedom from negative thoughts that stem from the lie of Black
inferiority.
Miseducation: The cultural indoctrination of African Americans leading African
Americans to seek inferior spaces (Woodson, 1933).
Misinformation: Internalizing incorrect information based on socially constructed ideas.
Oppression: A dominant group using power to marginalize, inferiorize, exploit, and
dominate a group of people, causing inequality (David & Dethrick, 2017).
Race: A socially constructed concept of grouping people based on similar phenotypic
characteristics such as skin complexion, hair texture, etc. (Harris et al., 2017).
Racism: Discrimination based on someone's race due to the belief that one race is
superior (Jones, 1997).
Racial Related Stress: Racist transactions between groups or individuals within their
environment that are perceived to threaten their well-being or exceed collective and
individual resources (Harrell, 2000).
Socialization: Process where people take on the ideas and behavior that society deems to
be appropriate.
Systematic oppression: Laws and systems that allow a dominant group to use their power
to marginalize, inferiorize, and exploit a group of people.
Institutional racism: Limiting the access and rights of a group based on manipulating
societal institutions (Jones, 1997).
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Traditional School: Free schools open to the public that adhere to state educational
standards.
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome: Residual trauma from multigenerational trauma
of slavery that has not been healed and affects African descendants today (Degruy,
2005)
Organization of the Study
African American students continue to face unique challenges in the educational
system. Although some research is available regarding African-centered schools, there is
limited research concerning the practices that are taking place in the school that fosters
mental emancipation. Chapter One included an introduction to the problem, the study's
purpose, the significance of the study, conceptual framework, research design,
assumptions, delimitations, limitations, and definition of key terms. In Chapter Two, I
addressed literature regarding the historical context of African-centered schools,
emancipatory practices in education, mental health, and recent research concerning
African-centered schools. I also addressed factors that African American students face in
the public school system due to structural racism focusing on the psychological
consequences. The detailed literature explains the necessity of learning more about
emancipatory practices that are taking place within African-centered schools. In the
methodology section, Chapter Three, I outlined the Afrocentric case study research
design, the theoretical framework that guided the study, and an explanation of how the
data were gathered and analyzed. Chapter Four includes findings from the data, and
Chapter Five ends with discussing the findings and implications for research and practice.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
A considerable amount of research on P-12 African American students exists that
highlights disparities due to racism within the field of education (Anderson, 2010; Levy
et al., 2016). Many scholars believe that African descendants are purposefully culturally
indoctrinated with Eurocentric values (Durden, 2007, Woodson, 1933). The term
"miseducation" explains the continuation of ideological domination through the vehicle
of hegemonic perspectives in the curriculum (Watson & Wiggan, 2016, p. 16). Woodson
(1993) discussed self-abnegation that resulted from dislocating African Americans from
their traditions and culture in the school system. Most research about African American
students focuses on the causes and effects of various inequalities, with little research
homing in on possible solutions.
Independent Black institutions developed Afrocentric schools to solve hegemonic
educational practices in Eurocentric schools by providing emancipatory education to
liberate students from miseducation (Asante, 1988). Although previous research has
offered valuable information concerning the status of educational and psychological
outcomes of African American students, centering inquiry on phenomena that will disrupt
educational disparities is the key to producing new results (Awad, 2007; Ladson-Billings,
2006; Pitre, 2014; Rose et al., 2017). Research has not provided adequate solutions to the
miseducation of African American students in the United States. One approach that some
scholars have considered to correct miseducation is emancipatory practices. An
emancipatory practice is any action that aims to help students become liberated from any
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opposing thoughts or feelings that stem from oppression. I examined emancipatory
practices as a viable solution to miseducation with the hopes of dismantling educational
disparities and creating a foundation to change the state of education of African
Americans in the United States.
I acknowledge the permanence of racism in this study because the literature
defines emancipation as freedom from oppression due to racism (Lewis et al., 2012).
There is limited research on how Afrocentric schools do emancipatory practices. In this
chapter, I summarized the history and impacts of African descendants' miseducation,
provided evidence from current research that supports the need for more knowledge
concerning emancipatory practices as a solution to miseducation, and discusses my
theoretical approach to this phenomenon. Historical explanations concerning educational
disparity provide essential information on how accumulated inequity has manifested over
time (Lozenski, 2017). I focus on four areas in the literature that are the most pertinent to
this study: the historical context of miseducation, impacts of miseducation, and current
emancipatory practices in the education and mental health fields, and theoretical
approaches that inform my research.
Historical Context of Miseducation
The history of the education of Blacks in the United States is imprecise at best
(Buck, 2010). It is necessary to consider the motivation of the authors who record history.
Some people were motivated by deficit thinking to narrate a story that African
descendants did not want to learn or were not capable of learning. In contrast, others were
motivated to tell the story of the successes of Black education before desegregation. On
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the other hand, some wanted to point out the disparity of school resources before
desegregation (Buck, 2010). In every endeavor, the audience must think critically to
determine the purpose of the author. Regardless of the aim of the narrative, it is public
knowledge that African descendants in the United States are "coming from a bloodline of
trauma" (Cole et al., 2019). As I attempt to provide this short summation of history, I aim
to challenge any historical amnesia that doubts or denies the role racism has played in
educational disparities, show that miseducation still exists today, and express the need for
emancipation.
The history of education in the United States is permeated in racism. Free labor
from the enslavement of millions of Africans built the foundation of the United States'
economy. During this time, enslaved people faced anti-literacy laws that were punishable
by flogging, fines, imprisonment, mutilation, and in some cases, death (Freedman, 1999).
Various policies were passed that denied or restricted African descendant's access to
education (Buck, 2010). For example, Virginia had the following law, "Every assemblage
of negroes for the purpose of instruction in reading or writing, or in the night time for any
purpose, shall be an unlawful assembly" (Ritchie, 1849). Through punishment of death,
enslaved people still sought out education. A formerly enslaved person said that flogging
for attempting to read "only made me look at it as a valuable attainment. Yet, why should
my oppressors feel so unwilling that their slaves should possess that which they thought
so essential to themselves?" (Webber, 1978, p. 135). Education was significant despite
the possible consequences.
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After the civil war ended in 1865, education was vital to maintain liberation
(Sherer, 1977). In 1860, the literacy rate of African descendants in the US was five
percent, and in 1910 the literacy rate rose 33.6 % (Anderson, 1988). Education was so
crucial that freed Blacks built schools and collected money to pay teachers (Jones, 1980).
Philanthropists from the north helped build Black schools in the south. A Black Georgia
teacher said that her students "begged for learning 'as a thirsty man would beg his
neighbor for a drink or water'” (Jones, 1980, p. 48). Although the students were eager to
learn, they often had insufficient resources in comparison to white schools. For example,
the books given to Black students were outdated and passed down, and the Black
teachers were paid less than the white teachers (Will, 2019). Some students had to walk
miles to attend a school or go to another city altogether during the week (Anderson,
1988).
On the other hand, scholars recognized the dominant narrative of challenges
Black schools faced during this time and provided a counter-narrative of the oftenoverlooked positive outcomes from Black schools before desegregation (Morris &
Morris, 2002; Walker, 1996). Walker (1996) remarked, “to remember segregated schools
largely by recalling only their poor resources paints a historically incomplete picture” (p.
3). Scholars must also consider that notwithstanding the challenges schools faced, due to
a lack of resources, students could still learn in an environment that ignited their passion
and valued providing a good education (Buck, 2010). In the face of adversity, Black
schools could be a place of community and safety away from oppression found in the
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white world. In these schools, teachers cared about their students' success and pushed
them to do well (Walker, 1996).
Leading to Brown v. Board of Education
In The White Architects of Black Education, Watkins (2001) contended that
during the reconstruction period, the miseducation of Black descendants was an illusory
practice of benevolence directly linked to maintaining subservience through the ideology
of safe reform. Although African descendants were receiving educational opportunities,
they did not have educational outcomes linked to gaining power in society. Casey et al.
(2013) examined management from factories to schools during this period and discovered
the hidden curriculum of obedience for Black and Brown students rather than intellectual
stimulation. Instead of learning information that will provide systematic upward mobility,
students received lessons that valued compliance with the status quo, perpetuating
stagnation.
Brown v. Board of Education
In 1954, the Brown v. Board of Education decision ruled segregated schools as
unconstitutional. During this Supreme Court case, Clark, a psychologist, argued that
school segregation affected the self-concept of Black students causing them to believe
that they were inferior (Jackson, 2000). Chein, another psychologist who testified in this
case, shared that the legal authority of segregation was inexplicably tied to the belief that
African Americans were inferior, thus causing psychological damage (Jackson, 2000).
When examining Clark’s influence in the Brown v. Board of Education (1954) case,
scholars must also acknowledge his concept of the “zoot effect.” Zoot effect states that an
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individual who has been socially isolated and discriminated against due to societal
factors, regardless of race, attempts to gain psychological security (Clark & Baker, 1945).
The attempt to stabilize oneself psychologically manifests when individuals reject
majority norms to protest against society. It is essential to remember Clark’s zoot effect
when considering his context of psychological damage (Freeman, 2011). Clark argued
that racial identity was not the issue and that biological race did not exist; instead, the
problem was the structural inequalities (Freeman, 2011). Moreover, the zoot effect
supports the idea that African American students’ feelings of inferiority were caused by
segregation and the lack of political power (Clark & Baker, 1945). Clark believed that
large-scale social and political transformation needed to occur to address the
psychological damages of racism and segregation.
On the other hand, Garrett (1963), a psychologist segregationist, testified that
there was no scientific proof that segregation caused psychological damage and that
maintaining segregation would install pride in being in the Negro group. It is important to
note that Garret later served as the president of the International Association for the
Advancement of Ethnology and Eugenics, an organization whose mission was to improve
the human race by excluding specific genetic variability (Winston, 1998). During this
time, the debate of racial science grappled with concepts of racial inferiority. Scientists
measured supposed natural differences between the races to claim that a racial hierarchy
exists where whites were at the top and other races were inferior to justify socio-political
inequalities, thus carrying out scientific racism (Bergner, 2009). The political
implications of science are apparent in this discussion. Although psychologists disagree
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on segregation's psychological impacts, they agree that the inequity desegregation
impacted students in various ways. It is quixotic for scholars to ignore the political
motivation when examining the psychological effects of inequalities. It is evident that
school segregation and other societal inequalities have a psychological impact on human
beings (Freeman, 2011).
Aftermath
Brown v. Board of Education (1954) did not end oppression, nor did it lead to an
acquisition of power for African descendants. After Brown v. Brown of Education,
schools slowly began to desegregate. Some Black schools were torn down, and the
students were expected to integrate into the white schools. Following Brown v. Board of
Education, many Black teachers were “displaced, demoted, and dismissed” from their
occupations (Lash & Ratcliffe, 2014, p. 329). Black principals also lost their jobs
(Karpinski, 2006).
Some teachers feared that white principals would not promote them nor work
peacefully with them (Doddy & Edwards, 1955). From 1967 to 1970, Black principals in
the south decreased dramatically, by more than 50 percent in some states (Hooker, 1971).
These principals and teachers were role models and community leaders, and their
dismissal impacted their communities (Karpinski, 2006). Schools named after prominent
figures such as George Washington Carver or Booker T Washington were renamed
(Middleton, 1984). In some cases, the students integrating into the schools faced public
turmoil.
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Notwithstanding the schools that continued segregation, the government passed
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 that stated that schools that did not
desegregate would not receive federal funds (Casalaspi, 2017). This act motivated more
schools to desegregate. Presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy had to
force integration in some schools with military action (Santoro, 2008). In addition to
principals and teachers experiencing changes due to Brown, students also faced
challenges. The photo of Ruby Bridges walking in front of a mob protesting her attending
a white school is just one famous example of the type of treatment students received from
their community and school (Dumas, 2014). People who supported integration suffered
harassment, violence, and intimidation (Lesson, 1966).
Impacts of Miseducation
There have been various theories to explain the disparities of academic outcomes
of African American students, such as the pathology of African Americans' social
structure, the lie of Black inferiority, and systemic racism and oppression (Grills et al.,
2016). Deficit viewpoints such as the lack of cultural capital, low aspirations for
achievement, and racial intelligence have been disproven (Mickelson, 1990; Yosso,
2005). Yet, there is a lack of direct acknowledgment of how systematic racism and
oppression contribute to students' miseducation today.
According to Gay (2018), schools in the United States serve as socializing agents
that teach cultural norms and values. The history of education in the United States
indicates the value placed on the education of African descendants. The Black/white
binary exists where the mainstream European culture is dominant and used as a
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comparison method for all other cultural groups. The incessant status quo of social
hierarchy continues in schools. Realties such as disproportionate special education
referrals of African Americans, inequitable discipline practices, and inadequate funding
contribute to educational disparities (Hughes & North, 2012). A systematic imbalance in
schooling offers advantages to some individuals while marginalizing others by imposing
differences based on the socially constructed idea of race (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017).
Across the United States, white, female, middle-class, monolingual English
speakers with little contact with outside cultures make up 86% of the teaching force
(NCES, 2013). African descendants have unequal access to political, social, and
economic power along with school barriers such as labeling, stereotype threat, academic
tracking, and low expectations (Moore et al., 2014; Steele, 1997).
In terms of test scores, academic achievement, and dropout rates, white students
outperform African American students even when controlled for socioeconomic status
(Gay, 2014). In 2015, only seven percent of African American students performed at or
above proficient on the 12th-grade NAEP math exam. In 2017, white students scored 25
points higher than Black students on the eighth-grade reading test compared to 30 points
in 1992, 32 more points in math compared to 33 points in 1990 on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). According to United Negro College Fund,
African American students are less likely to have access to college-ready courses or
enroll in college-ready classes when they are provided (United States Department for
Civil Rights Brief, 2014).
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However, educational disparities go beyond test scores. Literature supports the
idea that African Americans face various unique adversities due to the false idea of the
race they were born with (Cokley, 2008; McClain et al., 2016). Some teachers use
connotations such as “talkative, lazy, and rebellious” to describe African American
students (Bakari, 2003, p. 641). African American students are underserved, labeled,
miseducated, and often represented negatively in the literature (Milner, 2012). The
educational system is not meeting the academic and psychological needs of African
American students. Further, African American students are more likely to be suspended
or expelled from school than their white counterparts (Pane, 2009).
Currently, African American students are more likely to be placed in special
education than other students (Craft & Howley, 2018). Many African American students
lack access to a curriculum that values their culture despite the research that indicates that
incorporating a student’s culture helps promote their academic success (Graves &
Ashton, 2018; Gay, 2014; Ladson-Billings, 2001). A classroom learning environment
should reflect African American cultural values such as communalism instead of
individualism and competition to promote high academic achievement (Hudley &
Chhuon, 2012). The curriculum teaches African American students history that began
with slavery while being denied knowledge of their ancestors as kings and queens and
creators of knowledge.
African American students face chronic stress by turning on the television or
social media and seeing people who look like them being mistreated or even murdered by
the police. Furthermore, Black students experience mistreatment within the school system
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(Anderson, 2010; Bottani et al., 2017). African Americans are victims of violence on
school property (NCES, 2015). Black students are more likely to encounter school
officials who do not believe in their ability, which can cause them to internalize lies about
themselves (Yarnell & Bohrnstedt, 2018). In addition to discrimination concerning their
academic ability, school officials discriminated against African American students for
choosing to wear their natural hair to school (O’Brien-Richardson, 2019). They are less
likely to be in gifted and talented programs and more likely to earn a high school diploma
(Hopkins et al., 2010; NCES, 2015). The Black body has faced many atrocities
concerning education in the United States. Scholars have outlined these atrocities in
many books and various research articles over the years. It is time to examine possible
solutions to address these issues.
Psychological Impact
“The psychological effect that the ideology of white supremacy and European
imperialism, in the form of slavery and colonialism, has had on Africa and her people has
never been fully addressed and understood” (Nobles, 2013, p. 233).
Miseducation not only impacts African American students academically, but it
also impacts students psychologically. Scholars have proven that experiencing racial
discrimination leads to psychological distress (Smith et al., 2019). Yet, little research has
examined the mental health needs of Black students. The ideological domination of white
supremacy has caused psychological domination on what it means to be human. Various
atrocities in the United States have caused cognitive distortions in how Black children
view themselves both as a human and academically (Grills et al., 2016). Scholars trace
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back dehumanization practices to the middle passage, where purposeful measures such as
capturing, chaining, whipping, and forcibly relocating millions of bodies from their
homes occurred (Leary, 2005). Today, Black children sit in history classrooms and learn
about these atrocities.
Along with the knowledge of the enslavement of millions, children learn that their
ancestors fought a war for their rights, resulting in many deaths (Bronson, 2016).
Although the United States abolished slavery, residual effects can affect multiple
generations (Wilkins et al., 2013). Many suffer from post-traumatic slave syndrome,
resulting from trauma, continued oppression, and the absence of the opportunity to heal
(George, 2015; Leary, 2005). Trauma can impact how people think and the choices they
make.
False information concerning the history, worth, and contributions of African
people, along with institutional oppression, has perpetuated the lie of Black inferiority
(David, 2013; Grills et al., 2016). The lie of Black inferiority explains how African
Americans can accept misinformation about themselves. Living in a culture that
embodies racist attitudes and systematic racist structures, including economic and
political policies aimed at continued oppression of Black bodies, can impact the
information that Black people believe about themselves (Grills et al., 2016). Students
learn about the dehumanization of enslavement through textbooks whilst witnessing
Europe as the universal standard of humanity (Perimbaum & Perimbaum, 1983), thus
impacting the African descendant’s view of their being. African Americans need radical
healing from racism in the United States (French et al., 2020).
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David and Dethrick (2017) defined oppression as aiding some people while
harming others resulting in inequality in power between people and the dominant group
using that power to marginalize, inferiorize, exploit, and dominate. Miseducation is an
example of oppression where European descendants used an inequality of power to
marginalize African descendants within the educational system (Rothstein, 2014).
Oppression is both a state and a process (Watts et al., 1999). Inequalities in educational
attainment are examples of oppression as a state, whereas the process is the institutional
systems that purposefully marginalize a specific group.
Three levels of oppression are interpersonal, institutional, and internalized (David
& Dethrick, 2017). Interpersonal oppression occurs between two people where one uses
their imbalance of power and privilege to engage in biased thoughts, attitudes, and
behaviors towards an individual. Students may face interpersonal oppression from
teachers and other students. Institutional oppression is laws, beliefs, customs, or
relationships regarded as normal in a society that can be a practice and a construct such as
traditions, accepted behavior, or roles in society (David & Dethrick, 2017). Accepted
practices such as expelling more students of color are examples of institutional
oppression. Internalized oppression takes place when “oppression that permeates the
environment can seep into oppressed individuals who, in turn, begin to think, feel, and
behave in biased ways towards themselves and their own groups” (David, 2014, p. 86).
The school system is an educational institution that reflects the laws and values of the
United States. Bowles and Gintes (1976) discussed how schools help maintain the US
values of hierarchy by playing a pivotal role in social oppression, evidenced by
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inequalities in school funding. The lie of Black inferiority is another example of
institutionalized oppression that is perpetuated with miseducation and can lead to
internalized oppression.
The lie of Black inferiority causes psychological harm to African descendants'
emotional well-being (Grills et al., 2016). The lie of Black inferiority was devised to
justify the enslavement, colonization, and subjugation of Black bodies (Arid et al., 2016).
Examples of this lie are that Black people were slaves and that oppression ended with the
emancipation proclamation. Instead, the truth is Black people were enslaved humans and
not objects; they contributed to civilization and still face oppression today. This lie
contributes to the legacy of historical and psychological trauma. Historical traumas are
numerous traumatic events that happen to a group of people over time and their responses
to that trauma (David, 2014). Psychological trauma can cause emotional distress and
interferes with an individual’s ability to cope (Arid et al., 2016). Degruy (2005) coined
the term post-traumatic slave syndrome (PTSS) to describe the symptoms of vacant
esteem, marked propensity for anger, and internalized racism. Unlike post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), which includes how a person responds to at least one traumatic
event, PTSS addresses the historical trauma that still affects people today.
Internalizing the lie of Black inferiority as a belief can lead to racial stress
outcomes such as feelings of anger, hopelessness, and paranoia (Anderson et al., 2019;
Jencks & Phillips, 2011). Cognitive distortions occur when the minds believe something
that is not true (Beck, 1976). Curriculum, media, and historical documents have
misinformed African descendants about themselves. Cognitive distortions are directly
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related to racism and can lead to a poor view of one’s identity (Phipps & Thorne, 2019).
This misinformation shackles the mind by impacting academic achievement, decisionmaking, and well-being. Negative Black identity perceptions have caused students to
believe negative stereotypes about themselves, think they are a fraud, and believe that
they are incapable of academic success. Dubois (1903) explained this psychological
struggle as “always looking at one's self through the eyes" of a racist white society and
"measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity”
(p. 9). Black leaders and mental health professionals must help Black students dismantle
misinformation they may learn about themselves in society.
Internalizing oppression has psychological impacts. In 2013, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shared that African Americans are more prone to
mental health issues and have higher depression rates than Caucasian people. Additional
stressors apply to members of oppressed groups that dominant members do not face
(David, 2014). An example is a student worrying about how their teacher will perceive
their academic ability based on the socially constructed idea of race. Myer (2003) shared
the minority stress model that explained that individuals in oppressed groups must be
emotionally adept at regulating their feelings and responding appropriately to pervasive
oppressive situations. African Americans are vulnerable to internalized oppression linked
to mental health issues such as depression, increased substance abuse, anxiety, poor
identity development, and low self-esteem (David, 2014).
African Americans have the highest rate of depression, according to the CDC
(2010) of 12.8 percent compared to 11 percent of Hispanics and 7.9 percent of
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Caucasians. Major depression, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, suicide, and
posttraumatic stress disorder are the most common mental health illnesses African
Americans face (Anxiety and Depression Association of America, 2015; NAMI, 2015).
Stereotype threat, negative racial identity, and low academic self-efficacy hinder
development and are examples of how misinformation about oneself due to oppression
can cause psychological impacts such as depression and anxiety.
Stereotype Threat
Steele (1997) coined the term stereotype threat and shed light on how
psychological matters impact academic performance due to the larger racist systems.
Stereotype threat goes beyond internalized doubt and is “a situational threat of judgment
or mistreatment” (Gates & Steele, 2009, p. 253). African Americans unconsciously
respond to stereotypes, impeding their performance due to overcompensating for negative
beliefs they believe people may have about them (Gates & Steele, 2009). Steele (1997)
found that indicating one’s race before taking a test was enough for students to
experience stereotype threat. When people feel anxious, they may conform to stereotypes
about their identified group. In a given situation, the fear of being judged or treated
differently “can interfere with your functioning in the situation (Gates & Steele, 2009, p.
251). Discussions about the “achievement gap” in newspapers and on television reinforce
negative stereotypes (Tobin & Gates, 2004). On the other hand, white students may
experience stereotype lifts where their performance is enhanced due to knowing that an
outgroup is negatively stereotyped (Walton & Cohen, 2003). Whaley (2018) suggested
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the education system should focus on teacher diversity and cultural competence training
to address stereotype threat.
Academic Identity
Additionally, African American students are at risk of developing academic
disidentification as a group defense mechanism to protect themselves against
stereotypical stigmas (Osborne, 1997). Academic disidentification posits that the
relationship between academic self-esteem and global self-esteem dissolves, meaning that
the individual no longer equates good academic performance as rewarding or low
academic performance as punishment (Steele, 1992). African American boys are
uniquely vulnerable to disidentification (Osborne, 1997). On the other hand, students of
color may experience the desire to prove that they are academically capable due to their
cultural group's perceived notions (Venzant Chambers & Tabron, 2019). Racial identity
theory posits that individuals must have a positive racial identity perception to have
positive self-perception (Cross & Vandiver, 2000). Individuals who internalize negative
racial attitudes may develop a negative image of themselves. However, students who are
disidentifying with education or working harder to expel stereotypes concerning their
race utilize cognitive energy that may be useful elsewhere.
Self-Efficacy
An individual’s belief in their ability to attain an outcome is self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1986). According to Bandura (1977), self-efficacy derives from four sources:
mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, emotional and physiological states. Positive
self-efficacy is fostered by experiencing success, viewing someone similar to the
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individual experience success, being persuaded of one’s ability, and experiencing positive
emotions. African American students have a history of experiencing failure due to being
in a system not designed for their success (Lomotey, 1990). The lack of African
American teachers and principals contributes to fewer opportunities to identify with
someone who has found academic success. African American students may or may not
experience verbal persuasion based on the individuals around them. Little research exists
that addresses the impact verbal persuasion has on African American students' academic
self-efficacy (Jonson-Reid et al., 2005).
African Americans are in danger of believing that they will not succeed at
academics or other activities, not for lack of capability but for the lack of society’s
contribution to foster positive experiences. Critics who view academic self-efficacy from
a deficit mindset may place blame for this phenomenon on the individual. Nevertheless,
scholars have provided evidence that disputes the veracity that individuals alone are
responsible for their beliefs in themselves and acknowledged that systematic oppression
continues to contribute to low academic self-efficacy.
Depression and Anxiety
In addition to low academic self-efficacy, imposter syndrome, and stereotype
threat like all humans’ African American students also experience depression and anxiety
(Keels et al., 2017; Prochaska et al., 2016). However, educators are less likely to consider
how depression or anxiety can attribute to perceived misbehavior (Cokley et al., 2014).
Due to cultural, racial bias, Black students are more likely to be misdiagnosed with
schizophrenia when they are experiencing symptoms of depression. Black adolescents are
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more likely to show symptoms such as aggression, anger, and irritability when they are
depressed (Choi & Gi Park, 2006). The lack of mental health providers within the school
system puts principals and teachers on the front line of identifying mental health concerns
despite not being trained in this area. Black students are exposed to race-related stressors
that require mental health professionals to take a culturally appropriate strength-based
approach (Williams, 2018). African descendants are troubled on every side, yet we must
not be distressed and instead must press on towards the mark where “mis” is no longer a
prefix for education.
Responses to Miseducation
Independent Black Institutions (IBI) are Black schools made by the Black
community to serve Black students (Lomotey, 1992). African Americans founded IBIs
during chattel slavery, where African descendants would secretly educate themselves,
knowing being caught could result in flogging or death (Bush et al., 2006). Many of these
schools continued to exist in various areas long after the Civil War and Brown v. Board
of Education (1954) due to the denial of entry into the public school system or
dissatisfaction with the public school system. In 1866, African Americans maintained
more than 500 schools in the South (Anderson, 1988). Sabbath schools, religious-based
schools that held lessons during the evening and on the weekends, were not reported in
this number. In 1869, there were 1,512 Sabbath schools (Anderson, 1988). In 1934,
Elijah Muhammad started the first University of Islam to stress self-knowledge, reliance,
and discipline (Rashid & Muhammad, 1992). After Brown v. Board of Education (1954),
many members of the Civil Rights movement, Black Panther, and the Pan African
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movement founded IBIs that still exist today (Bush, 2004). Independent Black
institutions created the Council of Independent Black Institutions formed in Frogmore,
SC in 1972, which focused on organizing IBIs with corresponding political and
educational objectives (Doughty, 1973; Wilkinson 1983). In 1987, Ratteray and Shujaa
found that 80 percent of IBIs were owned and operated by African Americans in urban
areas.
In 1954, Esau Jenkins, Septima Clark, and Berniece Robinson founded citizenship
schools in Charleston, SC (Smith, 2019). Clark and Robinson developed a curriculum to
teach adults how to read and write in a storage space behind a store that Jenkins helped
secure so that their students could pass the voter’s registration (Levine, 2004). These
schools later expanded to help build community healthcare, childcare centers, and
political education (Charron, 2009). The principle of these schools was that the people
had the power to make decisions about what they wanted to learn (Levine, 2004).
In 1964, which was labeled “Freedom Summer,” the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in Mississippi developed freedom schools as an effort
to liberate students from oppression (Adkices, 2005). Both Caucasian and Black people
participated in the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), an African American civil rights
organization, which helped organize Freedom Schools and SNCC and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). These schools called for
students to use critical reflection and challenge society's myths while becoming political
actors on their behalf (Cobb, 1991). Teachers from various states volunteered to
temporarily teach at 40 Freedom Schools in Mississippi that served over 2500 students
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(Cobb, 1991). The curriculum at the Freedom Schools promoted the following principles:
school is a social change agent, students must know their history, link curriculum to the
student experience, open-ended questions, and developing academic skills (SNCC, 1982).
Freedom Schools’ aim of education showed the nation that schools can be used to find
solutions to poverty, hatred, and racial injustice (Zinn, 1964). Mississippi’s dominant
group responded to these schools by bombing churches that held the schools and
lynching organizers, which elicited an FBI response.
In 1970, David Hilliard created a liberation day school in Oakland, California, for
children of Black Panther Party members for students to use as a pathway to change the
world (Huggins, 2008). This school supported the Black Panther party's ten-point
program concerning having education for their children to know themselves, their true
history, and their role in society (The Black Panther Ten-Point Program, 1968). In 1974,
The Institute for Positive Education (IPE)/New Concept Development Center in Chicago
was an African-centered school founded during the height of the Black Panther
movement (Lee, 1992). The IPE focused on adult education and Pre-K-Third grade; now,
they serve preschoolers and after-school programs.
There is a paucity of research concerning these schools. Many liberatory and
freedom schools required tuition, which led to the development of charter Afrocentric
schools, allowing a broader reach (Piert, 2013). These schools stem from Asante’s (1980)
Afrocentric theory, which places Africa at the center of studies. The first documented
independent Afrikan-centered school is Ujamaa Shule, a Kiswahili word that means
cooperative economics and family hood founded in 1968 in Washington DC by Dr. El
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Senzengakulu Zulu (Bevel, 2018). Dr. Zulu was one of the organizers of SNCC and
participated in various freedom marches and freedom schools. Dr. Zulu saw a need for a
school that promoted a positive self-image and allowed the African community to
educate their own (Bevel, 2018). The school philosophy stems from Dr. Karenga’s
Nguzbo Saba values (Karenga, 1996). Ujamaa Shule celebrated its 51st anniversary in
2019.
The Encyclopedia of Educational Reform and Dissent explains that Afrocentric
Schools aim to help students develop a critical consciousness to understand emancipatory
initiates (Hunt, 1991). According to Murrell (1999), an Afrocentric school legitimizes
African knowledge, promotes effective cultural practices within the community, builds
on indigenous language, idealizes service, imparts an optimistic worldview, and supports
critical consciousness. In an Afrocentric school, "Afrocentric orientations are fully
embodied in the school's educational curriculum, academic instruction, school
performances, rituals, customs, community engagement initiatives, and other learning
activities on a day-to-day basis" (Hunt, 2010, p. 31). Afrocentric schools also incorporate
various languages from Africa to demonstrate the importance of Sankofa, going back and
fetching what was lost during enslavement (Shockley & Fredrick, 2010). The
pedagogical approach and curriculum content places historical and contemporary African
experience at the center (Asante, 1987). The curriculum may include a focus on
achievement by African scholars. The curriculum may consist of customs such as rites of
passage and ceremonial practices such as drumming, cultural artifact, rituals, and call and
response (Teasley et al., 2016).
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Afrocentric education aims to correct the distortions and omissions of African
experience within the Eurocentric curriculum (Gay, 2010). Shockley (2010) provided
seven constructs of Afrocentric education: 1) identifying the Black child as African, 2) all
Black people in the world are African, 3) using African culture to sustain self, 4)
adopting African values into the educational process for Black students, 5) Blacks
constitute a nation no matter their location, 6) the community should have the power to
make decisions, and 7) schooling is training and education imparts knowledge needed to
provide leadership. Afrocentric schools have many similarities in principles with
historical IBIs; however, one significant difference is the central focus of Africa. This
difference may be due to the political climate that caused a heavier emphasis on voting
rights during the Civil Rights movement.
Another point to consider is that some Black people within the African Diaspora
have attempted to back away from African culture due to negative African propaganda
(Akbar 1992; Nobles, 1987; Wilson, 1993). For example, Teman (1916), the creator of
the intelligence test Stanford-9 asserted that Black people were feebleminded individuals.
Hume (1753) claimed that African people had no arts or sciences. Afrocentric schools
aim to dispel this by educating students about African history and values so that they can
become leaders within their community (Hunt, 2010). Afrocentric School's purpose is to
celebrate the roots of Africa while also addressing issues that Black Americans face
today. Afrocentric schools continue to exist independently and as charter schools. Some
public schools have adopted an African-centered curriculum. Few public-school districts
have African-centered schools.
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Current Research on Afrocentric Schools
In the 2011-2012 school year, Teasley et al. (2016) found only 34 percent of
Afrocentric charter schools met adequate yearly progress based on standardized testing.
Teasley et al. called for more research concerning student academic success at
Afrocentric schools. Attempting to quantify success based on test scores is inappropriate
and solidifies misconceptions about Afrocentric schools. The subjective nature of
standardized tests and incompatibility with non-European student’s point of reference has
proven the inadequacy of utilizing standardizing test scores as a measurement of
academic performance and school success (Hilliard, 1990; Menken, 2010; Wayne, 2016).
Several studies have provided evidence to disprove that African-centered schools
underperform academically (Alexander-Snow, 2011; Green-Gibson & Collett, 2014;
Marks, 2005; Potts, 2003; Wiggin & Watson, 2016). The college-bound culture of
African-centered schools created unity for high-achieving students (Lee et al., 2014). In
addition to academic performance, Afrocentric schools improve self-acceptance and
cultural competence (Johnson, 2016).
Parents are choosing Afrocentric schools because they instill pride and excellence
in their students (Shapiro, 2019). Afrocentric schools are not exclusionary, nor are they
against Eurocentric education for the European descendants who want to center their
culture; however, the Afrocentric idea does not impose that Eurocentric education should
be universal (Asante, 1990). Due to the demographics that attend Afrocentric schools,
some believe that these schools are anti-white. On the contrary, Afrocentric schools are
“pro-human” and against racism for all and monoethnic hegemony (Asante, 2003).
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Students and teachers at an Afrocentric school shared that Afrocentric does not mean
anti-white and that they believed their curriculum would also be beneficial for non-Black
students (Watson & Wiggan, 2016). One critique of Afrocentric schools is that the
homogenous student body is voluntary separation, thus regressing the Civil Rights
Movement's efforts that fought to end segregation (hooks, 1995, Merry & New, 2008).
Many traditional public schools are segregated due to racist and classist systematic
structures such as an inequitable distribution of funds (Darling-Hammond, 2010; United
States Commission on Civil Rights, 2016).
Teasley et al. (2016) found 42 Afrocentric charter schools nationwide. Still, there
is no published precise amount of Afrocentric schools that exist due to the government's
lack of specificity on the type of charter schools in each state. There is no published exact
amount about the number of independent African-centered schools currently in operation.
Faude (2019) did a case study on an Afrocentric school, and her findings indicated that a
lack of effective leadership, training, and funding caused the school to serve the interests
of white supremacist educational reform efforts. Faude argued that all schools are
vulnerable to white supremacist reform efforts, but African-centered schools are more at
risk when they attempt to merge neoliberal hierarchical test-driven policies with cultural
values. However, Faude (2019) appeared to lack a grasp on the true meaning of
Afrocentric education by making the Black-white binary mistake of minimizing the goal
of Afrocentric schools to affront the goal of white supremacy forgoing the many other
principles of Afrocentric schools. Nevertheless, her findings did demonstrate the
necessity for adequate funding and effective leadership
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Many of the studies concerning Afrocentric schools focused on academic
achievement, student experience, or teacher practices. These studies did not investigate
Afrocentric school counselors’ and leaders’ emancipatory practices, nor the need to ask
the participants to explain how they perceived the fidelity in their practices’ ability to
liberate students. This study contributes to filling that gap in the literature.
African/Black Psychology
The paradox of our time is that to simply apply Western psychology to Africa
(both continental and diaspora), and her children is to turn a blind eye to the role Western
psychology has played in the dehumanization of African people and adopt that which is
logically and spiritually unacceptable. (Nobles, 2015).
The field of psychology also responded to the psychological impact of
miseducation and racism in society. Africana psychologists, such as Kobi Kambon
(1998), believed that African descendants are oppressed people engaged in a liberation
struggle. Psychologists developed African liberation psychology as a response to
oppression. Azibo (1992) shared four points Africana psychologists must be aware of: (1)
the universality of Eurocentric psychology; (2) solely using principles from Eurocentric
psychology is inadequate; (3) it is problematic to combine Eurocentric thought with
imposed African-centered perspectives; and (4) liberation psychology for people of
African descent can only be African psychology. He argued African psychology must
have an agenda for liberation (Azibo, 1992). African descendants can be liberated by
remembering who they are culturally (Wilson, 1993). Liberation can be achieved through
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increasing critical consciousness, promoting positive self-care, enhancing academic
success, and improving relationships (Thompson & Alfred, 2009).
Black Psychologists created the Association of Black Psychology (ABPsi) at the
American Psychological Association (APA) conference in 1968 as a response to the
oppression of Black people (Williams, 2008). The ABPsi condoned the APA for failing
to “provide models and programs conducive to solving African American problems
stemming from the oppressive effects of American racism” (Nobles, 2015, p.400).
“Toward a Black Psychology” was published in Ebony magazine by White (1970) to
share a non-deficit approach to understanding Black behavior and culture (Cokley et al.,
2019). Black Psychology published a collection of theories of Black psychologists
(Jones, 1972). In 1984, White published the seminal work Psychology of Blacks to
explain Black behavior in their cultural context. Many Black psychologists worked to
form the discipline of Black psychology (Akbar 1984, 1990; Azibo, 1989; Hilliard, 1986;
Kambon 1992; Myers, 1988; Nobles, 1972, 1986a, 1986b, 1997).
African psychology was introduced as fundamental to the field of Black
psychology by Nobles (1972). Nobles (2015) suggested that an African grand narrative
grounded in African epistemological reflections is necessary to establish a positive sense
of personhood, interconnectedness, and human liberation. Critics might think that Black
psychology focuses on the consequences of being Black (Wilcox, 1971). Parenthetically
it is a celebration of African philosophy (Jamison, 2018). In 2004, Akbar shared that
African psychology is a perspective of human primacy from Africa. African psychology
is a psychology of liberation that applys African cultural constructs to provide solutions
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(Wilson, 1998). Future directions of Black/African psychology include training young
scholars in African-centered theories and methodologies. Baldwin (1985) criticized Black
psychology for viewing Eurocentric research methods that dictate data sources as
legitimate and urged psychologists to adopt an African-centered ideological stance.
Joseph Baldwin (1986), also known as Kobi Kazembe Kambon, contributed to
African psychology to combat psychological oppression and foster survival. Baldwin
(1986) defined African psychology as the uncovering, articulation, operationalization,
and application of the African reality structure's principles relative to psychological
phenomena. He used the term African and Black psychology synonymously. White
(1970) shared that Black psychology develops theories to address African American
strengths and “psychologically legitimize being Black” (p. 55). Bladwin (1989) expressed
the danger in not understanding how African/Black psychology can perpetuate
oppression by being reactive and allowing Europeans to dictate sources of data and
legitimate methods for research.
Carruthers (1996) warned that social scientists could get “caught between the
philosophy of liberation and methodology of oppression” (p. 190). African psychologists
can avoid entanglement between philosophy and methodology by adopting and ensuring
their practices align with an African worldview. African psychology is theoretical and
has research goals, but it is also a professional practice that aims to bring healing by
helping distressed clients return the order to their lives (Nwoye, 2015). African
psychology stands apart from western psychology by rejecting the emphasis on
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quantification, embracing human beings' spirituality, accepting the belief that humans
live in an interpreted world, and acknowledging that ancestors live in mind and memory.
Current Emancipatory Practices
Upon reviewing literature from emancipatory practices within the educational and
counseling field, it was apparent that both Afrocentric and traditional schools considered
various activities to be emancipatory (Chapman-Hilliard & Adams-Bass, 2016; Hancock,
2017; Lewis et al., 2012; Lyons & Davis, 2017; Parham, 2011). School leaders that want
to educate the whole child can address academic and psychological well-being.
Emancipatory practices can be used as a vehicle to free students from miseducation.
Synthesizing past research concerning emancipatory practices will help drive future
research. The term emancipatory had various definitions in both fields. Definitions of
emancipation addressed oppression, agency, and racist ideologies (Cranton, 2011; Fisher,
2015; Godwin, 2014; Lewis et al., 2012). Freire’s (1970) Pedagogy of the Oppressed
served as a foundational theory for many articles concerning emancipation.
Pedagogical Approaches
Many pedagogical approaches are emancipatory. Freire (1970) discussed raising
awareness of oppression to liberate people from injustice. Freire’s (1970) term, critical
consciousness, means that teachers and students work together to develop a deep
understanding of oppression to bring about transformation. Critical consciousness is one
example of a pedagogical approach used to liberate students by allowing teachers to
invoke their students to think critically about their reality and challenge the forces of
oppression. Students can achieve critical consciousness through discussions, active
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listening, and participating in community events. Culturally responsive pedagogy is
another approach that seeks to retain a student’s cultural integrity (Delpit, 1995; Gay,
2000; Pane, 2010). Culturally relevant pedagogy, a similar approach in name, examines
identity and achievement, teaching the whole child, developmental approaches, studentteacher relationships, and equity and excellence (Brown et al., 2011; Ladson-Billings,
2014). Scholars have written about African-centered pedagogy, which focuses on
cultural practices, values indigenous language, and promotes positive relationships with
self and community (Durden, 2007; Lee, 1994; Murrell, 2002). Culturally relevant
pedagogy, culturally responsive pedagogy, and African-centered pedagogy are
approaches that value student’s culture. A significant difference between the approaches
is that African-centered pedagogy has a specific focus on African culture.
Curriculum
In addition to choosing a teaching method, schools must also decide what students
will learn. Teachers can use education to counter ideas of racial inferiority, to
emancipation, and correct miseducation (Bassey, 2010). Curriculum choices must meet
the educational needs of the students and incorporate their cultural needs to prevent selfabnegation. Schools can expose students to a global citizenship curriculum and give
students the tools to see themselves as equal and valued members of the global world
(Hancock, 2017). Teachers can use community and family members to provide students
access to diverse experiences. One school utilized an African-centered emancipatory
intervention as a curriculum in a life skills class where students were able to connect their
African culture to American culture and foster team building for social change using
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music, dance, lectures, videos, guest speakers, activities, and group projects (Lewis et al.,
2012). Students exposed to this curriculum were encouraged to “think critically (for the
first time) about the impact of racism on their life” (Lewis et al., 2010, p. 281).
Incorporating ancestral history into the curriculum can also help students
understand that their ancestors go beyond the period of enslavement and that they come
from tribes with a history of pride (Johnson, 2016; Watson & Wiggan, 2016). Gaining
this knowledge can allow students to shift from being ashamed or unaware of their
ancestral history and embrace African consciousness (Watson & Wiggan). Students can
gain awareness through rites of passage ceremonies that include African dance, call and
response, and African naming ceremony where students share their new knowledge with
their parents (Jones & Neblett, 2016).
When making curriculum and pedagogical choices, teachers and school leaders
must question their hegemonic understandings of oppression by considering their
positionalities and using diverse methods as a form of resistance (De Saxe, 2012).
Eurocentric traditional diversity curriculum can portray differences as a deficit (Swartz,
2017). Instead, schools can adopt an emancipatory model drawn from African, Diaspora,
and Indigenous worldviews. The difference between an emancipation curriculum and a
diversity curriculum is that the emancipatory model values oneness, collectiveness,
multiple ways of knowing, and collaboration compared to diversity models tenets in a
hierarchy, individuality, and objective knowledge (Swartz, 2017). Although research has
explored these pedagogies and curriculum choices, there has been little focus on how
principals support teachers in their pedagogical approaches of curriculum choices to
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emancipate students within an Afrocentric school. Gaining information about this will
provide leaders with every school tool that will allow them to better address the needs of
their students of African descent.
Discipline
African descendants are more likely to get a ticket out of class than a ticket into
college (Yang, 2009). Utilizing culturally responsive classroom management by
imploring cultural humor, affect, and emotion can reduce disruptive behavior (Pane,
2010). A teacher can also address discipline by using emancipatory discipline by
engaging with students through lived experiences and having defined, structured student
time. A teacher must be culturally aware of the student’s lived experiences and values to
use culturally responsive classroom discipline or emancipatory discipline,
Teachers can be in tune with cultural nuances by reading cultural tests, becoming
familiar with Nguzo Saba and the Ma’at value system (Shockley et al., 2015). Nguzo
Saba is Swahili, meaning seven principles (unity, self-determination, collective work and
responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, creativity, faith) that explain essential
values to the African American community. These values serve to reconnect African
Americans to Africans and serve as a communal celebration during the holiday, Kwanzaa
(Karenga, 1988). Kwanzaa, first celebrated in 1966, is a seven-day holiday taking place
on December 26-January 1 and is observed by lighting a candle, eating a meal, and
giving gifts. Each principle is celebrated on one of the days of Kwanzaa and is valued
year-round as a core of African American culture. Ma’at values are derived from an
ancient Egyptian concept and goddess of harmony and order (Pratt-Clarke, 2013).
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Ancient Egyptians followed the ethical principles of Ma’at: truth, justice, balance,
harmony, reciprocity, and order (Pratt-Clarke, 2016). Teachers who know Nguzo Saba
and Ma’at values can align the student’s culture with their classroom management
strategies.
Mental Health Emancipatory Practices
The mental health field has many professionals such as social workers,
psychologists, psychiatrists, addictions counselors, and licensed professional counselors
that aim to help their clients achieve well-being by realizing their abilities, coping with
life stressors, working productively, and contributing to society (World Health
Organization). I refer to mental health professionals as clinicians in this study. Mental
health, or healthy psychological functioning, is defined as: "cognitions and behaviors that
promote liberation; that is, thoughts, attitudes, and actions that advance one's quality of
life and that support the development of future possibilities for growth" (ChapmanHilliard & Adams-Bass, 2016, p. 495). Scholars wrote about various mental health
emancipatory practices to assist clients. Fisher and Freshwater (2015) defined
emancipatory practices in mental health as "positioning people as experts in their own
lives and experiences, thereby enabling them to create a meaningful narrative and regain
control of their lives" (p. 5). Fisher and Freshwater’s definition speaks to the importance
of agency and having power over one's life. This view takes the stance that the mental
health professional is working "with" the client instead of "on" the client as an expert.
One practice is incorporating Black history knowledge (BHK) to cope with
psychological issues that stem from racism and foster psychological liberation
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(Chapman-Hilliard & Adams-Bass, 2016). The clinician can focus on African Americans'
achievements, cultural strength that empowers social action and become aware of racism
in the United States. When working with African American people, Jamison (2016)
mentioned the importance of having a tie to Africa as an emancipatory practice.
Providing clients with an awareness of racial trauma can cause them to be at a lower risk
for internalizing racial encounters (Chapman-Hilliard & Adams-Bass, 2016). Another
approach that directly addresses the lie of Black inferiority and emotional legacies of
enslavement is emotional emancipation circles (Grills et al., 2016). In an emotional
emancipation circle, people share their stories and their new liberating stories to
overcome exploitation, systemic violence, powerlessness, and cultural imperialism (Grills
et al., 2016). Incorporating community members and spirituality are other Afrocentric
techniques often overlooked in western psychology (Grills, 2011).
Community
Hartmann et al. (2018) encouraged community psychologists to look at the
contextual discourse and ecological thinking about clients outside of the clinic's walls.
Clinicians can consider providing therapy in other locations such as community centers
or local parks to gather more contextual information about the client and become more
involved in the community. Including community elders or social organizations in the
client’s sessions can help clients reach their therapeutic goals (Grills, 2011). Community
members used emancipatory politics in one study to advocate for each other’s well-being
and bring about institutional change (Potter, 2016). Potter (2016) found that community
members came together in unity to collaborate with counselors and advocacy groups to
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implement mental health programs for their children. The community in this study was
aware of the issues they had due to the lack of mental health resources and worked
together to ensure they addressed their children's needs (Potter, 2016). Including
community members can reduce the stigma of mental health and highlight the voice of
people who may have been overlooked because they are not considered to be an expert.
Spirituality
Spirituality is a fundamental component of the African’s conception of their
essence as a person (Parham, 2018). Spirit is considered the life force (Nobles, 1998).
Spirit can be described as the “basis of all existence, both what is seen and not seen”
(Cervantes & Parham, 2005, p. 71). Spirituality provides a sense of purpose and connects
personhood to a divine source in the universe, affirming the importance of power to
transform situational circumstances. Nobles (2013) shared that African Americans are
disconnected from their spirit due to dehumanizing practices in the United States and that
a healing relationship should be spirit-driven. Mindfulness, where one pays attention to
all experiences in the present moment, including meditation and contemplative prayer, is
a practical suggestion to help clients reconnect with themselves (Bingaman, 2016).
Clinicians should also consider prophetic dreams, distance communication, intuition, and
spiritual entities and ancestors (Grills, 2011).
Utilizing spirituality to address mental health issues in African Americans has
proven effective (Cashwell & Young, 2011; Parham, 2018; Sink & Simpson, 2013).
African American spiritual leaders report being more involved in counseling work
compared to other ethnic backgrounds (Mollica et al., 1986; Young et al., 2003). Places
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of faith have shown to be therapeutic for the African American community, and spiritual
involvement correlates with having better mental health (Chatters et al., 2011; Gilkes,
1998; McRae et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2004). Spiritual leaders may provide counsel on a
wide variety of issues such as marital problems, substance use issues, unemployment, or
grief, to name a few (Neighbors et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2001; Young et al., 2000).
In like manner, Parham (2011) suggested that clinicians consider therapeutic
interventions anchored in an African-centered ontological and epistemological system to
address African American clients' spiritual aspect. Clinicians can remember that clients
“come from circumstance, but they are not their circumstance” and that they have the
healing power to uplift themselves (Parham, 2018, p. 24). Using greetings, rituals, or
music to connect to clients is suggested in the African American Skills Identification
Stage Model (AA-SISM) to facilitate spiritual awareness (Parham, 2018). Rituals help
impact change in the brain’s behavior due to its ability to “tap into the power of the
spoken word (speech), rhythm (movement), the language of symbols (images), and
various levels of reality and consciousness" (Grills, 2011, p. 51). Incorporating
Afrocentric interventions allows clinicians to utilize the client’s knowledge and
experience as a healing tool.
African Centered Psychology
African-centered psychology’s goal is “the liberation of the African mind,
empowerment of the African character, and enlivenment and illumination of the African
spirit” (Ebede-Ndi, & California Institute of Integral Studies, 2016, p. 72). Incorporating
an African worldview is essential in understanding African Psychology (Kambon, 1998).
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Nguzo Saba's principles: unity, purpose, creativity, faith, collective work, cooperative
economics, and self-determination align with an Afrocentric orientation and are
protective factors against race-related stressors (Neblett & Rogers, 2013). Afrocentric
psychology is often used in prevention and intervention mental health programs to help
clients achieve liberation (Jones & Neblett, 2016). Mental health professionals can embed
Nguzo Saba principles in their interventions to enhance self-respect and self-concept.
To summarize, Black history knowledge, emotional emancipation circles, and
African-centered interventions are considered valuable practices that can foster liberation.
Clinicians working with African American clients or any other cultural group must be
aware of their cultural values. Becoming involved in their community and including
spiritual leaders can be beneficial to the client.
Theoretical Approach
Critical race theory is an appropriate theory to identify how miseducation due to
racism impacts students academically and psychologically. Afrocentric theory allows for
a closer look at possible solutions to miseducation. The miseducation of African
American students is the impetus of Afrocentric theory (Asante, 1991). Critical race
theory (CRT) acknowledges that racism is endemic, the importance of storytelling, the
relevance of experiential knowledge, the critique of liberalism, the existence of interest
conversion, and whiteness as property (Ladson-Billings, 1998). Critical race theory is
vital because racism has motivated the educational system to oppress African American
students in various ways, including eliminating their culture from the curriculum
(Ladson-Billings, 1998).
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Counter storytelling challenges the dominant narrative concerning students'
education centered on the achievement gap and allows participants’ experiential
knowledge to be shared and valued. The critique of liberalism indicates that civil rights
laws serve the interests of white people and do not bring about aggressive change to
dismantle racism (Ladson-Billings, 1998). The critique of liberalism is evident by
African American students still facing unique challenges in the traditional school setting
despite Brown v. Board of Education (1954). Interest conversion implies that change
happens when the interests of white people and people of color intersect. Whiteness as
property is also a component of CRT that explains that being considered white comes
with rights that are not afforded to people of color (Delgado et al., 2017). Critical race
theory illuminates how racism is a vehicle that drives oppression. The power and
privilege of being white in America have perpetuated systematic educational oppression.
The normalcy of racism, experiential knowledge, and counter storytelling are the central
CRT tenets that inform this study.
Afrocentricity also informs this study along with CRT. When examining racism
concerning African Americans, one must not ignore the importance of challenging the
centering of Eurocentric values. Scholars such as Maulana Karenga (2009), Na’im Akbar
(1984), Molefi Asante (1988), Ama Mazama (2001), Kofi Lomotey (1990), Kmt
Shockley (2001), and Kevin Cokley (2005) have contributed to Afrocentric theory.
Afrocentric theory puts Africa at the center of everything by promoting an accurate
perception of the African experience and dispelling negative distortions of Africa (Akbar,
1984; Asante, 1980). Counter storytelling can negate Eurocentric narratives that paint
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Africa in an undesirable light. Allowing African Americans to share their experiential
knowledge and gain information about their origins recognizes the African worldview.
Since the invasion of Europe, Europeans have omitted African scholars from written
records resulting in students lacking exposure to African knowledge (Schiele, 2000).
Asante (1980) coined the term Afrocentricity. According to Asante (1990),
Afrocentric theory operates on the presupposition that the purpose of education is to
socialize the learner and that schools reflect society. For example, if a school is in a
community that practices racism, it will reflect racism and socialize learners to be racist.
Afrocentric theory views phenomenon from an African perspective. Afrocentricity allows
African descendants to see themselves as subjects rather than objects.
White supremacy notions aim to protect white privilege and presents Eurocentric
realities as universal. Afrocentric theory questions white supremacist views as ubiquitous
and projects a pluralistic viewpoint to liberate minds (Asante, 1990). Afrocentric
paradigm seeks to promote a social science that reflects African Americans' reality,
dispels negative distortions about Africa, and advances human transformation. One
assumption of Afrocentric theory is that humans have a collective identity; therefore,
liberating African descendants essential to every human being's spiritual development.
Black liberation psychology (BLP) is another theoretical approach which “gives
attention to understanding the process involved in deconstructing oppressive systems to
facilitate empowerment and emancipation” (Chapman-Hilliard & Bass, 2016, p. 487).
This theory also acknowledges the oppressive systems that Black people face and the
need to gain freedom. Fanon (1965), Bulhan (1985), and Utsey et al. (1995) are
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originators of BLP. Black liberation psychology values collective narratives to defuse
dehumanizing narratives (Thomson & Alfred, 2009) and acknowledges that systematic
oppression can change the way Black people view their reality as an individual and as a
community (Carter, 2007; Helms et al., 2012). People can become liberated by breaking
narratives and patterns through critical consciousness, which can be developed by
critically discussing and deconstructing social messages concerning African descendants.
While BLP is a beneficial theory to address oppression, I did not choose it because it
lacks the necessary centeredness of Africa needed for this present study. A strength of
BLP is its focus on Blacks becoming liberated. However, my research examines specific
emancipatory practices in an Afrocentric school; thus, an Afrocentric theoretical
orientation is more appropriate.
This research is founded on the perspective that the educational field and the
mental health field are needed to study this phenomenon. Within a school are many
personnel who attend to various aspects of student needs. For example, principals address
leadership, counselors address mental health needs, nurses address physical needs, and
cafeteria workers address nutrition. Each person plays a role to benefit the student.
Tackling every person’s contribution to students' liberation from miseducation would be
an enormous feat, so for this study, school leaders and mental health professionals are the
focus due to their direct influence on students' academic and psychological well-being. I
am not negating that nutrition or physical health impacts a student's academic
performance; however, I am bounding my study to school leaders and mental health
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professionals. When addressing school leaders and mental health perspectives, it is
essential to delineate pedagogical and psychological attitudes relevant to the study.
Pedagogy involves teaching practices, while psychology involves how the mind
functions. It is evident that the goal of teaching is for students to learn, and students must
use their minds to grasp knowledge. Therefore, pedagogy and psychology go hand in
hand. Oppression impacts the learning process as well as the processes of the mind. There
is a broad understanding that mental health impacts learning outcomes (Adelman &
Taylor, 2014). Influential school leaders who aim to liberate students must address
pedagogy and psychology correspondingly. Perspectives from Freire’s (1970) Pedagogy
of the Oppressed and Baldwin’s (1980) “The Psychology of Oppression” informed this
research study.
Many scholars who study the miseducation of African American students
reference Freire’s (1970) Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Freire’s perspective that teachers
can foster liberation by giving students knowledge of oppression and allowing them to be
co-creators of knowledge is pertinent to this study. Freire (1970) encouraged teachers to
promote critical consciousness where students critically examine their reality and develop
solutions to oppose oppression. Reality is interpreted based on three levels of
consciousness the magical level, naïve level, and the highest level (Freire, 1970). At the
magical level, people assume inherent inferiority and accept the status quo. On the naïve
level, people believe that reality is corrupt but do not challenge it. At the highest level of
consciousness, people are aware that their choices can shape and change reality. A person
can move to a higher level of consciousness by identifying the social, political, and
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economic contradictions and acting against them. Principals can provide leadership that
encourages their staff and students to address injustices that stem from systems that
marginalize groups of people.
School leaders help shape a teacher’s pedagogical choices. Effective schools have
leaders who focus on instruction (Edmonds, 1979). Some important behaviors for
effective instructional leadership are developing a vision of learning and nurturing a
culture conducive for learning (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2008). A
principal can influence the school by setting the goal of creating an Afrocentric culture
and vision. Teachers can help carry out this vision in the classroom, while mental health
professionals can support the vision with their interactions with students.
Concerning the mind's process, Baldwin’s (1980) “The Psychology of
Oppression” discusses definitional power, defined as one cultural group having the power
of defining another cultural group. When a culture lacks definitional power, they lack the
power to define themselves and rely on other definitions of them even if framed in a
deficit mindset (Baldwin, 1980). Baldwin argued:
race constitutes the principal binding condition underlying the evolution of
definitional systems. Such systems in their most fundamental nature, therefore,
have a “racial character.” That is, they are peculiarly specific to the racial-cultural
group with which they are identified. It is further argued that definitional systems
reflect the distinct styles of survival maintenance characterizing different racial
groups, deriving from their common geographical and historical experiences.
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Each racial group can, therefore, be regarded as having its distinct definitional
systems. (p. 98)
The role racism plays in miseducation can impact how students define themselves,
causing them to accept a Eurocentric definition of their identity.
Baldwin (1980) asserted that Europeans aim to make their social reality credible
while attacking non-European group’s social reality as a weapon of racial oppression and
“psychological warfare” of gaining control over one’s mind (p. 100). For example, only
training mental health professionals in European educational systems promotes African
American mental health professionals to operate outside of an African paradigm, leading
mental health professionals to diagnose and treat African American clients incorrectly.
Baldwin (1984) suggested that psychological survival can be achieved by understanding
that African Americans are operating from a social reality that does not align with their
natural African reality. Instead, African Americans should enforce the legitimacy of their
reality. Baldwin’s (1980) viewpoint on definitional power supports the perspective that
mental health professionals can work with school leaders to help students define their
cultural group and foster liberation.
Perspectives of pedagogical and psychological oppression explain the significance
of gaining knowledge about how an Afrocentric school is aiming to liberate students.
Miseducation oppresses students academically and psychologically; therefore,
researchers should address both aspects. The pedagogical perspective drives my inquiry
on the leader’s role in emancipation. The psychological perspective will shed insight into
the mental health professional’s role in emancipation within the Afrocentric school. Both
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views align with the African perspective of humans' oneness by acknowledging that
academic outcomes and mental health needs are equally important when addressing the
phenomena of miseducation.
Conclusion and Summary
The literature portrays that the history of African Americans' miseducation in the
United States is dismal at best. Looking back allows researchers to gain a better
understanding of the problem of miseducation with the hopes of examining emancipatory
practices as a possible solution. There is a gap in the literature concerning how to address
miseducation. The literature shows that emancipatory practices are a relevant discussion
in the field of education and mental health; however, emancipatory practices have not
been examined explicitly in Afrocentric schools. If school leaders and mental health
professionals do not address emancipation, Black children will continue to exit
classrooms with distorted minds. Their collective cognitions will continue to show up in
biased test data and dropout statistics used to measure academic achievement.
Misinformation will continue to operate as information. Examining Afrocentric schools
that address mental emancipation can help school leaders in all schools review their
educational practices. Further, doing so can shed light on best practices for fostering
positive identity and well-being.
This study offers a qualitative inquiry into emancipatory practices taking place in
Afrocentric schools. The false notion of the achievement gap is often referenced as a
problem in the education of African Americans. (Ladson-Billings, 2006). This false
notion is a symptom of racist practices. This study foregoes the idea of examining test
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results as an achievement measure. Instead of taking a deficit approach, I consider a
phenomenon that can operate as a solution to miseducation by getting into the minds, the
root, of leaders and mental health professionals. This study contributes to the mental
health field and the educational leadership field, focusing on the collaboration between
the two. Utilizing CRT and Afrocentric theory as a theoretical approach will help
illuminate the emancipatory practices taking place within an Afrocentric school. I
provide details concerning the methodology used for this study in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
In Chapter Three, I explain the research design of this qualitative, Africancentered case study. This inquiry operates from a critical paradigm situated in an Africancentered epistemology. As educational researchers and leaders, we are responsible for
asking for new ways of looking into others' reality, and we are accountable for valuing
the interests and the needs of the people we study (Hilliard, 2000). I chose the Africancentered case study methodology for this study due to its ability to help researchers create
knowledge to improve human relations (Reviere, 2001). I divided this chapter into five
sections: (a) epistemology, (b) theoretical framework, (c) methodology, (d) methods, and
(e) analysis.
Epistemology
Afrocentric methodology derives from assumptions of African-centered
epistemology (Mazama, 2003). I approached this study from an African-centered
perspective. Different worldviews lead to different research methodologies (Dixon,
1977). As seen in Appendix B, there is a difference of assumptions and viewpoints in
Eurocentric and Afrocentric perspectives. An assumption of African-centered
epistemology is that African-centered values man-to-person relationships contrast to the
Eurocentric value of man to object (Dixon, 1977). Relationships with other people are
valued more than obtaining objects. The Eurocentric values "Doing, Future-time,
Individualism, and Mastery-over-Nature" whereas African-centered values "Being, Felttime, Communalism and Harmony-with-Nature" (Dixon, 1977, p. 122). An African-
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centered perspective posits that there is no gap between self and nature. A person feels,
thinks, and knows in that order. Being present in the moment is more important than
doing a task. Cooperation and collective responsibility are valued over competitiveness
and individuality. Being refers to spirit or energy versus doing centering on knowing only
through five senses. Dixon (1977) asserted that values are evident in the research
inquiry.
Eurocentric ways of knowing are "object-measure cognition," and Africancentered ways of knowing include affect-symbolic imagery-cognition (Dixon, 1977). A
Eurocentric researcher would allow “empty perpetual space” between themselves and the
phenomena they are studying. An African-centered researcher would seek to be a part of
the phenomena through a relationship from their feelings and symbolic imagery such as
words and gestures. For example, an African-centered researcher would be open to
exploring their emotions concerning what they are studying instead of claiming
objectivity. An African-centered researcher values feelings and symbols. Lastly, Dixon
(1977) asserted that logic is viewed as either/or from a Eurocentric perspective, and logic
is diunital (i.e., both/and) from an African-centered perspective. A researcher can have
harmony as one with their participants and be apart from them simultaneously. The
dominant ideology that African Americans were objects separated from the researcher
came from Eurocentric ways of knowing as viewing and measuring objects (Dixon,
1977).
In this study, I viewed the participants as individuals while simultaneously
considering their feelings and symbolic imagery concerning emancipatory practices to
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address miseducation. Eurocentric epistemology often approaches research from a deficit
mindset to explain the disparities of educational outcomes for African descendants. On
the other hand, this study focused on a solution to correct miseducation.
The purpose of this research inquiry was to provide foundational information on
how emancipatory practices such as discipline practices and mental health interventions
are being used in African-centered schools to foster liberation from miseducation. An
African-centered paradigm informed my position in this study, which allowed the feeling
self to engage in experiencing the phenomena holistically. I valued words, gestures, tone,
and rhythms to convey meaning (Dixon, 1977). Examining emancipatory practices from
both the academic leadership and mental health lens allowed me to present a holistic
view. This paradigm authorized me to investigate emancipatory practices within an
African-centered school in the context of this study. This study's findings will allow all
school leaders and mental health professionals within education to examine their
practices concerning students of African descent.
Research Question
In this study, I investigated emancipatory practices that are taking place in
African-centered schools to unearth a possible solution to miseducation. Therefore, the
following research question will guide this study: How are school leaders and mental
health professionals in an African-centered school using emancipatory practices to
address miseducation?
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Theoretical Framework
While in the field of law initially used Critical Race Theory, Ladson-Billings and
Tate (1995) applied it to education in their paper “Toward a Critical Race Theory of
Education.” Critical race theory’s five basic tents include the permanence of racism,
counter-storytelling, whiteness as property, interest convergence, and a critique of
liberalism (DeCuir & Dixson, 2004). Critical race theorists acknowledge that race is a
social construct in the conscious and unconscious part of American life (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2017). Critical race theory helps explain how racism fuels the miseducation of
African descendants in the United States. Counter-storytelling challenges the dominant
story held by the majority stemmed from power and oppression (Lomotey, 2019;
Solorzano & Yosso, 2002). The participants in this study had the opportunity to share
their counter-stories concerning African-centered schools.
In this study, I challenge the dominant narrative that Eurocentric education is the
best for all students. Critical race theory amplifies participants' voices and offers a
counter-story by focusing on emancipatory practices instead of focusing on a deficit view
of achievement, which is often the focus within Eurocentric schools. Moreover, CRT
acknowledges that whiteness as property is the expectation of resources, land, and power
to be validated by law and embedded in systems of oppression (Harris, 1993). The
critique of liberalism challenges the “color-blind” ideology and neutrality of law
(Bonilla-Silva, 2015, p. 25). I acknowledged in this study that despite laws of equal
education, African descendants are still miseducated. Interest convergence describes how
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significant progress for Blacks are made only when their interests also align with the
interest of white people (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017).
Critical race theory and Afrocentric theory provided a foundation for this study.
Specifically, the tenets of CRT that drove this study are the permanence of racism,
critique of liberalism, and counter-storytelling (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). The
participants in this study had a platform to share their experiential knowledge that served
as a counter-story to the dominant narrative. Other tenets of CRT, such as interest
convergence and whiteness as property, were equally important, but they were not the
main focus of the study (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). Ladson-Billings (1998) argued that
a critical race analysis in education would necessarily focus on “curriculum, instruction,
assessment, school funding, and desegregation as exemplars of the relationship that can
exist between CRT and education” (p. 18). Critical race theory in education is a
“theoretical framework that challenges the ways race and racism impact educational
structure, practices, and discourses” (Yosso, 2005, p. 74). This theory allowed me to
understand the practices being carried out to foster emancipation from racist ideologies.
Critical race theory, paired with African-centered theory, was appropriate for this
study because it addresses emancipatory practices at an African-centered school as a
possible solution to racism's residual effects. African-centered theory stems from Asante
(1998), meaning “placing African ideals at the center of analysis that involves African
culture and behavior.” (p. 2). African history, culture, and traditions informed the
analysis of this study. It challenged the dominant European perspective of knowledge
prevalent in the United States by centering knowledge from an African perspective. It
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acknowledged that Africa and its people are holders and creators of knowledge. Critical
race theory and African-centered theory provided the lens of challenging dominant
ideology by acknowledging how African-centered schools respond to miseducation.
An African-centered researcher must center their inquiry. According to Mazama
(2003), African centered method must “espouse the cosmology, aesthetics, axiology, and
epistemology that characterizes African culture” (p. 9). An African-centered researcher
must support African values, principles, and ways of knowing. Asante (2007) stated that
African centered research must be located, he explained:
A phenom, that is, any situation, event, text, or personality, must be studied and
analyzed in relationship to psychological time and space. It must always be
located. This is the only way to investigate the complex interrelationships of
science and art, design and execution, creation and maintenance, generation and
tradition, and other areas bypassed by theory. (p. 25)
The Asantean location theory (ALT) is the philosophical position an African person holds
to Africa (Asante, 2007). I had to be aware of my assumptions, language, attitude, and
direction.
I acknowledge that I assume students must be liberated from oppression and racist
ideologies. My language supports the belief that human beings can foster liberation. The
voice of my language is of transformation. Yehudah (2015) stated that attitude is “what
we state as someone’s agenda” (p. 559). My agenda was to provide knowledge of
emancipatory practices in African-centered schools to correct miseducation for all Black
students whether they attend an African-centered school or not.
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An African-centered researcher must examine who they are through reflection to
identify any personal biases. I examined myself introspectively and retrospectively to
ensure the trustworthiness of my research. “Introspection means that the researcher
questions herself or himself regarding the topic under discussion” (Asante, 1990, p. 27). I
sought to ensure any obstacles that might have hindered me from carrying out Africancentered research in my mind were unearthed. I did this through journaling poetry and
prose before the research process and throughout the process to ensure that I was
operating outside of a Eurocentric framework.
The first question I asked myself was “Who am I?” (Asante, 1990). I
acknowledge that I am an African American woman located in the United States. I
attended public school throughout my educational journey. I attended George
Washington Carver high school which was integrated in 1963. I grew up in a lower social
class. I have experience as a classroom teacher, a department chair, and a mental health
counselor. I am a certified English teacher, Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC), and
alcohol and drug counselor (ADC). The intersections of my identities informed my
inquiry. My worldview aligns with my chosen method; however, I am aware that I was
raised in a Eurocentric society. Throughout my journaling, I questioned how my
experiences and beliefs affected my inquiry.
Retrospection deals with interpreting the data; the researcher questions any
obstacles they may have to provide a fair interpretation of the data (Asante, 1990).
Throughout the research, I remained reflective about my intentions as well as my
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knowledge of Black culture. Retrospection supports member checking to ensure valid
interpretations of the data.
Methodology
Scholars in various fields, including Dixon (1977) in economics and Akbar (1996)
in psychology, have questioned the methodological approaches to researching African
descendants. Asante (1980) worked toward creating an African-centered methodological
approach. African centricity considers African people to be the subject of the
phenomenon rather than objects. Asante (1980, 1987, 1988, 1990) discussed three
fundamental beliefs an Afrocentric researcher must have that sets them apart from
Eurocentric methodology: (a) consider themselves responsible for illuminating hidden
subtle racist theories that may be embedded in current methodologies; (b) aim to declare
the centrality of African ideals and values as a credible way to acquire and examine data;
and (c) maintain inquiry that has been rigorously located in an African centered place. By
choosing Afrocentric methodology, I avoided hidden subtle racist theories and declared
African ways of knowing valuable. Reviere (2001) suggested five African-centered
cannons that researchers must include: Uhaki, Ukweli, Ujamaa, Kujitoa, and Utulivu to
meet Asante’s characteristics.
Ukweli (Swahili—Truth)
Ukweli is defined as “the groundedness of research in the experiences of the
community being researched” (Reviere, 2001, p. 713). The community's experiences are
grounded in this research through the use of interviews and collecting document artifacts.
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Participants were able to share their stories verbally during the interview with some of the
questions starting with the question stem “tell me a story about.”
Kujitoa (Swahili—Commitment)
“Kujitoa requires that the researcher emphasize considerations of how knowledge
is structured and used over the need for dispassion and objectivity” (Reviere, 2001, p.
716). A researcher must articulate their own beliefs, values, and biases. Research that
ignores personal feelings has been stated as being committed to truth; however, as
scholarship progresses in education, the social construction of truth has been
acknowledged. Within the social construction of truth, a person’s feelings include how
they perceive reality. For example, someone may come from the position that their race
(which is a socially constructed concept) is superior and then carry out research to
support a systematic truth formulated from racism. I considered how knowledge is
structured throughout through introspection and retrospection.
Utulivu (Swahili—Patience)
“Utulivu requires that the researcher actively avoid creating, exaggerating, or
sustaining divisions between or within communities but rather strive to create
harmonious relationships between and within these groups” (Reviere, 2001, p. 717).
Eurocentric stories are often incomplete due to their one-dimensional perspective and
assume the right to tell one’s own story and everyone else's (Oyebade, 1990).
Afrocentrists acknowledge the influence that race has on the construction of knowledge
(Reviere, 2001). I aimed to have a harmonious relationship with the participants by
viewing them as theorists and researchers rather than the ones being researched. I also
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sought to avoid division through paired interviews. I developed a harmonious relationship
by following time agreements, being emotionally, mentally, physically present, and
honoring their story. I avoided a researcher-subject relationship by minimizing risk to the
participants through anonymity and meeting at times convenient for their schedule.
Lastly, the study was intentionally organized to reduce comparisons between school cases
by showcasing emancipatory practices collectively.
Ujamaa and Uhaki (Swahili—Harmony and Justice)
Ujamaa requires that the researcher reject the researcher/participant separation
and not presume to be "the well from which spring theory and practice, whole and wellformed," but rather that the actual and aspired interests of the community should inform
theory and practice (Banks, 1992, p. 270). I met with my participants to ensure that
inquiry and interpretation embodied African-centered principles. Uhaki is concerned with
fairness to all. It is the hope that open communication and consideration of the
participants’ wellbeing ensured fairness.
A qualitative case study approach paired with Afrocentric methodology was
appropriate for this study because it aligns with the goals of exploring a phenomenon indepth within a bounded system (Stake, 1995). In contrast with other research forms, a
case study approach allows the researcher to observe and record what is happening. The
Eurocentric approach to a case study requires the researcher to take an objective
approach. On the other hand, an African-centered approach to case study allows the
researcher to reflect on their assumptions and consider the historical context (Reviere,
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2001). Thus, allowing the researcher to connect to the research rather than being an
outsider onlooking subject.
Approach to Case Study Research
For the scope of my research, I acknowledge that Yin (2018), Merriam (1995),
and Stake (1995) have differing theoretical perspectives on defining a case study,
designing a case study, and gathering and analyzing data. I preferred to capitalize on the
most valuable features from each author and apply them to my research. Connecting
Afrocentric and case study methodology required me to be mindful of the foundational
theoretical approaches.
I agree with Yin (2018) that the case study mode of inquiry allows one to embrace
different epistemological orientations. Although Yin (2018) did not directly state his
epistemic commitments, it is clear from his text that he leaned towards a positivist
perspective. The positivist approach does not align with African-centered ways of
knowing through feelings and symbols. However, Yin (2018) is flexible and suggests
that the case study method can be suitable for different epistemological orientations.
Carrying out an Afrocentric case study allowed me to embed African-centered
epistemology within the inquiry.
According to Yin (2018), a case study research design “investigates a
contemporary phenomenon in depth within its real-world context” (p. 15). My inquiry
examined emancipatory practices within the context of an African-centered school.
Merriam (1998) encouraged researchers to define and structure a research case study
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clearly. I do this by focusing on emancipatory practices utilized by principals and mental
health professionals.
Stake (1995) provided a set of seven steps for doing a case study that I followed
to structure my case study: (1) anticipation, (2) first visit, (3) further preparation, 4)
further development of conceptualization, 5) gather data, validate data, 6) analysis of data
and 7) providing the audience opportunity for understanding. These steps help the
researcher conduct a rigorous inquiry. During the anticipation stage, I did introspection.
In steps 2-7, I ensured harmony, justice, patience, and truth.
Gathering data requires sensitivity, where the researcher collects good sources of
data that can lead them to significant understanding (Stake, 1995). Gathering data from
multiple sources allowed me to make “sense out of the data … [which] involves
consolidating, reducing, and interpreting what people have said and what the researcher
has seen and read” (Merriam, 1998, p. 178). I gathered data from individual interviews,
paired interviews, and school documents. During data analysis, I participated in
retrospection. Although Yin (2018), Merriam (1995), and Stake (1995) had different
approaches concerning conducting a case study, they offered various tools that allowed
me to complete rigorous research. Being knowledgeable of various approaches has
helped me make decisions that best align with Afrocentric methodology.
Role of the Researcher
In The Souls of Black Folks, Dubois (1903) wrote, “I who speak here am bone of
the bone and flesh of the flesh of them that live within” (p. 6). I am a descendant of
Africa; thus, my lens for the phenomenon is shaped by my identity. African descendants
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connect to Africa in many ways, including linguistically, genetically, and culturally.
African is an encompassing term that includes African descendants in the African
Diaspora. I note the linguistic connections through language dialects such as Gullah and
Black vernacular English (Saville-Troike, 2012). Genetically, most African Americans
have mixed ancestry from various West African regions (Tishkoff et al., 2009). Cultural
practices, such as African American folk tales, rhyming, and call and response, are
connected to the oral tradition of storytelling in Africa. My being and life experiences
shape the design of this study.
The American Educational Research Association (2006) shared that the
researcher’s intellectual traditions shape a study's design; their views influence questions,
interpretations, and analysis of the research inquiry. In qualitative research, the researcher
as instrument becomes involved with various aspects of the case; therefore, through
introspection and retrospection, the researcher must ensure they are cognizant of their
role throughout the study. The researcher’s role is where the diunital aspect is necessary.
The researcher must both be involved within the case harmoniously and apart from the
case at the same time.
Methods
The participants in this qualitative study were three school leaders and three
counselors from three different African-centered schools. Many African-centered schools
only have one or two school leaders due to the small number of students. This sample
size was appropriate because it allowed me to reflect during analysis on individual and
paired interviews, which helped me achieve my goal for the study significantly. I used
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criterion purposeful sampling to select African-centered schools located in the United
States. Purposeful sampling provides in-depth insights into the phenomenon (Patton,
2002). I purposefully chose the schools based on meeting the criteria of identifying as an
African-centered school and their stated philosophy to uphold African principles such as
Ma'at or the Nguzo Saba. The counselors and the principals had to have worked within
the school for a minimum of one year to provide detailed responses to the interview
questions based on their experiences. Participants were recruited through email or
LinkedIn to participate in the study. School leaders included assistant principals and head
principals. Counselors could be school counselors, licensed professional counselors,
licensed mental health counselors, or licensed clinical social workers.
Researcher as Instrument
I worked in the field of education for 12 years and in the field of counseling for
six. I hold a Bachelor of Arts in English Education and a Master of Arts in Counseling. I
am a licensed professional counselor (LPC) and an alcohol and drug counselor (ADC). I
did not have a direct relationship with any of the participants that served as a conflict of
interest. I was trained in the necessary skills to carry out this study through doctoral-level
research courses.
Permissions
I gained approval from Clemson University’s Institutional Review Board to conduct this
study. I gained additional permission from the school leaders to conduct this study.
Appendix F has the IRB approval documents.
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Data Collection
Case studies “rely on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge
in a triangulating fashion” (Yin, 2018, p. 15). The semi-structured interviews with school
leaders and counselors were audio recorded. Each participant participated in an individual
interview and a paired interview with a principal and a counselor. The individual
interview focused on their practices, and the paired interview focused on their
collaboration surrounding their emancipatory practices. The average length of the
interviews was 60 minutes. I did a pilot test of the interview questions with a member not
participating in the research to examine wording and eliminate bias. During the research
interviews, storytelling was encouraged using the question stem “tell me a story about a
time.” Storytelling is a foundation of African American culture that stems from the
African oral tradition (Banks-Wallace, 1998). During the interview, participatory
witnessing took place. Participant witnessing is an approach that “blends engaged
inquiry, the provision of direct assistance, and collaborative engagement in social action”
(Evans, 2009, p. 194).
I empathically listened and provided empathetic responses engaged with the
study's context to move beyond a bystander. Participatory witnessing is different from
participant observation. Participatory witnessing allows the researcher to bear witness by
translating what one hears or sees by analyzing the participants' responses in a way that
values their reality (Wilson & Washington, 2007). An example of participant witnessing
is included below:
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Participant: I’m so happy about our rites of passage ceremony. A lot of parents
will be involved and get to witness their child’s progress.
Interviewer: Your excitement really shows. This seems like an event that the
students and parents enjoy.
Participant witnessing enabled me to express empathy by reflecting on feelings and
acknowledging how the participant sees reality. The interview protocol is available in
Appendix A. Further, I collected school artifacts, such as school applications, newsletters,
mission statements, and school philosophy documents, to learn about the school’s
emancipatory practices. No incentives were offered to the participants.
As Yin (2009) noted, the “lack of a formal database” for most case studies is a
significant shortcoming of case study research (p. 119). I kept a database of my field
journals and researcher notes to enable me to track my progress. As suggested by Asante
(1990), I journaled throughout the research process to ensure introspection and
retrospection and recorded problems, insights, and assumptions throughout the research
process.
Data Analysis
I transcribed data from the audio-recorded interviews with computer-assisted
transcription software Temi. I invited participants to read their transcripts as a form of
member checking to support credibility. First, I read the data and listened to the audio
several times to immerse myself in the data and understand the details (Hunter et al.,
2002). On paper, I began the open-coding process by highlighting words and sentences in
the interview and document data from each case. Document analysis was vital for
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triangulation (Bowen, 2009). I developed codes based on the literature and interview
responses. The culture, experiences, traditions, and histories of Africana people informed
the codes (Pellerin, 2012). I utilized reflective analysis that relies on my intuition and
judgment to make sense of the reviewed data (Gall et al., 2007).
Next, I transferred the codes to Nvivo and did a second round of axial coding. I
read and searched the data to interpret the participants' emancipatory practices in each
case that addressed components of miseducation. During the coding process, I drafted
memos to record my reflective thoughts. As I read and searched the data, I applied codes
that made sense of what I interpreted based on the conceptual framework of challenging
dominant ideologies to address miseducation and achieve emancipation. I highlighted all
data that shared emancipatory practices concerning miseducation and organized the codes
into categories related to each other.
Then, I did a cross-case analysis to interpret emergent themes (Stake, 2006).
Analysis of multiple cases allowed for compelling evidence and a robust research design
(Yin, 2018). I analyzed the categorical codes from the three cases to identify emergent
themes (Green et al., 2007). Thematic coding provides a holistic view of the
phenomena. Themes go beyond categories into a shift of explanation or interpretation of
the data (Silverman, 1989). I triangulated themes across interviews, memos, and
document artifacts with Nvivo, a data analysis software, to aid in data management and
analysis. Figure 3.1 shows the emergent themes from the data that I further discussed in
Chapter Four.
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Figure 3.1
Depiction of Emergent Themes

I am emotionally
free
I know who I am
(identity; legacy)
I am mentally free

Emotional
awareness
concerning racism
Counseling
approach
Critical
consciousness
Kwanzaa principles
Restorative justice

We are disciplined
Positive
reinforcement

Ubuntu: I am
because you are
(family; community
as village)

Recognize
oppression
We are
overcomers

Oppression is the
white man’s
problem and
responsibility
Dismantle
oppression
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Trustworthiness, Goodness, and Reliability
Credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability are essential in
establishing trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Credibility involves the approval of
the research findings by the interviewees or peers (Riege, 2003). Triangulation, as well as
member checking, helped me establish the credibility of my data. After I transcribed, I
allowed the participants to read the transcript for clarity and accuracy. Transferability
will enable readers to transfer the findings to their settings (Korstjens & Moser, 2018).
The criteria of working within the African-centered school for at least a year ensured the
participants had the experience to discuss the phenomenon and supported credibility and
transferability. Providing thick descriptions that emphasize context and specific details,
such as thoughts, feelings, and gestures in the findings established transferability.
Confirmability and dependability were established by retrospection and keeping an audit
trail of research decisions (Korstjens & Moser, 2018). Yin (2018) suggested the research
be accessible to aid trustworthiness. The data will be accessible for seven years after the
study.
Validity in qualitative research is “the extent to which the research uses methods
and procedures that ensure a high degree of research quality and rigor” (Gall et al., 2007,
p. 657). Reliability in a case is “the extent to which other researchers would arrive at
similar results if they studied the same case using exactly the same procedures as the first
researcher” (Gall et al., 2007, p. 651). Construct validity is how well I measured the
phenomenon of inquiry. I used multiple sources for data to create construct validity
through triangulation (Yin, 2018). Comparing evidence with the extent of literature
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allowed me to increase external validity by clearly articulating contributions to the field
within my research's scope and boundaries (Yin, 2018). Using a case study protocol and
recording data as concretely as possible are techniques that increased reliability (Yin,
2018).
Summary
The goal of this chapter was to share the research design I utilized to answer my
research question. Information concerning the epistemology, conceptual framework,
methodology, methods, and analysis provided details of the study. I used an Afrocentric
case study to explore the emancipatory practices taking place within an African-centered
school as a response to correcting miseducation. The participants’ shared knowledge and
the collected document artifacts provided evidence of the emancipatory practices that are
taking place.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
I aimed to add to the current knowledge in the field of education and mental
health concerning Afrocentric schools. I utilized an Afrocentric multi-case study
approach to examine how school leaders and mental health professionals used
emancipatory practices in Afrocentric schools. This research question guided this study:
How are school leaders and mental health professionals using emancipatory practices to
address miseducation? In this chapter, I share the findings from data collected from three
Afrocentric schools, including nine interviews and seven documents.
I analyzed data consistently with African-centered case study analysis of
examining, categorizing, synthesizing, and avoiding a one-dimensional perspective
(Reviere, 2001; Yin, 2018). First, I read and re-read my data numerous times to become
familiar with it. Second, I did line-by-line open coding. Next, I did axial coding, relating
codes to each other and putting them in categories. Then, I did a cross-case synthesis to
examine the emerging themes. I intentionally organized this chapter by themes and not by
case with attention to Utulivu (patience), ensuring that the study avoided creating
divisions with the Afrocentric school community (Reviere, 2001). I portrayed harmony
throughout the findings' organization by focusing on how the reported emancipatory
practices addressed miseducation across cases.
As aforementioned in Chapter 3, I identified 13 emergent themes based on the
interview questions' collected data in Appendix C and gathered documents. First, I
identified two themes related to “I know who I am:” (a) identity and (b) legacy. The
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participants shared the importance of instilling a positive identity in their students. Next,
they shared the role legacy plays in self-knowledge by celebrating ancestral knowledge.
I found two emergent themes related to “I am emotionally free:” (a) Africancentered counseling approach and (b) emotional awareness. The mental health
professionals and school leaders shared that an African-centered approach was paramount
for holistically healthy students. They shared how they helped students have emotional
awareness. They also reported techniques they used to encourage conversations that
facilitate emotional healing by processing thoughts and feelings.
Next, I found two emergent themes regarding “I am mentally free:” (a)
developing critical consciousness and (b) incorporating Kwanzaa principles. The
participants reported that they were intentional with their pedagogical practices to help
students develop critical consciousness. Each participant shared various examples of
ways they incorporated Kwanzaa principles throughout the year. They shared a common
goal of ensuring that the students learned and practiced the Kwanzaa principles in their
daily lives.
In addition to having a positive identity, the participants shared the sentiment of
being a part of a global community as the emergent themes delineated from “Ubuntu: I
am because you are” were: (a) family and (b) community as a village. School leaders and
mental health professionals shared how values were upheld both inside the school
through their daily practice and outside the school to connect to the students’ families.
The community operates as the village that helps raise the students.
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“We are disciplined” was represented through the emergent themes (a)
restorative justice and (b) positive reinforcement. Discipline practices such as restorative
justice helped students identify the source of their issues and plan to bring balance back
to their community. Participants also mentioned the practice of positive reinforcement to
help the students maintain discipline. Lastly, “We will overcome” was portrayed through
the themes (a) recognizing oppression, (b) oppression is the white man’s problem and
responsibility, and (c) dismantling oppression. Participants reported that white people
should be held accountable for solving oppression due to their contributions to oppressive
systems. They shared that their outcome is for students to know that they can dismantle
oppression.
Introduction to the Cases and Participants
As indicated in Table 4.1, this study included six participants from three
Afrocentric schools that served as multi-cases. Participants either self-identified as a
leader within the school or someone who served in a mental health capacity for the
school. Each participant participated in an individual interview that focused on their role
in the school specifically, and a paired interview focused on ways they collaborated to
address miseducation. I collected two to three documents from each school as data
sources.
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Table 4.1
Description of Cases
Name of
School

Location

Type of
School

Nyame
Academy

Southeast

Private

C.A.R.E.
School

Kwanzaa
Academy

Midwest

South

Public

Private

Number
of
Students*
45

375

60

Participant Role(s) served
in the school

Documents
Analyzed

Dr. N

Leader
Teacher
Administrative

School
Application

Sister A

Teacher
Mental Health
Principal

School
Newsletters
Student
Handbook

Sarah
Smith

Mental Health

Mama
Unity

Co-director
Teacher

Responding
to Racism
and Hate
School
Newsletters
Educational
Philosophy

Dr. P

Mental Health

Mindful
Principal

School
History
*Number of students rounded for anonymity. Participants chose pseudonyms for their
name and the name of the school.
Nyame Academy
The first school, Nyame Academy, is a K-12 private school located in the
Southeast. This school has served its community for over 20 years. Nyame Academy
requests monthly tuition from each student of approximately 440 dollars. In addition to
tuition, the parents also have to provide their students with lunch and healthy snacks. The
school is organized in multi-grade level classrooms by subject area, allowing the teachers
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to provide differentiated instruction. Teacher salaries come from the paid tuition. The
students at this school consist of African Americans and students who moved to the
United States from the African Diaspora. This small private school requires that the staff
members contribute by fulfilling multiple roles. For example, the school leader also
teaches at the school. In this case, the participants are mother and daughter who serve as
school leaders, mental health professionals, and teachers. The school has around 45
students.
Dr. N
Dr. N’s mother is a founder of Nyame Academy. She worked at the school since
the beginning of its conception 24 years ago. She identifies as an African American
woman. She shared that her mother retired from the public school system and was
encouraged to open her own school after observing the progress she was making with her
home school students. Dr. N explained that she wore many hats at Nyame Academy,
including janitor on some occasions. When asked what it meant to be an African-centered
school, she replied:
African-centered schools operate from the paradigm of what it means to be
African; in my opinion, we, as in, what does that mean, culturally, what does that
mean historically? What does that mean in all areas of the curriculum? So, who
are we, as a people with our own history, and then using that idea or that
paradigm to guide the literature that we read, a guide to our interpretation of
science … But with an acknowledgment that our ancestors had scientific
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knowledge. And there's not really an area of the curriculum that we have not been
a part of or made contributions to.
Her passion for the school was evident through her intonations, facial expressions, and
body language. She shared that African-centered schools’ curriculum is centered on
African culture and knowledge. Dr. N expressed her pride in Nyame Academy and was
forthcoming with information. Her interview took place via zoom from her home due to
COVID-19 restrictions. Her home was equipped with African art as a backdrop during
the interview.
Sister A
Dr. N’s daughter, Sister A, grew up as a Nyame Academy student and decided to
work at the school after graduating. Sister A continues the family legacy of working in
education. Like her mother, she wears many hats, including helping students with their
mental health, teaching, and incorporating restorative justice discipline practices. When
asked what it meant to be an African-centered school, she responded:
An African-centered school essentially is an education style that centers, the
African Diaspora. In terms of the worldview as the foundation from which we
operate from, it's our basis. So, we are centering African dysphoric education,
history, African culture, African dysphoric ideology. And there's a multitude of
them. But what it essentially means is we center, that perspective in our platform,
in our, it's in our writing, is in our curriculum, curriculum, and worldview.
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Sister A explained her school operates from an African-centered worldview. Her
commitment to Nyame Academy was evident as she participated in the individual and
paired interview.
C.A.R.E. School
C.A.R.E. School is a public magnet elementary school located in the Midwest.
Their African-centered school curriculum program (ACC) operates as a school within a
school. Anyone in the city can come to this school based on a lottery system. The
principal shared that about 95 percent of the students who apply are granted a seat
through the lottery system. Parents then have the opportunity to choose for their students
to participate in the ACC program. This school identified demographics include around
37 percent African Americans, 31 percent Hispanic, 22 percent white, 7 percent two or
more races, and 0.8 percent Asian or Pacific Islander. Most African Americans
participate in the ACC program, but some African Americans do not participate in the
program. Only 25 percent of the students in the school participate in the program. The
school has around 375 students.
Mindful Principal
Mindful Principal is the principal of the school. He won principal of the year once
in the last three years. He shared a testimony of growing up in the projects and
experiencing homelessness as evidence that he can accomplish anything. Some of his
accomplishments include reducing discipline referrals by 55 percent, improving teacher
attendance by 30 percent, and improving his school’s report card from underperforming
to commendable. Starting at age 24, he was a school administrator for 12 years and a
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principal for eight years. He has been the principal at C.A.R.E. School for two years.
When asked what it meant to be an African-centered school, he responded:
It means the world to me, particularly being a Black man, and it brings great
gratification just to know that I don't have to apologize and/or subscribe as the
leader and visionary for the school about who I am, where I come from, or my
experiences in my culture. I think it's great being a person of color, but
particularly Black men in that row, and centering that for a portion of my school
… It means a lot to me knowing about the structure of the program because kids
can see themselves in the curriculum. Critically analyze the curriculum as
consumers, and they're able to practice collective principles. For me, it's truly
gratifying and makes me very proud as a Black man to know that I have a
program where the center is my culture. It's the foundation of our school. People
don't have to subscribe to the white supremacist norms present in our society to
center and grow in their learning.
Mindful Principal shared feelings of pride when explaining African-centered schools
allow students to have their culture at the center of the curriculum. During his interview,
his passion for mindfulness, equity, and influencing oppressive policies was evident
throughout his shared stories.
Sarah Smith
Sarah Smith is a master social worker (MSW) in the school and serves as a mental
health professional. She identifies as a white woman. Sarah has a background in positive
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behavior interventions and support, child welfare, juvenile justice, and school social
work. When asked what it meant to be an African-centered school, she replied:
… within an educational system that is just steeped in whiteness, that there is an
intentional effort to really center Black children and learning about their culture
… but I'm just really centering experiences and bringing in history and cultural
components that will help our kids develop like a really solid identity … and
provide them some safety in that.
She reported African-centered schools help Black students learn about their culture and
develop a positive identity. Sarah was open to sharing her role as a social worker and
highlighted the uniqueness of being a white woman working in an ACC program. She
was reflective throughout the stories she shared in the interview and stressed how selfawareness influences interactions with students, parents, and the community.
Kwanzaa Academy
Kwanzaa Academy started as a freedom school in 2000 due to its founder’s
dissatisfaction with the public-school system practices. It serves grades K-8. The
founders saw a need for an alternative school option for African students due to students
being overrepresented in special education, suspended at greater numbers than their white
counterparts, and tracked in remedial courses. Although the founders of the school shared
God’s Holy Spirit led them, the school was intentionally open to all Africans no matter
their religion. Parents pay an average of 850 dollars a month for their children to attend
this school with the option of reduced payment based on their involvement in parent
meetings and volunteering with the school. The school has about 50 students
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Mama Unity
Mama Unity serves as the co-director of Kwanzaa Academy and is the daughter
of one of the school's founders. She is a third-generation teacher who believes that she
was born to teach. In addition to serving as co-director, she also teaches math and
science. She identifies as an African American woman. Mama Unity has a master’s
degree in elementary education. When asked what it meant to be an Afrocentric school,
she said:
It means to have a school where students are at the center of discourse. They have
the same opportunity to learn about history, culture, and every aspect of
academics from their perspective, from their history and culture. From an African
centered perspective, so having the same opportunity that white students have in
school learning about math and science and history from the perspective of
whiteness from Greek philosophers … African students being able to have the
same opportunities so that they also see the same value in their history and their
culture…
Mama Unity reported that students could see value in their culture by learning from an
African perspective. Throughout the interview process, she expressed her passion for
teaching students African concepts related to science.
Dr. P
Dr. P serves as the mental health professional at Kwanzaa Academy. She has her
Ph.D. in psychology, and she is a licensed psychologist. She identifies as an African
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American woman. Before working as a psychologist, she worked as a school guidance counselor.
Dr. P enjoys motivational speaking. When asked what it meant to be an African-centered school,
she replied:
Well, according to my definition, education starts from the African perspective and then
goes out to include other perspectives … It's putting us in the center of the conversation.
So, the kids are learning about math, are learning about history, learning about science,
they're learning about Blacks and science, and stuff that came from Africa, not just the
subject itself. Who are the people who contributed to so that they see themselves in all of
the different subjects they're learning?
Dr. P reported that African-centered schools start with Africa at the center to allow students to
identify with what they are learning. During the interview process, she expressed her desire for
everyone to be happy and whole.
Summary of the Cases
In summary, the participants at each school shared similar sentiments when expressing
their meaning of being an African-centered school. I was fortunate that they were willing to
share their perspectives and stories about their emancipatory practices. Their individual
responses, paired responses, and school documents allowed me to understand how they
addressed miseducation within their school. In this chapter's remaining sections, I provide thick
descriptions of emancipatory practices to support each emergent theme I derived from the data.
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Table 4.2
Summary of Findings
Theme Categories

Emancipatory Practices

Component of Miseducation Addressed

I know who I am

Affirmations; meditations; learn black history knowledge; tie
curriculum back to Africa; morning rituals

Students understand that they are a part of an African
legacy and that their history did not start with slavery.
(cultural contributions; internalizing negative identity
ideologies)

I am emotionally
free

Discuss feelings; leaders share personal feelings; cognitive
behavior therapy; mindfulness breathing exercises; incorporating
spirituality; challenge irrational thoughts; spiritual practices

Students are given space to process their feelings and
manage their emotions. (understand self and spiritual
culture)

I am mentally free

Culturally responsive curriculum; critical thinking; examine
possible outcomes; Kwanzaa principles

Students are engaged in a culturally relevant
curriculum and ask critical higher-order thinking
questions. (mind development)

Ubuntu: I am
because you are

Call mama/baba, sister/brother, school organized in family units;
letters to parents; sit at the feet of elders; rites of passage;
community activist; field trips; community involvement

Students see each other as family. Students learn their
place in the community and participate as agents of
change. (embracing African customs; learn to build the
community)

We are disciplined

Restore justice-Apologize make amends, accept back into the
community; school store, earn prizes

Students are remaining engaged in the classroom
setting. (staying focused on the vision of education)

We are
overcomers

Allow students to discuss nature of oppression, LGBTQ equity
week, textual analysis, recognize role in oppression, white
accountability, participate in a protest, vote

Students understand oppressive systems and are
educated on ways to dismantle oppression
(acknowledge the impact of white ideologies; concern
self with politics and advancement of the economy
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Overview of the Findings
As shown in Table 4.2, the findings explain reported emancipatory practices the
participants used to address miseducation components. I organized the emergent themes to
deliver the information participants provided concerning how students see themselves as
individuals and as a collective community. Each theme (identity, legacy, counseling approaches,
emotional awareness, developing a critical consciousness, incorporating Kwanzaa principles,
restorative justice, positive reinforcement, recognize oppression, oppression is the white person’s
problem and responsibility, and dismantle oppression) highlights specific emancipatory practices
that were triangulated from the participants and school documents.
I Know Who I Am
The participants discussed the significance of identity as a way to address miseducation.
Specifically, they shared practices that helped students develop a positive identity, with African
identity being the foundation of who they are. The emergent themes from this portion of the
study were (a) identity and (b) legacy. First, the participants shared that they wanted their
students to know what it means to be African. Students gained knowledge of their identity by
exploring the legacy of Africa through curriculum and pedagogical approaches
Identity
Each participant acknowledged that Black students could sometimes be confused about
their identity based on the misinformation around them. Participants expressed wanting their
students to understand their African identity. They also reported taking a holistic approach that
addressed not only academic identity but also addressed human identity. One practice the
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participants shared was saying positive affirmations and meditations during the morning rituals.
Dr. N shared one of their meditations from their morning ritual:
who am I, what has created me, brought me into the space, how am I going to elevate and
venerate my ancestors, and how am I going to elevate my family line? How am I going to
make my community greater than it was when I inherited it?
In addition to the affirmations during the morning ritual, participants shared how the curriculum
helped teach the students about their identity through learning about African history. They shared
how they centered their curriculum in Africa to introduce how Africans developed and
contributed to knowledge. Gaining information about African history helped students identify
with the curriculum and connect their culture to Africa. The private schools Nyamee Academy
and Kwanzaa Academy shared they created their own culturally responsive curriculum for their
students. C.A.R.E. School participants reported using a culturally responsive curriculum. Dr. N
shared examples of specific assignments such as a writing prompt of “write about a Black girl
who is beautiful, smart, and intelligent” or a science assignment where students view “ancient
ways to look at life cycles from the Congo from West Africa.”
Students also can connect with African history by participating in cultural practices that
originated in Africa, such as wearing waist beads. Sister A shared:
We've made waist beads before. Waist beads are something that comes directly from
Africa. They are beads that are given. They have different meanings depending on the
culture. You see them; sometimes they're visible, sometimes they're not. Still, it is a
representation of divine, feminine energy … it represents the beauty of Black
womanhood. It's something that is given to girls as they transition from being a girl to a
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woman, and you receive up to three. And it's just something that, just to me, celebrates
Black womanhood.
Waist beads are symbolic of feminine energy. Students can learn about waist beads and make
their own as a way to honor African traditions. The waist beads teach girls to embrace their
divine beauty.
Likewise, Mindful Principal shared that students have to be exposed to history so that
they know “that Black history didn't start in America.” Participants shared the sentiment that
Black students need exposure to a counter-story that differs from the slave narrative. Participants
provided examples from their curriculum where the students can view subjects from an African
perspective.
Dr. P from Kwanzaa Academy reported selling their curriculum to other schools. Mama
Unity explained their curriculum choices instill a positive identity in students. In addition to the
curriculum, Dr. P shared that students at Kwanzaa Academy also say affirmations during their
morning rituals. She explained this by saying, “one of the ways that we're grounding the children
in being African is saying, and every day. ‘I am. We are African children, and we are divine.’”
Students are encouraged to develop a favorable mindset about themselves through the
curriculum, affirmations, and meditations.
Legacy
The participants also shared how legacy helped their students build a solid African
identity. Participants shared practices they used to show that Africans have a long-term history
steeped in academic greatness. For example, Mama Unity shared,
When we're talking about Earth Science, they talk about the Dogon and how the Dogon
knew about Sirius B. They knew about astrology. Really, really, really advanced content
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about astrology, and so when Europeans first came in contact with the delta, and they
were like, you can't be right because there's no way for you possibly know that like you
don't even have telescopes. And so then, as European technology got more advanced,
they realized that the Dogon were right all along, you know, but had no idea how the
Dogon were able to have this really, really advanced information before there were
telescopes … So finding ways to teach the content to teach the standards, but also put an
African spin on it so that our children end up leaving [Kwanzaa Academy] like oh
Africans did everything you know.
Intentionally introducing students to an intellectual legacy from hundreds of years, across
different tribes in Africa, to the present-day African Diaspora communicates that they come from
a cultural heritage of knowledge. This emancipatory practice of learning about legacy helps
students dismantle negative academic identity. Students have the opportunity to learn about their
legacy and are encouraged to carry on the legacy. Documents from Kwanzaa Academy express
the practice of helping students “develop a spiritual identity that connects them to ancestral
legacy.”
Mindful Principal expressed similar sentiments to the other participants when he said,
“obviously for my Black students to be able to know who they are, where they come from, and to
be able to talk about the context of excellence is important.” Through modeling, Mindful
Principal shared that he wants students to see “what it looks like to be the recipient or face of
Black excellence.” Students can read about Black excellence and interact with examples of Black
excellence in their school with the hopes that they will continue the legacy.
Likewise, Sister A shared, “They come from great and strong ancestors that fought their
way through, to survive their way through horrors … I just want them to feel empowered.”
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Invoking feelings of empowerment helps students add to the legacy. Dr. N shared that her school
embodies a legacy for their community:
My mom and I started this school 24 years ago. So, I've been here since it started. My
mom was the director, so I am the second generation, and my daughter, who you will be
speaking with, is the third generation. My mother has retired. She is 78. I’m 58, and my
daughter's 28. We have a generational thing going here; we got legacy going on.”
She shared proudly that Nyame Academy's existence is a legacy within itself that she could pass
down to her children.
I am emotionally free
Holistically, the approach to legacy goes beyond academics and modeling to an
emotional and spiritual level. Each school shared that all religions were welcome and embraced
in their school. They also shared different practices that helped students become self-aware of
their emotions. Emergent themes related to “I am emotionally free” were (a) counseling
approaches and (b) emotional awareness concerning racism. Participants shared sentiments of
embedding mindfulness in their counseling practices and integrating spirituality. Participants
shared that they have to be emotionally aware to be successful in their role. They were
forthcoming about practices they did to promote emotional awareness for their staff and students.
I synthesized specific examples across cases about emotional awareness concerning racism.
Counseling Approaches
Participants shared how they approached counseling with their students individually, in
group settings, and classroom settings. The mental health professionals shared that they used
mindfulness techniques such as breathing exercises and accepting feelings. Sister A expressed
similar sentiments with the other participants when she said:
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We try to teach them how to breathe. We try to teach them how to be present in their
bodies. We try to teach them that, um, you know, being Black in the world is not always
a, it's not always a fair and equitable experience and just being real, but it does not mean
that your life doesn't have value. It does not mean that you need to give up. There are
strategies and ways to cope with this. Here are some actions, here are some ways that we
can help. And one of the things I especially am curating now, um, one of the things I've
been learning about myself is the ministry of rest. What does it mean to practice self-care
for Black people? What does that mean for us to express joy?
She acknowledged that her students might face racial stress or trauma, but strategies such as
breathing and being present help them cope. In addition to mindfulness, she shared her interest in
learning more about the ministry of rest, self-care, and joy.
Dr. P also shared a similar example of how she approaches counseling with her students,
it's very mind, body, spirit and what I do, you know, so like when kids come in to see me,
and they're upset the first words that are going to come out of my mouth is breathe baby
breathe … look at me, look at me, I'm breathing in.
Dr. P incorporated the mindfulness technique of breathing to help students calm down when they
are upset.
Although Mindful Principal is the school leader, he also took pride in sharing how he
incorporates mindfulness every day:
We were schooled as a mindfulness school. So, every day, kids participate in mindfulness
breathing exercises three different times. One of which is a part of the morning
announcements. So, we'll wrap up the last portion in the morning announcements with
that, but I'm trying. I try to model. So, we shut down everything. So, when we hit that
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point in the announcements, everyone in the building, custodians, lunchroom workers, all
stop, and we participate in a breathing exercise so they can see the power of community
and collectivism.
Mindful Principal shared that all adults in his building model breathing techniques for the
students as a regular part of their day. Simply taking time to help the students focus on their
breath can help them calm down when experiencing emotional distress instead of first focusing
on an educational lesson or gaining a solution. As Sarah Smith said, “there's pressure from the
teachers or the parents like everyone wants you to fix something and kids aren't broken, you
know.” Students need time and space to feel their emotions and process them. Mental health
professionals shared that they foster a safe space for students to feel like they can be open. Like
the other participants, Sarah Smith said the students need “a person that's in their corner that they
can trust to be there for them no matter what without judgment and just total acceptance.”
In addition to mindfulness and creating a space for students to feel they can process their
emotions, the participants also discussed incorporating spirituality into practice. Dr. N shared
that she welcomes all aspects of spirituality.
I'm not dogmatic, you know. We have children who are Christian, Muslim additional
spiritual systems, and everything and everyone. We pray, meditate, and we say
Alhamdulillah, Amen, Ase. We give thanks. But nobody is lost. You know, it's very
inclusive. So, we got everybody. We've got a lot of different spiritual systems here, and
nobody's fighting about that either.
Nyame Academy practices inclusivity by praying and giving thanks differently according to
different religions. Students can express their spiritual background within the school.
Similarly, Dr. P said she has a holistic approach, “I am cognitive-based and very
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spiritual.” Kwanzaa Academy’s school documents specifically state that they will develop
students who are “academically sound, culturally conscious, spiritually well and ready to make
significant contributions to the African and world community.” The school acknowledges the
necessity of being spiritually well and advertises that they will help students in this endeavor.
Mama Unity shared that Kwanzaa Academy includes prayers and libations to their ancestors in
their morning rituals.
Although Nyame Academy’s documentation was not as explicit concerning spirituality,
the participants shared that spirituality played a role in their school and is acknowledged in the
counseling process. Sister A shared an African spiritual practice rite of passage to help students
find their voice and express their emotions, “Rites of passage is typically a ceremony that is done
in indigenous, African, but not only African communities. It happens in typically indigenous
communities. And it's a way of preparing young people for the transition from childhood to
adulthood.” She shared that her rites of passage program consist of journaling, creativity,
receiving gifts, and processing trauma.
Emotional Awareness Concerning Racism
The participants shared similar practices to help students be aware of how racism impacts
their emotions. They acknowledged how racism could affect emotions and techniques they could
do to help students navigate their emotions. Sister A shared, “James Baldwin has a quote to be a
self-aware Black person is to be in a constant state of rage.” She recognized rage as a possible
emotion students might feel due to racism. Sister A shared that she created sister circles to help
students process their emotions.
… the circles are basically a safe space for Black girls and women to come around and
talk about real issues. It's a way for us to address things that are happening among the
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women that we may not feel comfortable talking to with boys in a room… some of my
students have asked questions about sex, and then we offer those backgrounds. We've
talked about the importance of curating self-care habits at a young age, healthy
expression. So, we do a lot of things in our sister circles.
Sister A shared a need to value the intersectionality between gender and race when exploring
emotions in the sister circles. She acknowledged that girls need a space to talk outside of the
presence of men.
As a white therapist, Sarah Smith shared that she had to be aware of her own identity:
“Very different than it would be in any school being a white social worker in a school that's
predominantly Black and brown kids.” She expressed that she has to be aware of who she is and
the impact that she has before she can help her students. She stated:
Our school district started working on racial equity in the past five years, and it's
something that I was invested in. I am a different person than I was before. I started that
journey because now I understand white supremacy isn't an extremist point of view; it is
in everything—the air and water. We breathe. It's in my words. It's in my movements. It's
in my ideas. It's in the way I think I should speak before other people. And, you know,
I'm really, I've tried to reckon with that.
Sarah Smith was transparent in sharing that recognizing white supremacy was an area she has
grown in. She was explicit in sharing that white supremacy is everywhere, including in the air we
breathe. She shared the need to process her emotions concerning white supremacy so she can
better serve her students.
Participants expressed giving students time to share their emotions concerning racism and
offer them strategies such as the aforementioned mindfulness practices and cognitive therapy to
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help them cope. Dr. P shared a story about how she helped students after there was a police
shooting:
I will come into the classroom and have the kids, allow the kids to have a conversation
about their thoughts and feelings, and help them process their thoughts and feelings and
make sure that they're not discussing incorrect things among themselves. You know,
because kids come up with their own belief about what things are and then they don't feel
safe, you know, all cops are bad, and they're going to shoot us when we walk outside this
door and so nobody's safe. That's not really true.
Dr. P shared that she creates space for students to express themselves and helps them challenge
irrational beliefs. Her approach conveys to the students that she notices they may have an
emotional response to events happening in the world and that they should process those
emotions. The practice of challenging irrational thoughts grants the students the opportunity to
decipher how their emotions and thoughts interact.
The mental health professionals were not the only ones who addressed emotions. Mindful
Principal, the principal at C.A.R.E. School, said during the paired interview, “bridging that
social, emotional, taking care of the whole child is everybody's responsibility.” Mindful Principal
acknowledged that he had a role in emotional health. He shared that he sent a letter home to his
parents concerning police brutality to share how his emotions were affected personally.
Similarly, Dr. N, the leader at Nyame Academy, shared she also had discussions with her
students concerning police brutality, such as, “How do you keep yourself safe …You want to get
home, how do you make sure that you get home?” so students could share their reactions,
thoughts, and emotions about seeing police brutality in the media. Participants expressed being
open with their students, faculty, and staff concerning their own emotions. The participants
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reported how they created an environment. Hence, their students know their feelings concerning
racism were valid, which allowed them to process their feelings safely and develop tools to cope.
I Am Mentally Free
Participants explained the value of examining how students think about themselves and
the world. Emergent themes related to I am mentally free were (a) developing a critical
consciousness and (b) incorporating Kwanzaa principles. Participants from each school shared
they wanted their students to develop a critical consciousness by encouraging them to examine
how they think about themselves, engage in their learning, practice analyzing, and continue
learning outside of school. Participants also reported that Kwanzaa principles help students
center their cognitions around African values.
Developing a Critical Consciousness
Mama Unity acknowledged the need to challenge the dominant narrative that may impact
how students think about themselves. She said she noticed some of her students had negative
self-talk. She explained how modeling could help students begin to change their self-talk thought
process.
So, it's really important for us to have natural hair just because we get enough of the
alternative in media and the world. So, when you come to [Kwanzaa Academy], we want
what we represent, the beauty that we represent to be Africans we natural … we even
want the staff to wear African clothes.
Mama Unity expressed that modeling natural hair and African clothes can help students develop
a positive thought process about who they are. She stated the media exposes students to negative
viewpoints of African people. Mama Unity expressed that students at Kwanzaa Academy have
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the privilege of being exposed to something different, encouraging them to examine their selftalk critically.
Dr. N also acknowledged students might be exposed to instances that may trigger
negative self-talk outside of school. She stated:
The propaganda is a machine out here; it's very strong. So, you have to let the literature
reflect them … my children don't know anybody but Langston Hughes. We might read
about a white poet, but your poems are not going to be about them. You're going to
memorize your own folks; you're going to know in every area of the science curriculum, I
make sure they have four or five different scientists that they can look at Black females.
Afrocentric school students are exposed to African dress, hairstyles, poets, scientists, etc., to
allow them to develop the foundation to engage in the learning process and interrogate how they
think about themselves and the world.
Dr. N reported that students’ level of engagement in the classroom has to go beyond
reciting information, “… not just us teaching them everything, you know, and just you taking
down and regurgitating information. We really like for them to learn it, understand it.” Mindful
Principal shared the same belief of how he wanted students to be active participants in their
education, “Oftentimes I feel like we're passive participants in the way that education is given to
us from a Western perspective.” He expressed that teaching from the African perspective gets
students actively involved in what they are learning. Similarly, Mama Unity shared that she
wanted students to come to their own conclusions, “not tell them how to think or feel, but really
give them the information. So, then they come to a logical conclusion.” Students are encouraged
to actively think critically about the information given to them by formulating their own
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questions before deciding their own conclusions. Participants expressed wanting their students to
use higher-order thinking skills as they engage with the curriculum.
Dr. P shared she wants students to explore their options and consequences as part of their
thought process when making decisions. She said she poses these questions to students, “What
are your choices? What are your options? What are the consequences? Are you willing to take
those consequences?” Dr. P indicated she wanted students to recognize the whole picture before
they act. Her line of questioning encouraged students to make rational decisions.
Participants also shared they encouraged students to analyze current events, text, and
movies. Dr. N said that her students watched the movie The Hate You Give (Tilman, 2018), “then
we had a big panel discussion afterward.” In addition to panel discussions, she shared that
students are also encouraged to write analytically. She shared an example of a journal prompt:
Imagine you are in this situation or a situation of prejudice. Give me your own version of
what that looks like. So, you know, they're analyzing the scene in the book, and then
they're making an application. And allowing them to express what does that looks like
without me always telling them. That's the right answer. This is the right answer. This is
the wrong answer.
Students can imagine, analyze, and apply within one lesson. Based on the example Dr. N
provided, students were able to think about prejudice critically. Mindful Principal also shared
textual analysis as a pedagogical approach as well:
Kids in this program are kind of going to be asked to analyze the text constantly. What is
it the author intended to get across? And then what are your thoughts about that? And
then what do we learn about how to consume this information critically? What does that
mean?
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Students are analyzing different texts and sharing their thoughts. The lessons go beyond
memorization, and students are encouraged to look at material critically. Students are exposed to
an African-centered curriculum that promotes critical analysis, allowing them to think critically
outside the classroom. Participants also embraced other ways of knowing beyond the African
perspective. For example, Dr. N shared, “What did Native Americans call earth? What did
African people call Earth?” She shared that she wanted students to be well versed in different
worldviews so students could have multiple sources of information to examine critically.
Parents are encouraged to be involved and help students continue their learning outside of
the school. Nyame school documents ask parents to keep their children engaged in outside
educational opportunities. In their school application, they state:
We believe strongly in the parent, teacher, and student relationship. However, we expect
all parents to encourage scholarly behavior and stimulate academic success by visiting
libraries and museums, reviewing assigned homework and projects, and helping students
ascertain the relevancy of their learning.
The parents are invited to be involved in the student’s learning and encouraged to visit places
that will further their knowledge. Participants from all three schools shared various field trips
that they take their students on, from participating in protests to volunteer work to be exposed to
educational opportunities outside the classroom. Parents can join the students during the field
trips. C.A.R.E. School documents similarly state, “Welcoming and engaging families as essential
partners in their students’ education, school planning, and district decision making.” The practice
of keeping parents engaged in their students learning inside and outside the school helps students
stay mentally focused on their schooling and critically think about what they are learning.
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Incorporating Kwanzaa Principles
Each school provided information concerning incorporating Kwanzaa principles in their
school. Participants reported how they celebrated Kwanzaa year-round. Dr. N enthusiastically
said:
We believe that we are raising a group of children who are confident in themselves, who
understand who they are, who understand that the Kwanzaa principle of creating a better
world, making the world better than it was when you'd inherited it.
Kwanzaa principles can help students have positive self-confidence and work towards making
the world a better place. Mindful Principal also expressed how his school utilized Kwanzaa
principles when he shared:
The way Kwanzaa shows up in the program is there may be a focus for the entire year. It
starts in kindergarten. By the time they finish in fifth grade, they would have covered all
of them. Or each grade level has a Kwanzaa principle; they'll be responsible for sort of
owning that the entire year that principle is centered. Okay, we're studying history or
studying science; how does this connect back to Ujamaa? Okay, so we learned about the
way things went in our country. The way our textbooks talk about the reconstruction
there. So, what would you say Ujamaa will say about what happened?
C.A.R.E. School allows each grade level to focus on a particular Kwanzaa principle to be
exposed to each principle by the end of fifth grade. Students focus on the grade level's principle
across all subjects in the curriculum.
Kwanzaa Academy Educational Philosophy documents provide details on how Kwanzaa
principles incorporated into their school:
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We will be intentional about providing and developing Imani, a faith-based, moral,
spiritual, and ethical climate that cultivates a decision-making process grounded in
African values … We will nurture the Kujichagulia-the self-defining, self-determining
essence, and talents of each student through Kuumba (Creativity), while maintaining a
commitment to Umoja (Unity), Ujima (Collective Work and Responsibility), and Ujamaa
(Cooperative Economics and Familihood).
Kwanzaa Academy expressed that faith and spirituality drive their decision-making. Their
students are encouraged to practice Kuumba (creativity) and be self-determined. Their school
documents showcase their commitment to helping their students embody the Kwanzaa
principles.
Ubuntu: I Am; Because You Are
Participants emphasized the importance of students knowing they are a part of a family
and community. They shared that students should understand who they are from a collective
standpoint. Emergent themes related to Ubuntu were (a) family and (b) community as village.
Participants discussed practices they utilized to create a family atmosphere within their school,
including focusing on elders' roles. Participants shared different methods of community
involvement practices throughout all of the interviews.
Family
The family theme went beyond helping students be engaged in the curriculum to create a
family environment within the school. Nyame Academy and Kwanzaa Academy participants
shared the students referred to the teachers as mama, baba, sister, brother, or mama doctor before
their name. Baba is a term used in different African languages to refer to someone as a father and
show respect to a man based on his age. Addressing the adults this way encourages the students
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to view their classmates and teachers as family members. Although Mindful Principal did not
mention students using mama/baba in his school, he discussed this same idea when he said:
We have our own little family approach to everything … we just pick up right where their
family members are, and we're able to empower them in that way. And so, I love, I love
that I don't know that I've ever felt comfortable or for permission to be able to just say, to
two Black boys who may be making poor choices like look at you all, you're my son.
You know, I need, I need you to understand, first of all, I'm talking to you because I love
you and I see something in me. Something to view that's in me, and I need to help you
make sure you understand how to navigate that space. So, that's the whole piece of the
collective …
He took pride in being able to say to his Black students that they were like his sons. The
intonation of his voice changed, and his smile beamed through his eyes as he explained that he
wants his students to understand that they are his children. Being a school leader in an
Afrocentric environment allowed him to feel comfortable expressing his feelings to his students
and foster the practice of family. In the paired interview, Mindful Principal and Sarah Smith
agreed that he is “like a father figure to ACC students.” Similarly, Dr. P from Kwanzaa
Academy also shared that her role in the school means she “gets to help my babies,” meaning she
views the students as her own.
C.A.R.E. School is in groups called families to allow students to view each other as
family members. Mindful Principal provided details of the structure in his school when he said:
They may break off into what we call their families, if you will. It's broken up into like
groups of 11 or 12 kids; it'll have kindergarteners all the way through fifth grade, but it
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pushes that collective principle that goes on for about the first 15 minutes of the day for
them, and they transition to their respective classrooms.
He shared that students are in a multi-grade level family that they spend time with every
morning. During this time, students participate in the morning rituals, which include
announcements and mindfulness exercises.
Participants invite student’s family members to come inside their school. When asked
about partnering with families, Dr. N shared, “Our families are dependent on each other's
families. The reason why we're here is not that just one person; it's all of us together.” She
articulated that families need each other. Mama Unity also shared an example of family
partnership, “We have other families from the school come out and represent, so that's been a big
deal to some of the students being able to celebrate Juneteenth.” Mama Unity explained that
families work with her students for different events, including celebrating Juneteenth over the
summer and other holidays throughout the year.
Elder involvement played a crucial role in Kwanzaa Academy and Nyame Academy.
During the paired interview, Dr. P and Mama Unity shared that the elders give them council for
their school. Mama Unity shared further details:
It's important to have elders around to be able to sit at the feet so that you can really get
that wisdom and move forward. I also love that about our school and think that that's
super African to have elders to go to.
Referencing “sit at the feet” portrays the idea that the elders serve as holders of knowledge the
school leaders can go to for guidance. She also shared that elders help solve conflicts.
We will usually see a male, female so either a couple or just a man and woman elder that
is a part of that body. So that they can work through either conflict resolution, maybe
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even be counseled through a bad decision. You know, that was made, that kind of thing.
People take a moment to just kind of spend time with those elders, talk to those elders
and then those elders, tell us all how to proceed, how to move forward … You know
situations where there's just a parent who has gotten into an argument or even staff and
parents, staff and staff …
Elders provide insight, and participants respect their involvement in the school based on the
wisdom they gained from their personal experiences. Elders offer conflict resolution and help
offer counsel to parents and staff members.
Dr. N shared that she considers everyone’s perspective when planning to “collaborate
with the understanding that each person is going to see it from the male view, from the elders'
view, from the young people's view, but it's collaborative peer-reviewed.” She wants her ideas
and strategies to be reviewed by others, including elders, to ensure that she fulfills her school's
mission. Dr. N continued to share further:
Our ancestors and our elders … there were sacrifices that they had to make because they
could not afford to be their full Black selves. After all, it was just not safe. So, you know
that's something also that we also want to teach us like we have to also be empathetic to
what has happened before because we don't ever want to get the tone of, well, we are not
our ancestors, we are not our elders, we're not going to do this the same way. We have to
acknowledge that people died for us to run, yeah, for us to walk and speak freely …
She explained that she wanted to honor the sacrifices elders and ancestors made to be where she
is today. Dr. N did not want to negate what elders have to offer because they come from a
different generation. She continued to say, “interact with elders and those spaces. So, it's very
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much. I am because we are a type of approach.” She purposefully embodied Ubuntu as she
expressed that elders are a part of her school's strategic planning.
Community as Village
The community as a village was an emergent theme shared throughout each interview.
The participants shared practices related to community involvement in their school and how they
helped students understand their role in the community. Dr. P mentioned, “you know one thing
big in Afrocentric education is that whole community mindset.” She explained that the
community is part of her student’s village. Mama Unity reported that parents and community
members are a part of her leadership team, “as a collective, we make decisions about the day-today at the school, the policies, the procedures.” Allowing community members to be on the
leadership team provides evidence that they are a valued part of the school.
Similarly, Dr. N emphasized, “we understand very strongly that we are here because our
community has supported us throughout the years for us to be here.” She expressed that she is
accountable to her community because their support helps her school continue existing. During
the paired interview, Dr. N and Sister A shared that historically segregation in the south forced
Black people to build strong communities and use each other’s strengths. Dr. N shared:
Black people were 100% independent from other communities … I still had to deal with
the Jim Crow South, but we also were like, well, we don't need your money. So, we were
able to kind of do what we wanted to do … some of our communities were able to be
protected because our Black elite was so strong … There's a lot of African American
associations that are pro African centered, right? We got a lot of that here … I also feel
like we were able to establish those things independent of the state … We had to establish
our own banks. We had to establish our schools. We had to do these things.
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She discussed having strong Black educated elites in the community helped protect education.
Schools had to work together with their communities independent of the state because the
government clearly articulated in their policies that they were not going to support African
descendants. Dr. N and Sister A shared that although policies have changed, they believe that
building solid collaborations is vital for their school to continue serving students.
Participants also illustrated that the students should be aware of their role within the
community. Mindful Principal expressed this by saying:
That they understand that their actions have an impact on the entire community, so, you
know, if I got two third-graders who decide they want to duke it out at recess. I need
them to understand that you're a reflection of me when people drive by the school. If
you're not going to do it for you, do it for me. And part of the reason why, if someone
came in here and said something to me racist as the principal of the school. If someone
called me out of my name or disrespected me, I'm going to exercise restraint because I
understand that I'm a reflection of them as well. And so, I exercise restraint because of
my connection to the community. I am because of who they are, and they have to
understand that as well…
He wanted his students to know that their actions impact their community and represent him. He
also indicated that his actions affect his community and represent his students. Mindful Principal
shared that students should understand that what they do matters not just to their classmates,
teachers, family, and principal but also the community.
Moreover, Sister A shared more information about how the rites of passage program at
Nyame Academy also helps students learn how to navigate their community.
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It's a way of giving them whatever tools and strategies the community has created to help
them navigate in their community and help them know that they have support … A goal
with rites of passage is to prepare our students to move into this world. So, we want to
ground them in values.
Students’ participation in the rites of passage program allows them to hear from different
speakers within their community, do various activities, receive symbolic gifts, and showcase
what they have learned to their families and community in a closing ceremony at the end of the
school year. Students have the opportunity to reflect on their role in the community and gain
strategies to navigate within their community.
Furthermore, participants also explained that their students are involved in their
community through various activities. Dr. P shared: “We have a performance team, and they
perform at different places, they've performed at public schools, they performed at the colleges,
they performed, you know, at various places. So, there's a big community involved there.” Her
students have the opportunity to interact in other educational spaces, including neighboring
public schools. Participants shared that students participate in Kwanzaa, Juneteenth, and Martin
Luther King activities. Mama Unity provided a story about her students' involvement in a local
issue in their community where an elderly person almost lost their home:
We've heard about it that morning and immediately have children pack up in a van and
go out and support that effort, and she was able to keep her home. Those people still have
their homes. So, whenever we find out about anything that our children can be involved
in, especially the older ones in terms of really being involved in the community, we make
sure that we can plug the children in… the home was about to be taken from the ninetyyear-old woman. They had a whole press … a parent called and said, Yo, this thing is
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about to happen. The children need to be there. I was like, bet, I got the van. Let's go, you
know. I am really moving into leadership; we want them to be socially involved in the
global community. We have them plug into as many community efforts as we can. And
for them to do so, to see what we mean when we say we want you to be agents of social
change.
Mama Unity’s example portrayed communication with a parent and community activism. She
was able to be flexible and allow her students to be involved in a social justice event that was
taking place in their community. Her students were allowed to be agents of change.
We are Disciplined
Each school provided details concerning how they approach discipline. Two themes
emerged concerning discipline: (a) restorative justice and (b) positive reinforcement. Nyame
Academy and C.A.R.E. School shared ways they helped students restore justice after
experiencing a conduct issue. Kwanzaa academy focused on positive reinforcement to minimize
discipline issues.
Restorative Justice
Nyame Academy and C.A.R.E. School provided information about their restorative
justice practices. Dr. N shared:
My discipline policy is more of a restorative kind of justice. We had a time where we had
some really crazy stuff going on with the kids, and instead of just throwing them out, we
would try to find out okay what are you angry about … One of my male teachers, if it
was a male student, took them off, had conversations with them. What do we need, what
is it that you need to do to handle whatever you're going through, talk to the parents, set
up some paradigms? Instead of kicking people out … the child comes in for the class and
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says, okay, I apologize for my behavior. And these are the things I'm going to do the next
time to avoid that outcome. We have seen the majority of the time you see a complete
180 or whatever the child has completely turned around because they understand that
everybody has bad days. And we know that you sometimes just want to get that
frustration out. You don't know how to do it many times, your anger is misdirected,
you're directing you to me, and do you understand why you yelled at me? It's not just
talking. We check in with them … My leadership style has been with my students and
even with my parents and my teachers; we’re not going to fight. You got something you
want to say, let's say it. I have not had a lot of conflict with my staff. We kind of are
unified in our vision for the kids … I can say that, like in 24 years, we've been open. I
think I've only had to let maybe five kids in the 24 years go. No more than that, and one
was the family member. One family member had gotten in trouble, so the family left, so
really just three children … So, you see, that’s infrequent that's not, I don't have that all
the time. The last couple of years, we've been very blessed. We haven't had any behavior
problems. So, we have these short spurts where we have no behavior issues. And we will
have this crazy year with all the planets must be in alignment.
Dr. N shared that teachers and leaders would talk to their students about their feelings and help
them name their feelings. She reported that she aims to help students understand what triggered
how they feel and how their feelings relate to their actions. Students then have the opportunity to
restore justice with their classmates by apologizing and sharing what they will do differently.
According to her report of not having to expel students and going years without behavior issues,
Dr. N’s restorative justice discipline approach has been successful.
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Sister A also mentioned restorative justice in her individual interview. She expressed that
she wanted her students to bring balance back to their community after someone has been
offended. She detailed:
One of the things we teach them is restorative justice. We try to create a space where they
can learn how to talk through and restore justice, restore balance, and bring the
community back into balance when harm is done. For example, if someone's lunch's
stolen and we find out who took the person's lunch, the restorative justice is for that
person to either make restitution. So, either you share your lunch, the next time you have
some money you have to give it to them, some money to replace it. That's an opportunity.
It's more than just apologizing as it's an actual action designed to help bring balance back
to the community. Like as apologies, it's not that apologies don't matter. Cause you have
to acknowledge what has happened, there's also an action that needs to come behind that
apology. So, we're trying to teach them, I guess, for me, strategies to help them sort of
give them the right types of actions. What can you do with these feelings that you have;
how can you express them in meaningful ways and that allow you to deal with what's
happening?
Sister A also mentions helping students navigate their feelings and giving them the tools to
restore balance. Her example concerning stolen lunch explained steps a student would go
through after apologizing for their misbehavior. Nyame’s school application also detailed
information about restorative justice:
Restorative Justice is the process of encouraging students to repair and restore
relationships between each other and with teachers undermined by inappropriate
behavior. This process requires an admission of engagement in the behavior, an
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explanation for the behavior, a statement to the class of resolving future encounters
appropriately. The community responds by accepting the apology and committing to
helping the person reintegrate without condemnation and with the expectation of
continuous improvement in attitude and actions.
The community’s role in restorative justice is to help the person feel accepted back into the
community and hold them accountable for their actions. As a disciplined approach, restorative
justice includes everyone in the process and not just the student who engaged in inappropriate
behavior.
Mindful Principal from C.A.R.E. School also mentioned restorative justice as a
disciplined practice. He shared an example of an encounter he had with his Black male students:
I can say to my boys that I’ll pick on Black boys because I talked about them earlier, but I
could say to my boys when they come in … Okay, they all got in trouble for doing
something silly at recess. The first thing I can say is, “talk to me about what's going on in
the room.” They may say we made poor choices, and I go a step further and say, “what is
similar about everyone in the room?” And then they'll just say, “we are all boys.” And I
was like, “wow, I’m a boy. Well, now technically a man, what do we all have in
common?” They'll get down to, “we're all Black boys, we are all Black men,” and I can
start to say, “well, what do you see about us that is shown on the news that tries to tell us
who we are, what we stand for, what we believe?” Then be able to start to get into “well,
the media tells us this.” “Well, is what the media tells us true?” We can go further and
then start to get back to my intent to say, “I need you to understand how all your actions
are connected. People have made sacrifices for you to be where you are today, and you
have a responsibility to treat your brother like your brother. It’s not just a kid in your
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class to you, but this is your brother” … I'm just talking to kids at their developmental
level about intersectionality is important as well. How we look at restorative practices
with discipline but also how to empower my kids to make sure they show up as their
authentic selves.
As Mindful Principal shared how he would approach a discipline issue, he highlighted talking to
students on their developmental level about the intersectionality of gender and race. He used
language that families would use to show students that they are more than classmates. Mindful
Principal reported that he wanted his students to know that their actions connect and that they
had to restore the family after misbehavior.
On the other hand, Mama Unity focused on positive reinforcement to reduce disciplinary
issues at Kwanzaa Academy. She provided details of positive reinforcement when she said:
One of the things that we know just based on research is that Black students in America
are more effective when teachers are what we call warm demand letters. Needing to have
a loving and nurturing environment while also setting really clear boundaries and really
high standards. Giving the children, “I love you, and you're not going to go to recess till
you work.” So being strict, but not being abusive. Still being loving, we also find that
when students have a culturally relevant curriculum when they have access to this
information. When they're more turned on, they're more engaged, so you see fewer
behavioral issues when students are more engaged and turned on anyway. Of course,
some students are struggling with different things and outside of school. No telling what's
happened in their home life. All of that comes into the school. So there do have to be
clear boundaries; there do have to be high standards because you also can't just be really
warm and loving and telling children about Africa, but they don't work because they can't
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be successful if they're not pushing out papers. They have to have the discipline to sit and
solve a two-step equation. Really having a balance of all of these things … We do have
clear rules and rewards. We want the children to feel like I got to get this done, and at the
end of this journey, I'm going to have more. We have several different reward systems
that we have so that the children still accomplish after they have completed a task. We
have what we call the reading pays off store. So, after our children have read a certain
amount, they get paid, and they get to go shopping. Little things like that really excite
them.
Mama Unity shared different incentives that her school offers to reward the students. She
detailed balancing being strict and loving while also recognizing that students may have other
issues based on their home life. Keeping students engaged through a culturally responsive
curriculum and rewarding them correctly helps reduce behavioral problems.
We Will Overcome
Participants shared how they help their students overcome oppression and racism.
Emergent themes relating to overcoming oppression were (a) recognize oppression, (b)
oppression is the white man’s problem and responsibility, and (c) dismantle oppression.
Participants discussed recognizing the need for students to overcome oppression and racism.
They shared that work relating to oppression is the job of white people because they created
oppressive systems in the United States. Lastly, participants shared how they help their students
be free from oppression.
Recognize Oppression
Sister A shared how other people can see her students outside of their school due to
oppressive ideologies. She exclaimed, “Unfortunately, when it comes to our children, especially
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Black children, we are, there's a certain point when they go from being cute to dangerous.” She
explained that Black children could be seen and treated as dangerous due to oppressive racism in
society. Dr. N shared that oppression is someone’s ability to bully and that it could also stem
from a lack of knowledge. She expressed:
In addition to interacting with each other to make sure we're not creating a space where
people can feel bullied because I feel like oppression is also someone's ability to bully
you or feel like they are better to you … The math teacher has said one aspect of this
oppression is that we are Black people who don't know enough about economics and
business … owning their own business and stuff like that.
Dr. N shared she wanted to create a space that dismantled oppression. She also expressed how
one of her teachers can help their students recognize oppression and gain classroom tools to
overcome oppression.
Mindful Principal shared that oppression did not just relate to race “You know, I feel like
in our society has been my experience that we’re pitted against each other … There's something
about we're having the trauma or minority Olympics.” He shared that people should not have a
competition between groups concerning those who experienced more trauma due to oppression.
Mindful Principal expressed wanting his students to recognize oppression and be in unity to
dismantle oppression. One minoritized group that Mindful Principal and Sarah Smith highlighted
that the other schools did not mention was the LGBTQIA+ community. Mindful Principal shared
that his teachers participate in professional development:
around an authentic understanding of LGBTQ-related structures [and] also gender
identity development so many different pieces of that. And for me, I try to model
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vulnerability … there's so much I've had to learn around gender identity, sexual
orientation, specifically those pieces.
He was open and willing to admit that he had to learn about issues related to LGBTQ folks and
show vulnerability to his staff by being honest about his lack of knowledge. During the paired
interview, he continued to share that he expects his teachers to be aware of how oppression
impacts their students:
And so much of my time spent, particularly over the last year and a half, I've pushed
delicately but aggressively in some respects with equity work. I think that is starting to
have some tangible impacts as to the conditions that kids are subjected to from an
oppressive standpoint. If you aren't seriously meaning 100% committed to growing. You
don't have to be on the same level as me, or even this burden or for that matter. But you
have to be committed to being able to tangibly remove the barriers that are holding Black
and brown kids back. If you're not, you know, this may not be the school for you. That's
not necessarily something wrong with you, teaching, but this is one of the most crucial
pieces of education for us. And so that's been a part of the fabric of how we've led in
terms of moving forward from it from academic pieces. I'm not separating equity from
instruction; it is a part of everything we do. Culturally responsive pedagogy has to be at
the forefront of everything we do; if we're going to get serious around removing the
barriers that are keeping our people down, so that's probably my general piece about that
is like we were making sure this is integrated into our actual professional development
plan. It is work that I intentionally lead and talk about nearly every time that I talk to
staff. I hold people accountable even in ways that most people can't see. And then, I also
frame and deal with it in our conversations with students and their families.
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Mindful Principal decided to include equity in his teachers’ professional development plan as a
requirement. He provided evidence that he values addressing oppression and removing barriers
for students. Mindful Principal shared that he wanted equity to be the center of his meetings and
interactions with students, staff, and families. Documents from this school indicated that students
are involved in learning about LGBTQ+ as well:
Students and educators will engage in a week-long curriculum that celebrates and affirms
LGBTQ+ identities with the goal of fostering a deeper sense of allyship within our
schools and the creation of a welcoming, inclusive environment for every child and adult.
We are deeply appreciative of [District] educators and members for the many hours they
spent this summer developing a robust, thoughtful, and age-appropriate curriculum …We
look forward to partnering with our staff and families in LGBTQ+ Equity Week to honor
and affirm the diversity of our community.
C.A.R.E. School’s school district participates in an LGBTQ+ equity week to foster allyship.
Mindful Principal shared that his school participates in this week and continues focusing on
equity throughout the entire school year. He shared that race is not the only type of oppression
that exists and that his goal is to dismantle all kinds of oppression in his school.
Mama Unity also discussed helping teachers and families recognize oppression. She
shared information about a workshop in her community that she attends annually with her staff,
“Healing oppressions wounds that have us as adults look at how we have internalized white
supremacy.” Mama unity shared that she also invites her students’ parents to attend the
workshop. She continued to share that the workshop addresses “dealing with the whole superior,
inferior line and what we need to do to erase that line and how that line shows up for us, whether
it's sexism, ageism or classism, even in our communities.” Mama Unity recognized that
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oppression could also occur in the Black community due to sex, age, and class. Kwanzaa
Academy school documents state an outcome they would like for their students, “they will have
a clear understanding of the nature of oppression and the history of resistance around the world.”
Students are not only exposed to the nature of oppression but to examples of how people resisted
oppression.
Oppression is the White Man’s Problem and Responsibility
Participants from Nyame Academy and C.A.R.E. School directly articulated oppression
as a problem and responsibility belonging to white people. Dr. N mentioned this during the
paired interview when sharing her belief that we are still in a revolution because inequality still
exists.
The male teacher has them watch white fragility. We also are letting our kids see this is
not our problem. This really is white people's problem. And so, when you see these cops
acting like this. There's really nothing that you have done; we can honestly say this is not
about you; it's about you, in fact, that is your skin color, but the attitude, the hostility, the
visceral reaction to you is not Black people. This is something that white folks are
struggling with because they have never really dealt with what democracy really looks
like, you know, and I'm free. And you're not.
She emphasized that white people’s behavior towards Black people is a problem that white
people need to address. She continued to say that white people should be held accountable for
their actions, “if white folks are the ones holding each other accountable for the nonsense that
they've done. The white foolishness they've done” and take responsibility to dismantle
oppression. She expressed that white people should take ownership of their contributions to
oppression and work together to change. Sister A expressed similar ideas when she said:
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Racism is our reality is a reality that we have to deal with, but it's not our issue. We are
not the ones who created the system. It's their problem. We have to know that we are not;
we don't have to take on those labels for ourselves. We don't have to become those
things. We are whole people, and we will continue to heal and elevate our community in
the best way that we see fit. We don't need people's permission to do that. And I just need
my, and I want my students to know that from their hearts like you don't need permission.
You don't, and your ancestors gave you permission by you being here. You have
permission to be here.
According to Sister A, white people created the system; therefore, it is their problem to fix the
system. She continued to share that she did not want students to internalize or become labels that
stem from oppression. She expressed encouraging her students to heal and use their ancestors'
permission to take up space.
Sarah Smith shared that her school addressed white privilege and that she has personally
done internal work to examine her white privilege. She discussed a book study:
We had a white privilege book study in our school, but I created a couple of discussions
in our staff meeting. No other school did that, and I think that says a lot about leadership
being willing to just like lead bravely and with your heart. Doing what is best for our
kids.
She explained that leading discussions about white privilege in her school took bravery and
leadership from the heart. She also shared that teachers should be held accountable for their
actions.
We have had situations where there was some harm caused and teachers needed to repair,
and it happened. We have had some teachers leave because, you know, through an
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authentic relationship counseling them about, “is this the right place for you?” That's
actually happened. I've never had that happen in a school that I've worked in before. I
think those types of things. Even though many are private, sometimes you can like see
just by what you're observing that you think that this is going on because [Mindful
Principal] is very professional. He does not talk about issues with other staff members,
but you can tell what's happening at certain things. I can't tell you how much I respect
that. Because we're not going to get any better. If people can't hold themselves
accountable.
Sarah Smith reported that teachers who caused harm were responsible for repairing relationships,
and some teachers realized that C.A.R.E. School was not the right place for them. She expressed
admiration for the way Mindful Principal holds teachers accountable for contributing to
oppression. She also shared that she has a responsibility as a white woman to hold herself
accountable, “and I feel like it's my personal responsibility, being a white woman who works
with kids of color because it’s my duty. Otherwise, I shouldn't be doing this work.” Sarah Smith
communicated that she has a responsibility to examine her role in white supremacy before she
can help her Black students.
Dismantle Oppression
Participants from each school articulated that students have the ability to dismantle
oppression. Participants expressed stories of how knowledge of self and the legacy of their
people help students be free from the lie of Black inferiority. Dr. N told a story of how a student
from her school responded to a situation in college when a professor refused to pronounce his
name correctly. Dr. N shared:
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But because he knew his name meant warrior … he knows his people back seven
generations … whole different child. She doesn't know who she's talking to … “I am a
prince at my house,” … so that's the mindset that we have to prepare our children to deal
with all of these battles. She did not care who that boy was, she saw Black, but she found
out.
She spoke with fervor as she described her student’s knowledge of self. She explained that her
past student was disrespected in college but was free to stand up for himself with confidence.
She continued to say:
I'm not bragging. But I mean, they just don't even have an issue with being inferior, like,
you know, “so you're a person. I'm a person like you.” Okay, you know, and that's where
it is. You don't want to have this. You have to have a broad understanding of your
history, and then can't anybody else touch you.
She exclaimed that she instills in her students that knowing their humanity gives them the ability
to dismantle oppression and overcome any obstacles that may come their way. She also
expressed that her students should use their freedoms, such as voting to dismantle oppression.
So voting, for example, I told my students one reason, one of the most important things
that we as a community can do whether or not we can immediately create a business and
gain capital is to vote and educate ourselves on the process. I understand that it's not easy.
But that is a freedom that our ancestors fought for. And we're on the same team … we
have to understand that it's like a multi. Like Mom said, it's a multi-prong approach. We
have to be economical; we have to vote. We have to be educated. We have to undo our
own internalized oppression in terms of colorism. And the elitist attitude that we might
carry.
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She expressed that some Black people need to undo the oppression that they have internalized.
Using freedoms such as voting, getting an education, and gaining capital can help Black people
continue to dismantle oppressive systems.
Mindful Principal shared that his student’s ability to be their authentic selves helps them
overcome oppression. He expressed:
So it's important for us at the school level to make sure our kids know they don't have to
apologize for who they are. They don't, and I don't want my kids to apologize to have to
change their culture. To minimize their language to play down any part of who they are
to fit inside the dominant cultural norms.
Students can feel free to be themselves despite the dominant culture using their power to tell
them otherwise. He shared the practice of creating a welcoming environment so students knew
their culture is accepted.
Documents from Kwanzaa Academy shared they collaborate with other organizations
that love freedom, “We, the Education Council of [Kwanzaa Academy], shall work in concert
with other freedom-loving organizations to eliminate all of the forces designed to dehumanize
and subjugate African peoples.” Kwanzaa Academy declares that they love freedom and they
want to dismantle subjugation for all African people. They acknowledged that they need other
community organizations to work towards this goal.
Conclusion
In summation, the findings explained how school leaders and mental health professionals
incorporated emancipatory practices to help students know who they are. Students could
experience mental and emotional freedom through mindfulness counseling practices and
curriculum choices centered on African knowledge contributions. Participants used emancipatory
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practices to help students see themselves as humans and as a valuable part of their community
with the spirit of Ubuntu. Participants addressed miseducation by exposing students to the legacy
of their ancestors and using equitable discipline practices such as restorative justice. Each school
articulated practices that allowed students to see that they could overcome oppressive systems by
naming the system, the nature of oppression, and working together to dismantle it. In Chapter
Five, I discuss the findings, provide implications for practice and research, and examine the
limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this Afrocentric case study was to explore how school leaders and
mental health professionals in African-centered schools use emancipatory practices to
address miseducation. I discuss the major findings related to the literature concerning
identity steeped in freedom and overcoming oppression collectively. I situate the findings
towards emancipation from miseducation. I conclude with a discussion on limitations and
provide implications for research and practice.
I discuss findings and implications to help answer the research question: How are
school leaders and mental health professionals using emancipatory practices to address
miseducation? The findings consisted of six theme categories: (a) I know who I am, (b) I
am emotionally free, (c) I am mentally free, (d) Ubuntu: I am because you are, (e) We are
disciplined, and (f) We are overcomers. In this discussion, I focus on specific examples
of emancipatory practices from the findings.
Interpretation of Findings
I synthesized each of the thematic categories across three cases of Africancentered schools. Like instruments coming together in a song to form a melody, the
shared emancipatory practices provide necessary details for addressing miseducation. I
discuss each theme in detail in the following sections.
Know Thyself
The themes (a) identity and (b) legacy relating to “I know who I am” outlined
emancipatory practices to combat against anti-African forces. Woodson (1933) explained
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in chapter one of The Miseducation of the Negro that teachers teach students to “despise
the African” (p. 1). The education system intentionally “projects all positive aspects of
African culture as negative, savage, uncivilized, unproductive and even ungodly,
simultaneously reinforcing every Eurocentric belief as classical, positive, or good”
(Harvey, 2018, p. 77). Students could connect their culture to African culture and learn
about the legacy of knowledge in Africa. Students use definitional power to develop their
own definition of themselves from their cultural foundation, thus combating
psychological warfare of racial oppression (Baldwin, 1970). Practices taking place during
the morning rituals such as saying affirmations and meditations help students internalize
positive knowledge of themselves from an African-centered lens. Saying positive
affirmations about one’s relation to Africa promotes reverence of African culture.
In chapter three of The Miseducation of the Negro, Woodson (1933) discussed
how curriculum writers eliminate the academic contributions of African Americans.
Exposing students to academic Blackness in the curriculum promotes positive academic
identification (Cokley et al., 2012). Participants expressed scholarly contributions from
various African cultures, such as the Dogon contribution to astrology. Chapman-Hillard
and Adams Bass (2015) shared Black history knowledge (BHK) can be used as a tool to
help students achieve psychological liberation. In addition to African academic
contributions, participants also reported exposing their students to African American
scholars such as Langston Hughes. Instead of eliminating students from the curriculum,
the curriculum is centered on them, which helps students reflect on an academic legacy.
“Re-membering” African heritage knowledge is “critical to confronting dominant
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discourses that seek to define us” (Okpaloka & Dillard, 2012, p. 122). Students can locate
themselves within the history of African knowledge and see themselves as a part of the
continued legacy.
Emotional Liberation
The participants illuminated examples of emancipatory practices related to “I am
emotionally free” in the emergent themes (a) emotional awareness concerning racism and
(b) counseling approach. Knowing oneself means understanding one’s emotions. African
American students have unique emotional trauma they must navigate and manage due to
anti-Black racism challenges (Asante, 2017). Participants shared discussing feelings and
thoughts, mindfulness breathing practices, and incorporating spiritual practices into the
school day as emancipatory practices that can address miseducation. Discussing thoughts
and feelings allowed students to process their emotions. Baldwin (1963) wrote, “Long
before the Negro child perceives this difference [socially imposed White superiority and
Black inferiority], and even longer before he understands it, he has begun to react to it, he
has begun to be controlled by it” acknowledging that people can feel race and be
controlled by race before they understand it (p. 23).
Providing space for students to process their thoughts and feelings helps them
take back control. Sister A’s acknowledgment of rage aligns well with hooks (1955) view
of the potential of anger when “a passion for freedom and justice that illuminates, heals,
and makes redemptive struggle possible.” Students who explore their rage and align their
emotions with a passion for freedom can work towards emotional liberation. Students
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could wield their feelings as a weapon against miseducation instead of being controlled
by them.
Sarah Smith’s belief that “kids aren’t broken” is an antithesis to Du Bois (1903)
“How does it feel to be a problem?” (p. 8). Too often Black people are seen “as the
embodiment of problem, a thing rather than a people suffering from problems created by
anti-Blackness” (Dumas, 2016). School leaders should view students as having the power
to free themselves from anti-Blackness, not as the problem. Validating students’
emotions and showing students that the power of control is within them combats “double
consciousness, this sense of always looking at oneself through the eyes of others” (Du
Bois, 1903, p. 2). Students can look at themselves through their eyes from an Africancentered lens.
Participants shared counseling approaches such as cognitive behavior therapy and
rational emotive behavior therapy of challenging irrational thoughts to help students
navigate their emotions and view of self. Participants also shared incorporating
spirituality into their practices. African-centered leaders and mental health professionals
may want to consider other emotional interventions from Black psychology. Although the
mental health professionals do not specifically use the term cultural misorientation,
“genetic Blackness minus psychological Blackness,” they shared various cognitive
practices to help students develop psychological Blackness (Azibo, 1989). It appears the
mental health professionals are using the reform approach to Black psychology of using
some aspects of white psychology and not the radical school of thought of using an
African-centered counseling framework (Cokley & Garba, 2018). Using assessments
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from Black psychology that measure cultural misorientation, such as the Cross’ identity
racial scale or the cultural disorientation scale, can help the mental health professionals
assess their counseling practices. If the mental health professionals aim to have an
African-Centered approach, utilizing African-centered psychological interventions and
assessments is vital. If the radical approach to Black psychology is more beneficial to
students, are white mental health professionals equipped to use Black psychology?
Mindfulness practices were mentioned in all three schools as a counseling
approach to help students observe their thoughts and feelings. Mindfulness can help
people unlearn the effects of racial oppression (Kwah, 2019). Although mindfulness
practices have been geared towards white communities, more African Americans may
benefit from mindfulness practices when spirituality is incorporated (Biggers et al.,
2020). Nyame Academy and Kwanzaa Academy shared inclusive spiritual practices.
Since C.A.R.E. School is a public school, federal guidelines may limit their religious
practices.
Woodson (1933) wrote that the church is an excellent asset for Black people, but
it fails to hold up to its capability because Black people have adopted the religion of their
oppressors. The Black church can partner with schools to help students gain academic
success (McIntosh & Curry, 2020). People often use the terms spirituality and religion
interchangeably, although they have different meanings. Spirituality focuses on values,
morals, and meanings linked to the transcendent (God, Allah, Ifa); religion focuses on
beliefs, practices, and rituals related to the transcendent (Koeing, 2018). Participants
reported African spiritual values such as celebrating ancestors, valuing family, and
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emphasizing the community (Knoetze, 2019). Dr. N shared that some of her students use
the term Ase stemming from Yoruba spiritual concepts in West Africa. Although the
schools shared inclusive practices, families could still choose their religious beliefs and
may adopt the religious attitudes of their oppressors. African-centered leaders, educators,
and mental health professionals can consider the juxtaposition between being inclusive
and providing space for their community to investigate oppressive spiritual and religious
ideologies adequately. It may be challenging to balance inclusivity and interrogation of
religious oppression at African-centered schools in the public school system due to public
education policy restrictions.
Mental Liberation
Emergent themes (a) critical consciousness and (b) Kwanzaa principles detailed
different emancipatory practices the participants used. For example, they use a culturally
responsive curriculum and incorporate Kwanzaa principles into daily instruction to foster
critical cognition. Woodson (1930) indicated that controlling someone’s thoughts can
cause them to continue to seek inferior places. Believing the lie of Black inferiority can
cause students to have feelings of anger, hopelessness, anxiety, depression, and
internalize negative cognitions about themselves (Beck, 1976; Keels et al., 2017; Wilson
et al., 2017). We continue to see examples of the need to address the miseducation of
student’s cognitions when examining concepts such as imposter syndrome and stereotype
threat (Edwards, 2019).
Participants provided details of African culture being the center of their culturally
responsive curriculum. Nyame Academy and Kwanzaa Academy participants expressed
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the need to develop their own curriculum. Woodson (1933) wrote about students learning
imitation of other cultures and provided instructions for educators, “instead of cramming
the Negro’s mind with what others have shown that they can do, we should develop his
latent powers” (p. 151). A culturally responsive curriculum helps students learn what
Africans have done and examine their abilities. Learning about Africans contributions to
knowledge allows students to challenge the lie of Black inferiority. Students can re-frame
any negative cognitions they may have about themselves when their teachers provide
examples of positive cultural achievements of African people throughout history.
Participants shared that students had to be actively engaged in the curriculum and
not just receivers of transferred knowledge from their teachers. Participants’
emancipatory practices echoed Freire (1970), “Liberating education consists in acts of
cognition, not transferals of information” (p. 74). Students who critically engage in the
curriculum can face and heal from any discovery of “self-hatred, low-self-esteem, or
internalized white supremacist thinking” (hooks, 1994, p. 248). Teachers exposed
students to an African-centered curriculum and real-life representation of African cultural
practices. For example, participants shared practices of modeling natural hair to help to
promote a positive self-image which is a stark contrast to schools that discriminated
against students for wearing their natural hair to school (O’Brien-Richardson, 2019).
Students can use their powers to critically inspect their ways of being and embody
African cultural practices that promote liberation. Students can achieve the highest level
of critical consciousness by being aware that their choices can change reality (Freire,
1970).
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The emancipatory practice incorporating Kwanzaa principles helps students
center their thinking on African values. Nguzo Saba (EN-goo-zohSAH-bah) seven
principles of Kwanzaa are values centered on African customs. The principles
Umoja (oo-MOH-jah), or unity and harmony; Kujichagulia (koo-jeecha-goo-LEEah), or authenticity, self-determination, and empowerment; Ujumma (oo-jah-W),
or cooperative economics; Nia (NEE-ah), or purpose and direction; Ujima (ooJEE-mah), or collective work and responsibility; Kuumba (koo-UH-mbah), or
creativity, a new reality; and imani (ee-w-nee), or faith
help students culturally identify with Africa (Franklin & Brown, 2001, p. 238).
Participants shared that Kwanzaa principles were included in daily lessons and focused
on them throughout the school year. Students are provided opportunities to think about
their purpose, self-determination, and creativity from a harmonious African perspective
which is the opposite of thinking about themselves through an inferior European lens.
Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu (A person is a person through other persons)
The participants shared emancipatory practices such as organizing the schools in
family units, calling adults mama/baba, sitting at the feet of elders and community
activists when discussing the emergent themes (a) family and (b) community as village
relating to Ubuntu. Ubuntu, I am because we are, is a Zulu phrase reflecting collective
humanity (Ndlovu, 2015; Ngunjiri, 2016). Ubuntu is a way of life; as Tutu (1999) wrote,
“‘A person is a person through other persons.” It is not, ‘I think therefore I am.’ It says
rather, ‘I am human because I belong. I participate, I share’” (p. 31).
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Deficit views of Black families and their involvement in the educational system is
ubiquitous and ignore the role of racism in education in America (Harry & Klingner,
2005; Kunjufu, 2002; Latunde,2018; Lougue & Latunde, 2014). Participants reported
recognizing the oppressive social forces that impact Black families and celebrating the
families’ ability to expose students to African pride through cultural stories and artifacts
(Brown & Battle, 2018; Kurtz-Costes, 2019). Emancipatory practices go beyond
literature that conceptualizes family involvement as part of the school (Al-Awan, 2014;
Lawrence, 2015;). Instead, the school is family. The idea of the family involved in the
school separates the family and school as a false dichotomy of two entities. The
participants in this study lead from a collective family perspective as one operating body
that everyone belongs to and participates in. It is evident through the stories that the
participants shared about going to elders to solve conflicts, addressing adults as Mama
doctor, or treating the students as their own personal children that the school is one
collective family.
The community is a paramount part of seeing oneself as a part of the collective.
The African proverb, if you want to go quickly, go alone; if you want to go far, go
together, is evident in the shared emancipatory practices of community activism. In
chapter 13, Woodson (1933) called for students to learn for the betterment of their
community. Allowing students to participate in community cultural events, social justice
protests, and volunteer work helps students learn to work together and be agents of social
change. Historical trauma is a shared experience that spans multigeneration (Mohatt et
al., 2014). Many people in the Black community have faced trauma from historical
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miseducation, negatively impacting humanization and emotional health (Camangian &
Cariaga, 2021). Therefore, healing from anti-Blackness trauma requires a collective
approach that allows students to interrogate their mental cognitions and their collective
role in their community. Participants provided examples of teaching students community
activism as a way to help their community. Schools can contribute to collectively healing
from traumatic anti-Black violence against the social structures of African American
communities by maintaining African memories, social organizations, traditions, and
rituals (Fairfax, 2020).
Discipline
Emergent themes related to “we are disciplined” were (a) restorative justice and
(b) positive reinforcement. Participants viewed discipline from a collective standpoint
where everyone had a role. Restorative justice required the student to apologize and the
class to accept the student back into the community. School leaders reminded everyone
that their actions reflected each other within the school and the community at large. The
participants ardently shared that their emancipatory discipline practices kept students
inside the classroom. Woodson (1933) wrote that students are often pushed out of class.
Present-day policing of Black bodies and racist discipline practices in the school system
enact alarming spirit murdering, an attack on humanity and inner-joy (Hines & Wilmont,
2018). Black students are being pushed out of classrooms in disproportionate numbers
through suspensions and expulsions in what is called the discipline gap (Young et al.,
2018). When Black students leave the classroom, they will continue to face racist
practices in the judicial system, such as policing, sentencing, and prison conditions
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(Balko, 2020). Restorative justice and positive reinforcement help discontinue the
perpetuation of racist discipline practices within the school and community at large by
refusing to participate in the school-to-prison pipeline. The shared discipline practices
also allowed students to go beyond a hidden curriculum of obedience and instead be
intellectually stimulated by gaining agency over their actions (Casey et al., 2013).
Overcoming Oppression
Participants shared emancipatory practices such as textual analysis, white
accountability, and teaching economic freedom in the emergent themes (a) recognize
oppression, (b) oppression is the white man’s problem and responsibility, and (c)
dismantle oppression. King (1965) reminded us that we will overcome in an oftenoverlooked sermon at the Temple of Israel in Hollywood. The participants explained the
emancipatory practices through the lens of “we are overcomers,” meaning together we
can hold each other accountable and dismantle oppression. Analyzing text and movies
that address oppression helped students recognize ways of resistance and develop critical
consciousness. People can achieve liberation from oppression by striving towards
political and psychological wellbeing and resisting oppressive forces (Prilleltensky,
2003). Through analysis, students can witness, process, and develop actions against antiBlackness oppression (Mosley et al., 2021).
Race is not the only oppressive force that is relevant for students. Although
Mindful Principal cautioned against oppression Olympics, it is essential to note that his
school district specifically addresses LGBTQIA+ oppression. It is possible that the other
schools also address oppressive forces relating to gender and sexuality, although they did
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not specifically mention the LGBTQIA+ population in their interviews or shared
documents. It is vital to examine the intersectional components of race, class, sexism,
etc., because, as Martin Luther King (1963) said, “injustice anywhere is injustice
everywhere.” Homosexuality is still considered illegal in some African countries, with
punishment ranging from being fined to being beaten to death (Kenix & Abikanlu, 2019).
African-centered educators continue to contend with homosexual violence and
oppression stemming from homophobic and heteronormative ideologies. Helping
students recognize and process sexual orientation oppression can be the first step leading
action across the African diaspora.
Participants shared emancipatory practices such as understanding the nature of
oppression, reading the novel White Fragility (DiAngelo, 2018) and doing book talks and
centering discourse on accountability during meetings. It is necessary to hold white
people accountable for their contributions to oppression. We, African Americans, must
also grapple with our contributions to oppression. Albeit, obviously, African Americans
did not create the system in the United States, we may inadvertently preserve the system.
Internalizing self-hatred, developing an elitist attitude that rejects one’s community, and
practicing individualism are examples of preserving oppressive systems.
NO WAHALA (NO PROBLEM)
Black people can hold white people accountable for their oppressive contributions
but, “None but ourselves can free our minds” (Marley, 1980). Responsibility does not just
lie solely on white people to fix their problems; nevertheless, we do not expect
oppressors to offer freedom. Some white teachers and leaders may carry around racist
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baggage and be fearful that talking about race “will end up with an accusatory finger
pointed at them. They’re the problem; they’re the racists.” (Michie, 2019, p. 51). Granted,
participants shared practices such as centering equity at every meeting, examining
internal white privilege, and holding teachings accountable for their actions. It is also
necessary to also address Black people who may uphold racist ideologies. The shared
emancipatory practices promote anti-Black racist ideologies for students and staff, but is
an African-centered approach to address miseducation enough to make racism no longer
a problem?
We must be careful not to add to the Black/white binary and remember we all
have a responsibility as a human race. Yes, racism is a problem white people created to
promote a false sense of superiority, and we should not internalize inferiority, but we
have the power to dissolve the problem. White people’s actions may have started the
system, but we can finish the system. Together, as humans, no matter one’s socially
constructed race, we can dismantle oppression and achieve liberation. Tis true, “The
master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house” (Lorde, 1984). Verily, verily, the
veracity of our ability is evident in our DNA. Our tools are in our legacy.
Unapologetically we can “upset the program of the oppressor in Africa and America”
though using our ability to think and love ourselves (Woodson, 1933, p. 192). Addressing
miseducation is a great start to the solution.
The emancipatory practice of promoting economic freedom and political
involvement correlates directly with Woodson’s (1933) call to African American people
to contribute to the advancement of society by being a “figure” for politics and not a
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“tool” for politicians (p. 182). Gaining political power can help Black students overcome
feelings of psychological inferiority (Clark & Baker, 1945). Teaching students how they
can economically and politically impact society gives them the power to dismantle
oppressive forces. From within self and throughout the collective community, students
can reach towards the day where oppression is no longer a problem.
Before Victory is Won: Implications and Limitations
This study has implications for practice and research. Practitioners who work with
African American students can benefit from the findings from this study even if they do
not teach at an African-centered school. School leaders can examine the rituals that take
place at their school and consider including positive affirmations. School leaders can also
put Africa at the center of their curriculum and celebrate Blackness daily. At a minimum,
schools should expose white students to African knowledge. Ignoring African
contributions is a disservice to all students and perpetuates white supremacist ideologies.
School leaders can receive training on implementing Kwanzaa principles into their
leadership practices. African American school leaders can incorporate African-centered
leadership practices mentioned in this study, such as being willing to be vulnerable about
their feelings, incorporating elders in decision making, and holding teachers accountable
for discrimination.
Mental health professionals can incorporate theoretical frameworks from Black
and Africana psychology adhering to African spirituality to foster healing. Counselors in
African-Centered schools should write and reflect on their practices to disseminate their
knowledge of helping students. Presently many resources exist for implementing
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mindfulness and cognitive behavior therapy interventions in counseling. Yet, there are
not many resources for interventions from Black Psychology.
School leaders and mental health professionals should collaborate to create a
collective mindset within their school, including taking a collective approach to
discipline. Collaboration can occur if school leaders intentionally make time in their daily
schedule to meet with counselors. During these meetings, school leaders and mental
health professionals should discuss current events in the community that may impact their
students, mental health prevention and intervention, and emancipatory practices. School
leaders should include awareness of emotions and interaction with the collective
community in teacher and staff job descriptions/evaluations to center African values.
Principles can include a specific, measurable goal about dismantling miseducation in
their school improvement plan. During collaboration meetings, principals can center the
conversation on the progress towards their goals.
I also suggest collaboration among all African-centered schools and individuals
interested in African-centered education. Collaboration could occur within an established
network of schools and a yearly conference. Even if schools are not considered
independent Black institutions, school personnel can benefit from learning more about
emancipatory practices that help students develop a positive individual and collective
identity connected to Africa. Lastly, all educators can adapt curriculum and pedagogical
practices that help students realize and use their power to dismantle oppression.
More research needs to take place to theorize African-centered leadership beyond
their emancipatory practices as “rarely if ever are African-centered schools the subject of
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educational leadership study” (Hopson et al., 2010). A theory of African-centered
leadership can benefit all leaders. Leaders may want to incorporate some or all
components of African-centered leadership. Researchers should also investigate how/if
white people can use African-centered practices effectively. Researchers in mental health
can do mixed-method studies to examine the efficacy of emancipatory practices by
collecting data from interviews and Black psychology mental health assessments.
Findings from a mixed-methods study will provide the field with information concerning
best practices.
This study examined how school leaders and mental health professionals used
emancipatory practices to address miseducation. Quantitative studies can indicate which
techniques yield the best student outcomes. Future research can examine how other
individuals within the school system, such as teachers or administrative assistants, use
emancipatory practices. Researchers can also intentionally investigate how emancipatory
practices can address the intersectionality of race and sexuality. Researchers should
consider the following questions for future research.
Educational Leadership
•

What are the processes of implementing African-centered educational
leadership as perceived by leaders within African-centered schools?

•

What do African-centered school leaders identify as the best emancipatory
practice to address the intersectionality of race and gender?

•

How does African-centered leadership impact students’ resistance to antiBlack racism?
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Mental Health
•

How effective are affirmations in mediating cultural misorientation?

•

How are mindfulness practices related to positive African identity?

•

What emancipatory practices are schools using to promote positive mental
health for LGBTQIA+ students of color?

•

How do African-centered mental health interventions help students
experience healing from anti-Black racism?

•

What are the processes of implementing an African-centered counseling
approach as perceived by mental health professionals within African-centered
schools?

Educators
•

What are the lived experiences of white educators aiming to address the
miseducation of Black students?

•

How do teachers use emancipatory practices to address miseducation?

Students
•

How do students at an African-centered school experience emancipatory
practices?

•

What differences exist between Black students that graduated from Africancentered schools and students that graduated from traditional schools as
measured by the Black racial identity scale?

Gaining a fuller understanding of a grounded theory of African-centered leadership and
African-centered counseling approaches can further help educators who work with Black
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students. Scholars can continue to explore the trends and patterns of addressing
miseducation by gathering numerical data on the outcomes of identified best
emancipatory practices. Researchers can continue to investigate emancipatory practices
as a solution to miseducation as it relates to intersecting identities.
Limitations
I bounded this Afrocentric case study to three schools; therefore, other
emancipatory practices could be taking place at other African-centered schools. Although
qualitative studies limit generalizability, the aim of this study was not to generalize
findings to a large population. The phenomenon of emancipatory practices can be seen
from an individual and collective standpoint, requiring educators to apply the findings to
their settings within the collective African Diaspora.
Another limitation some may consider of these Afrocentric case studies is the
time. This study took place in a pandemic and period of civil unrest due to police
brutality. People across the United States were in outrage concerning the killings of
Breonna Taylor, Ahmad Aubrey, George Floyd, Rashard Brooks, and Daniel Pride, to
name a few. Civil unrest taking place in the United States could have shaped the
participants’ responses. Findings from this study can further implore researchers to
examine how pandemics impact miseducation. The Covid-19 pandemic caused the center
for disease control to encourage people to social distance themselves. Businesses shut
down, and schools went 100 percent online to prevent the spread of the virus. Findings
from this study are limited to online interactions. If the study did not occur during a
pandemic, I could have collected the data in person. Although I collected data online, I
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was able to complete the research as I designed it entirely. Collecting data online allowed
the participants more flexibility since they could interview from home. More importantly,
online data collection kept everyone safe and reduced our exposure to COVID-19.
Concluding: When the Glory Comes, it will be OURS
Since I entered into the educational school system, I (re)membered a solution to
the miseducation all around me. Examining emancipatory practices is just the beginning
of shifting the conversation of African American education from problem to solution.
The educational and psychological violence stemming from anti-Blackness continues in
the United States. Like Harry Potter’s realization of opening at the close in Rowling’s
(2007) novel, liberation will begin at the conclusion of oppression. The dismantling of
miseducation will be glorious for all humans.
I am grateful that the participants took the time to provide me with priceless
information through their interviews and school documents in the middle of a pandemic. I
noticed a need for educators to join together and use Umoja and Kuumba for a collective
approach against miseducation through the findings. We can continue to learn from each
other for the benefit of improved African American educational outcomes. I appreciate
each participant’s willingness to reflect on their practice and their dedication to their
communities.
I end with the gerund concluding, with the hopes of concluding oppression and
starting emancipation in the educational system. I will continue to provide offerings to
God, the creator of the universe, my ancestors that led me here, and the African ancestors
who paved the way for African-Centered education. As an African proverb states, rain
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beats the leopard’s skin, but it does not wash out the spots, so shall we remain united to
our African customs that are within us despite the rain of anti-Black ideologies. African
American education will manifest victory.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions
Source
Principal Questions
Shockley &
Fredrick, 2008

Lomotey, 1994,
1992

Hopson, Hotep,
Schneider,
Turenne, 2010

Concept

Interview Question

Seven constructs of Afrocentric education
are: 1) identifying the Black child as
African, 2) all black people in the world
are African 3) using African culture to
sustain self, 4) adopting African values into
the educational process for Black students,
5) Blacks constitute a nation no matter
their location, 6) the community should
have the power to make decisions, and 7)
schooling is training and education imparts
knowledge needed to provide leadership
African-centered education allows students
to look at the world through an Africancentered lens. African-centered education
promotes the development of the whole
student spiritually, academically, mentally,
and physically.
“...there are even more reasons to expand
and provide nuanced definitions of
educational leadership; educational
leadership is not static but a developing
interdisciplinary field that should be
responsive to a set of issues and realities
that confront schools.” (p.782)
“rarely if ever are African centered schools
the subject of educational leadership
studies...missing in the literature are
studies that point to the current needs and
challenges of operating or operationalizing
theories of African centered leadership”
(784).
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What does it mean
to be an
Afrocentric
school?

Can you tell me a
little about your
schools’
philosophy and
mission?

How would you
describe your role
as a principal?
Sub question: As a
principal at an
Afrocentric school,
how do you
embody
Afrocentric values
within your
leadership style?

Hunt, 2010

Yang, 2009

“Afrocentric orientations are fully
embodied in the school's educational
curriculum, academic instruction, school
performances, rituals, customs, community
engagement initiatives, and other learning
activities on a day-to-day basis” (p.32).

In traditional schools, African descendants
are more likely to be suspended compared
to their peers.

Tell me a story
that would
describe a typical
day at your school.

In what ways, if
any, do you
empower your
staff and students
to uphold
Afrocentric
values?

What are the
discipline practices
at your school?
Sub question: How
do your discipline
practices align
with Afrocentric
values?

Freire, 1998

“True discipline does not exist in the
muteness of those who have been silenced
but in the stirrings of those who have been
challenged, in the doubt of those who have
been prodded, and in the hopes of those
who have been awakened” (p.86).

How do your
discipline practices
align with the
mission of your
school?

Yang, 2009

“...discipline is an act of rigorous physical
or mental training, a practice of will that
can lead paradoxically to docile
compliance or emancipatory possibilities”
(49).
Monroe and Obidah Monroe and Obidah (2004) explained that
, 2004
using cultural humor, affect, and emotion
allowed teachers to be culturally in sync
with African American students and use
effective discipline practices. (p. 264)
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Tell me a story
about a time that
you used
knowledge of a
student’s culture to
use effective

discipline
practices?
Probing: Such as
using cultural
humor or emotion?
Lomotey, 1992

“By infusing the curriculum with Africancentered cultural content, schools can
provide an opportunity for all students to
accept and acknowledge their own dignity
and worth and that of others” (p. 460).

How would you
describe the
curriculum at your
school?

African American history seldom goes
beyond the scope of slavery. Gaining
ancestral knowledge can help instill pride
in students and allow students to embrace
African consciousness.

How is ancestral
history
incorporated in
your school?

Dantley, 2005

African-centered leaders must consider the
whole development of African-centered
students within their social and political
environment.

Friere, 1970

Through critical pedagogy, students can
become aware of the oppression around
them to transform their reality.

How do you
address the social
and political
changes that affect
students and their
families?
What are some
pedagogical
approaches that
you find to be
valuable in helping
students achieve
liberation?

Johnson, 2016:
Watson & Wiggan,
2016

Sub question:
What role do you
play in making
curriculum choices
within your
school?

Sub Question: Can
you tell me a story
about a time you
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lead (a) teacher(s)
in pedagogical
decision making?
Counselor
Questions
Shockley &
Fredrick, 2008

Oljelade, McCray,
Meyers, Ashby,
2014

Seven constructs of Afrocentric education
are: 1) identifying the Black child as
African, 2) all black people in the world
are African 3) using African culture to
sustain self, 4) adopting African values into
the educational process for Black students,
5) Blacks constitute a nation no matter
their location, 6) the community should
have the power to make decisions, and 7)
schooling is training and education imparts
knowledge needed to provide leadership
“All cultural groups have a nosology
(illness classification system), etiology
(beliefs concerning the cause of illness),
diagnosis (identification and labeling), and
prognosis (expected outcome) system”
(p.494).

What does it mean
to be an
Afrocentric
school?
What does it mean
to be a mental
health professional
in an Afrocentric
school?
What type of
counseling do you
provide? Groups?
Family?
Individual?
What are your
desired outcomes
for the students
that you work
with?
Subquestion: What
prevention and
intervention
techniques do you
use to reach your
desired outcomes?

Morris, 2001

A counselor’s theoretical orientation is
influenced by his/her worldview.
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What is your
theoretical
orientation?

White, 1970

Black behavior should be situated within a
cultural context.

How does culture
play a role in the
counseling
techniques that
you choose to
utilize with your
students?

American
Psychological
Association.
(2008).

There is a need for culturally relevant
psychosocial interventions.

Cokley, McClain,
Enciso, &
Martinez, 2013

Adverse mental health outcomes have been
associated with recent research that
suggests that African Americans are more
likely to experience minority status stress.

Can you tell me
about an
intervention that
you use with your
students that
incorporates their
culture?
What are some
beneficial coping
skills for stressors
that students face
related to racism?
Sub question:
Which counseling
interventions do
you utilize to help
your students build
those coping
skills?

Akbar, 1995

Spiritual development is essential to human What role does
development.
spirituality play in
your counseling
interventions?

Ebede-Ndi, 2016

“There is agreement among Africancentered scholars about the goal of an
African-centered psychology, which is the
liberation of the African mind,
empowerment of the African character, and
enlivenment and illumination of the
African spirit” (70).
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What are some
counseling
approaches that
you find to be
valuable in helping
students achieve
liberation?

Jeynes, 2017

“...school-based parental involvement
programs have a positive relationship with
the academic achievement of African
American youth” (209).

Can you tell me a
story about a time
you collaborated
with a family
member(s)) to
meet the needs of
your student(s)?

Britt-Spells,
Slebodnik, M.,
Sands, Rollock,
2016

Racism has caused a variety of mental
health consequences such as anxiety,
depression, and high levels of stress.

What preventive
opportunities do
you provide for
students to foster
awareness about
mental health?

African-centered education allows students
to look at the world through an Africancentered lens. African-centered education
promotes the development of the whole
student spiritually, academically, mentally,
and physically.
Students may participate in call and
response, rites of passages, African dance,
or naming ceremonies to teach students
about their history and prepare them for
challenges they may face in adulthood.

How do you
collaborate to help
fulfill the mission
of your school?

“Emotional emancipation means complete
freedom from the lie of Black inferiority
and the negative stereotypes grounded in
that lie that have burdened Black people
and shaped the world’s perceptions of
Black people for centuries” (p. 338)

How do you work
together to prevent
students from
internalizing
negative
stereotypes about
themselves?

American
Psychological
Association, 2016
Paired Questions
Lomotey, 1994,
1992

Jones & Neblett,
2016

Grills, Arid, Rowe,
2016
Gordon, 2015

“Racist and stereotyped images have
dominated media depictions of Black
people for hundreds of years” (197).
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What are some of
the activities that
take place that
allow students to
develop a positive
African identity?

Can you tell me a
story about a time
you worked

together to help
students build
positive academic
identities?
Lewis, Sullivan,
Bybee, 2006

“Unfortunately, the current traditional
mainstream education system neglects to
adequately infuse Black culture or pride
into the curriculum” (p. 4)

Sub question: Tell
me a story about a
lesson you
observed/participat
ed in that
celebrated African
culture.

Friere, 1970

Students can become liberated by critically
examining their reality and developing
solutions to overcome oppression.

What are some of
the components of
your curriculum
that you deem to
be necessary for
fostering cultural
consciousness
where students
examine their
reality and develop
solutions for
oppression?
How do your
counseling
techniques help
empower students
to develop critical
consciousness?
How do you
collaborate to help
students develop
solutions to
overcome
oppression?
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Asante, 1990

(Lee, 1992)
–Tanzanian
Proverb

Potts, 2003

Afrocentric theory challenges the dominant
narrative of White supremacy.

In what ways does
your school
challenge the
dominant narrative
of White
supremacy?

An African-centered education encourages
community ties and encourages community
members to be producers and not
consumers.

How do you work
together to
encourage
community
engagement?

Two Ants Do Not Fail to Pull One
Grasshopper

Afrocentric education values cooperative
learning over competitiveness,
communalism over individualism, and
spirituality over materialism.
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Can you tell me a
story about a time
you partnered with
a community
member on a
school
project/activity/init
iative?
How do you work
together to create a
community within
your school?

Appendix B
Eurocentric Versus Afrocentric Characteristics

Afrocentric
“Affect-Symbolic Imagery”
(Dixon, 1977, p.122)
Inclusiveness
Collective responsibility
Interdependence
Thrive under harmony
Written tradition
Nuclear family
Oneness with nature
Spiritualism
Diunital (both and)

Eurocentric
Epistemology

“Object-Measure Cognition”
(Dixon, 1977 p.122).
Exclusiveness
Competition
Independence
Thrive under conflict
Verbal tradition
Extended family
Separation between man and
nature
Materialism
Dichotomy (either or)

Values

Being

Activity

Doing

Here and Now

Time

Future-Oriented

Humanism
Groupness
Sameness

Psychobehavioral
modalities

European supremacy/racism
Individualism
Uniqueness

Speak with affect
Interrupt when can (turntaking)
Affective, emotional,
interpersonal oriented

Client-Therapist
Communication

Speak fast to control the listener
Nonverbal cues (head nodding)
Objective task-oriented

Figure: Adapted from Dixon 1977, Baldwin & Hopkins 1990, Morris 2001
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Appendix C
Individual Interview Protocol

Good morning (afternoon). My name is Lashia. Thank you for taking the time to speak
with me today. Today we will complete the first of two interviews. The first is an
individual interview in which I will ask you about your experiences as a principal/mental
health professional at an Afrocentric school. My research focuses on the emancipatory
practices that are taking place in your school. My study does not aim to evaluate the
practices taking place at this school. Rather I am trying to gain a better understanding of
the practices taking place within an Afrocentric school that helps address miseducation.
There are no right or wrong or desirable or undesirable answers. I would like you to feel
comfortable with saying what you really think and how you really feel. The
second interview is a paired interview with a principal and mental health professional.
This interview will take place at a later date.
If it is okay with you, I will be audio-recording our conversation. The purpose of this is
so that I can get all the details but at the same time be able to be fully present in the
conversation with you. I assure you that all participants in this study will remain
confidential. If you would like to discontinue your participation in this study at any time
you may do so.
Principal Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does it mean to be an Afrocentric school?
Can you tell me a little about your schools’ philosophy and mission?
How would you describe your role as a principal?
Tell me a story that would describe a typical day at your school.
As a principal at an Afrocentric school, how do you embody Afrocentric values
within your leadership style?
6. In what ways, if any, do you empower your staff and students to uphold
Afrocentric values?
7. How would you describe the curriculum at your school?
Sub question: What role do you play in making curriculum choices within your
school?
8.
How is ancestral history incorporated in your school?
9.
What are some pedagogical approaches that you find to be valuable in helping
students achieve liberation?
Sub Question: Can you tell me a story about a time you lead (a) teacher(s) in
pedagogical decision making?
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10.
Tell me a story about a time that you used knowledge of a student’s culture to use
effective discipline practices?
Probing: Such as using cultural humor or emotion?
11.
How do you address the social and political changes that affect students and their
families?

Counselor Questions:
1. What does it mean to be an Afrocentric school?
2. What does it mean to be a mental health professional in an Afrocentric school?
3. What type of counseling do you provide? Groups? Family? Individual?
4. What is your theoretical orientation?
5. What are your desired outcomes for the students that you work with?
Sub question: What prevention and intervention techniques do you use to reach
your desired outcomes?
Sub Question: What are some counseling approaches that you find to be valuable
in helping students?
Sub Question: How do your counseling techniques help empower students to
develop critical consciousness?
6.
How does culture play a role in the counseling techniques that you choose to
utilize with your students?
7.
Can you tell me about an intervention that you use with your students that
incorporates their culture?
8.
What are some beneficial coping skills for stressors that students face related to
racism?
Sub question: Which counseling interventions do you utilize to help your students
build those coping skills?
9. Can you tell me a story about a time you collaborated with a family member(s)) to meet
the needs of your student(s)?
10.
What preventive opportunities do you provide for students to foster awareness
about mental health?
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Appendix D
Paired Interview Protocol
Good morning (afternoon). My name is Lashia. Thank you for taking the time to speak
with me today. Today we will complete the second round of interviews. My research
focuses on the emancipatory practices that are taking place in your school. My study does
not aim to evaluate the practices taking place at this school. Rather I am trying to gain a
better understanding of the practices taking place within an Afrocentric school that helps
address miseducation. There are no right or wrong or desirable or undesirable answers. I
would like you to feel comfortable with saying what you really think and how you really
feel. The purpose of this paired second interview is to gain more knowledge of how you
collaborate as a principal and mental health professional.
If it is okay with you, I will be audio-recording our conversation. The purpose of this is
so that I can get all the details but at the same time be able to be fully present in the
conversation with you. I assure you that all participants in this study will remain
confidential. If you would like to discontinue your participation in this study at any time
you may do so.
Paired Interview
1. How do you collaborate to help fulfill the mission of your school?
2. How do you work together to create a community within your school?
3. What are some of the activities that take place that allow students to develop a
positive African identity?
4. Sub question: Tell me a story about a lesson you observed/participated in that
celebrated African culture.
5. How do you work together to encourage community engagement?
6. Can you tell me a story about a time you partnered with a community member on
a school project/activity/initiative?
7. In what ways does your school challenge the dominant narrative of white
supremacy?
8. How do you work together to prevent students from internalizing negative
stereotypes about themselves?
9. How do you collaborate to help students develop solutions to overcome
oppression?
10. Can you tell me a story about a time you worked together to help students build
positive academic identities?
11. What are some of the components of your curriculum that you deem to be
necessary in fostering cultural consciousness?
Sub question: How does your curriculum allow students to examine their reality
and develop solutions for oppression?
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Appendix E
Recruitment Email
Dear [insert name],
My name is Lashia Bowers and I am a Ph.D. student from the Educational and
Organizational Leadership Development department at Clemson University. I am writing
to invite you to participate in my research study about leadership and mental health
practices taking place in African-centered schools. I am inviting you to be in this study
because you are a school leader or counselor at an African-Centered School. I obtained
your contact information from your school’s website.
If you decide to participate in this study, you will be asked to participate in one
individual interview that will last an hour, and one paired interview with a counselor
and/or school leader that will last an hour and 15 minutes. I would like to audio record
the interviews. The interviews will be transcribed, and you will have the opportunity to
review your interview transcript for accuracy. This may take up to an hour should you
choose to review the transcript. Lastly, I would like access to documents such as
newspaper articles pertaining to your school, staff meetings agendas/minutes, school
progress measurements, and school newsletters.
Remember, participating in this study is completely voluntary. You can choose to
be in the study or not. If you'd like to participate in this study, simply reply to this email
letting me know. If you have any questions about the study, please email or contact me at
lashia.bowers@gmail.com.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Lashia Bowers, LPC, CACI
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Appendix F
IRB Approval
From: Nalinee Patin <npatin@clemson.edu>
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 11:09 AM
To: Hans Klar <hklar@clemson.edu>
Cc: "lashiab@g.clemson.edu" <lashiab@g.clemson.edu>
Subject: Exempt Determination for IRB2020-107: "None but Ourselves..."
Dear Dr. Klar:
The Clemson University Office of Research Compliance reviewed the protocol titled “’None
but Ourselves’: An Afrocentric Case Study Examining Emancipatory Practices within
an African Centered School” and a determination was made on April 21, 2020 that
the proposed activities involving human participants qualify as Exempt under category 2 in
accordance with federal regulations 45 CFR
46.104(d), http://media.clemson.edu/research/compliance/irb/new_exempt_categories.pdf.
This IRB protocol was approved during modified university operations. This approval does
not grant permission to utilize university facilities, and researchers are required to follow
safety protocols for facilities not affiliated with Clemson. All in-person data collection
should be suspended unless deemed essential by the Vice President for Research or
the university returns to normal operations. Contact your Associate Dean for Research if
you feel your project should be classified as essential.
No further action or IRB oversight of the protocol is required except in the following
situations:
1. Substantial changes made to the protocol that could potentially change the review
level. If you plan to make changes to your project, please send an email
to IRB@clemson.edu outlining the nature of the changes prior to implementation of
those changes. The IRB office will determine whether or not your proposed changes
require additional review.
2. Occurrence of unanticipated problem or adverse event; any unanticipated problems
involving risk to subjects, complications, and/or adverse events must be reported to
the Office of Research Compliance immediately.
3. Change in Principal Investigator (PI)
All research involving human participants must maintain an ethically appropriate standard,
which serves to protect the rights and welfare of the participants. This involves obtaining
informed consent and maintaining confidentiality of data. Research related records should be
retained for a minimum of three (3) years after completion of the study.
The Clemson University IRB is committed to facilitating ethical research and protecting the
rights of human subjects. Please contact us if you have any questions and use the IRB
number and title when referencing the study in future correspondence.
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All the best,
Nalinee

Nalinee Patin, CIP

IRB Administrator
OFFICE OF RESEARCH COMPLIANCE

Clemson University, Division of Research
391 College Avenue, Suite 406, Clemson, SC 29631, USA
P: 864-656-0636
www.clemson.edu/research
This message and any attachments contain information which may be confidential
and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the
addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained in the message. If you have received the message in
error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message.
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